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Dear Mr. Bandemer,
The City of Fort Wayne, Indiana engaged Hunden Strategic Partners (HSP) to perform an analysis and
evaluation for a proposed downtown arena in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The study includes the viability and
return on public investment from the proposed downtown arena. The attached is a our report.
This deliverable has been prepared under the following general assumptions and limiting conditions:
!

The findings presented herein reflect analysis of primary and secondary sources of
information that are assumed to be correct. HSP utilized sources deemed to be reliable, but
cannot guarantee their accuracy.

!

No responsibility is taken for changes in market conditions after the date of this report and
no obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect events or conditions occurring after
the date of this report.

!

HSP has no control over construction costs or timing of construction and opening.

!

Macroeconomic events affecting travel and the economy cannot be predicted and may impact
the development and performance of the project.

We have enjoyed serving you on this engagement and look forward to providing you with continuing
service.
Sincerely yours,

Hunden Strategic Partners

www.hundenpartners.com
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Fort Wayne engaged the Hunden Strategic Partners team, which includes Sink Combs
Dethlefs (SCD), referred to collectively as HSP, HSP Team or Team, to conduct a market, financial
and impact analysis related to the development of a mid-sized arena to be located in downtown
Fort Wayne. Given the success of Parkview Field in bringing consistent warm-weather activity,
crowds and energy downtown, as well as the overall improvement in downtown development,
many stakeholders wondered if an event center that is active primarily from fall through spring
would generate similar energy, activity, and improvement to business in downtown Fort Wayne,
creating a year-round set of event facilities.
The primary questions that HSP was requested to answer are:
!

Is there enough potential activity and demand in the market to support the
development of a new arena downtown, given the existence of the larger Coliseum
outside of downtown?

!

Are there events that are accepting lesser dates or less ideal accommodations
currently that would improve or expand their activity at a new, smaller facility?

!

How much would the arena cost and would it need ongoing financial support beyond
the initial development?

!

How would this ongoing arena activity benefit downtown and all of Fort Wayne?
What impacts are expected?

!

What are the optimal governance options for the facility to ensure success?

Many cities have used event facilities as activity and demand generators to enhance their
downtowns and overall development efforts. The activity of arenas can generate consistent usage,
which provides consistent nearby street-level activity for restaurants and bars and some retail. It
also provides downtown employees and residents a major activity center nearby to walk to after
work. Yet the facility itself must be able to generate enough events on the calendar to keep it
operating without significant financial support. No arena pays completely for itself -- clearly the
War Memorial Coliseum has received tens of millions of dollars in state and local financial
support for capital and operations over its lifetime – the design and operating concept of any new
facility should ensure that it can maximize revenues and minimize expenses for a net positive
operating profile.
HSP met with key stakeholders, interviewed and surveyed existing and potential arena users,
analyzed the competition, reviewed the physical and calendar situation at the Coliseum, analyzed
the market, investigated comparable situations, and worked with SCD to understand the state of
art in arena design today.
Based on HSP’s analysis, the following was determined:
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!

The Coliseum is a larger and successful facility that has received significant market
and government support over several decades. It has expanded several times,
including an expansion of the arena “bowl” to increase the number of seats. It excels
at very large events, including those public shows and concerts that require acres of
parking.

!

The market is large enough that having one facility attempt to service all of the event
types has meant that it is difficult for many users/events to get dates at a reasonable
cost (comparable to other like markets). While the Coliseum has many space options,
it is difficult for it to be all things to all events.

!

The Coliseum has a difficult time accommodating all of the events that would like to
use the facility, given demand for the same dates during many months of the year.
Some events are accommodated in alternate spaces (not the primary arena bowl) that
user groups do not prefer.

!

The Coliseum seating bowl is much larger than what most events, games and acts
can fill (in many cases double the size necessary). This results in the events seeming
“empty” to the players, band and audience, which diminishes the experience. In fact,
the facility rarely fills all the seats. While it can curtain off sections, the set up is not
ideal for hosting smaller events.

!

There are current users (both sports and event producers for certain events) who
would prefer a smaller, more intimate arena setting, with seating that is closer to the
court/floor, with better date options.

!

There is a gap between the large capacity at the Coliseum and the small capacity at
the Embassy Theater. There are many events that are simply too large or not the
right type of event for the Embassy, but are too small to break even or work well in
the very large Coliseum.

!

There are many examples of new mid-sized arenas in markets with existing larger
arenas nearby where both have active calendars. There are acts and events for large
and small/mid-sized arenas and they often do not overlap.

!

Fort Wayne’s downtown has enhanced its reputation as a fun, walkable city with
more leisure time activities, at least in the warmer months via the development of
Parkview Field. However, during the cold months, unless there is an event at the
Grand Wayne Center or Embassy Theater, the downtown still has a limited number of
“demand generators” like an arena or event center. Most restaurants and retail
businesses need that consistent year-round demand in order to survive. Currently
there are a number of vacant restaurant spaces that would be much more viable with
more events throughout the year.

!

As HSP has noted in its work on the Grand Wayne Convention Center, in terms of
the destination itself, Fort Wayne is at an inflection point. It has developed enough
facilities to begin to be noticed and acceptable for certain types of events and
visitors, not to mention residents. However, in order to attract higher spending
groups, visitors and residents an improvement in the downtown attractiveness is
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necessary. Expanding existing facilities like the GWCC is not enough. The key deficit
now is in the destination package and appeal of downtown Fort Wayne. The key
items that are missing are nodes of restaurant and entertainment activity, more high
quality hotel choices and an overall vibe of “things to do” downtown. The
development of Parkview Field and related projects has helped, and the new Ash
tower will also help. However, more restaurants, a potential event or entertainment
center and retail/general downtown activity (from residents, workers, visitors) will
help.
!

The impact in terms of activity and recaptured demand is expected to have
measurable and intrinsic benefits to Fort Wayne. Fort Wayne is one of few strong
mid-sized Midwest regional centers of its size without a major university or a state
capital. It has thrived despite the odds, while many other similar cities in the Midwest
have contracted. Fort Wayne has retooled and reinvested, including downtown. The
attractiveness of its downtown is the heartbeat of what Fort Wayne offers to
businesses, residents and visitors. It receives visitors from throughout northern
Indiana, northwest Ohio and southern Michigan for its events and to use its hospitals
and retail nodes. A new event center downtown will reinforce and enhance this draw
to the city, especially to downtown. New residential and restaurant development is
much more likely after the development of such a facility. Corporations will be more
likely to locate downtown with such a facility.

Summary of Report & Recommendations
The summary of this report’s chapters, its recommendations and projections are shown next.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS FROM CHAPTERS
Local Demographics and Economy
The city of Fort Wayne is located in northeastern Indiana, southwest of South Bend and west of
the Ohio state border. Just to the west of Fort Wayne is Warsaw, Indiana. The two cities are
renowned hubs for medical engineering and medical technology companies. Fort Wayne is the
largest city and seat of Allen County.
The MSA had a 2010 census population of 416,257. According to 2013 population estimates, the
MSA has grown to 424,122. The city proper increased in population between the 2000 and 2010
census from 205,727 to 253,691, or 23.3 percent.
The region has seen steady growth during the past decade. This is due in part to Fort Wayne’s
proximity to Warsaw, IN, the “World’s Orthopedic Capital” and growth in tourism to Allen county.
The area has also transitioned from a manufacturing base to one that includes growing service,
financial and other companies, including Vera Bradley. However, its manufacturing economy is
strong, headed by General Motors and others. The orthopedic industry is an $11 billion dollar
global industry that attracts jobs, conventions and investments into the northern Indiana region.
Nearly six million people visit Fort Wayne annually.
The community has seen steady growth throughout the past decade. This is due in part to a
diversified economy, growing airport facilities and nearby industries, and efficient regional access
via roads and railways. The community has also seen substantial growth in the tourism business,
especially related to downtown development. Nearly six million people visit Fort Wayne each year,
and the community hopes to continue to grow the local tourism industry. The new Parkview
Field, recently expanded Grand Wayne Center and new Courtyard by Marriott convention hotel,
Embassy Theater, and the War Memorial Coliseum complex are outstanding facilities that draw
hundreds of thousands of visitors to the community each year, especially to downtown. The
primary event facility not located downtown is the Coliseum. This focuses much visitor activity
outside of downtown for many events.
This downtown enhancement, combined with the growing market size, is a positive environment
for the development of additional event facilities downtown.

Local Market Analysis
HSP evaluated the local sports and entertainment venues to determine both the supply of local
facilities for event as well as the existing demand for arena events to determine how a downtown
arena could impact the Fort Wayne market. The facilities were determined by their location,
facility components, quality, and discussions with local and regional sport and entertainment
organizations.
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The following table summarizes the sports and entertainment venues in Fort Wayne, sorted by
capacity.
Table 1

`

Fort Wayne Sports & Entertainment Venues
Venue
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Foellinger Theatre
Embassy Theatre
USF Performing Arts Center
Piere's Entertainment Center
C2G Music Hall
Grand Wayne Center

Capacity
13,000
2,751
2,471
2,018
2,000
400
NA

Distance from Downtown
3.0 miles
2.3 miles
0 miles
0 miles
5.5 miles
0 miles
0 miles

Most Recent Renovation
2013
1970's
2005
1990's
--2005

Source: Hunden Partners

The following map shows the sports and entertainment venues in the Fort Wayne metro area.
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Figure 1

!
Located three miles northeast of downtown Fort Wayne, the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
is the largest venue in the Fort Wayne metro area, with a seating capacity of 13,000. Foellinger
Theatre and Piere’s Entertainment Center, which have capacities of 2,751 and 2,000 spectators,
are the only other venues located outside of the downtown limits. The Embassy Theatre, USF
Performing Arts Center, C2G Music Hall, and Grand Wayne Center comprise the downtown sports
and entertainment venues.
The Fort Wayne market is currently dominated by the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum,
which is the primary sport and entertainment venue in the community. Facility tenants, such as
the Mad Ants and Derby Girls, have little influence on their rates or event dates due to the lack of
supply of facilities, as well as their reliance upon the Coliseum. In addition, the facilities provided
are not ideal as they are too large to create an intimate and exciting atmosphere. While
management is expert at the Coliseum, these organizations are not satisfied with their current
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situation, and would be interested in moving to a smaller, more intimate facility in downtown Fort
Wayne.
The concerts being held at the Coliseum are often held with the upper bowl curtained off,
suggesting that a smaller venue would be more ideal for many events. While the intent of a new
facility is not to pull events from the Coliseum, if events are not performing as well as they could,
they could move and the benefits would accrue to the fans and users/tenants. In addition, there
are a number of new events not occurring currently that would be induced to a new, smaller
facility. A downtown arena would provide much-needed competition to the market and allow Fort
Wayne to potentially attract some entertainment events that the market cannot currently
accommodate.

Small & Midsized Arena Trends
Arena and multipurpose event center development for mid-sized metropolitan markets and
suburban areas of major markets have been increasing in the last decade for a variety of reasons.
Smaller venues provide an opportunity to host the size of events that make financial sense for
many market sizes, including performing arts, concerts, family shows, and community events,
not to mention trade shows and conventions. In certain metropolitan areas, like Fort Wayne,
these facilities often attract events that are too small for (or make more financial sense than in)
the large facilities, like the Coliseum. There is often a wide gap in the capacity between the largest
and next largest venue in the community, which is the case in Fort Wayne. The Coliseum is a
very large venue for this size market and the Embassy Theater is a smaller concert/performance
venue for specific types of events. There is no dedicated facility for events that would prefer to fit
in a facility between 3,000 and 10,000 seats. Many of these events that tour the U.S. are not
finding a home in Fort Wayne and there is a growing roster of events for these smaller arenas.
Producers of these events can often make more money in a smaller venue than a larger one, as
rental and other deal components are more favorable. Also, acts and teams like to play in
facilities that are similar in size to the audience. Most performers or teams do not like to play
within a large facility that is only partially filled.
More content (events, performing acts, etc.) has been developed to tour these smaller venues.
Fort Wayne should be able to host a number of concerts, family shows, and other events and
should be able to induce new events to the market and accommodate other events that currently
are not being optimally accommodated at other venues currently.

State and Regional Arenas
Fort Wayne’s primary event, concert, and family show facility competition comes from arenas in
Indiana, southwest Michigan and northwestern Ohio. The cities shown on the following map and
table have been identified as the most directly competitive facilities. However, in terms of where
arenas draw their audience from, these markets are mostly worlds unto themselves and it is not
very frequent that Fort Wayne residents travel to these arenas to see sporting events, concerts or
family shows. In fact, it is often the case that residents of areas like South Bend-Elkhart-Goshen
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would travel to Fort Wayne for an event. Each of these arenas, except the Ford Center, is within a
three-hour drive of Fort Wayne.
The following map shows these non-Fort Wayne arenas in relation to Fort Wayne.
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Figure 2
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The following table shows the facilities and their key statistics, sorted by concert capacity.
Table 2
Regional Arenas - Competitive Environment (Sorted by Concert Capacity)
Facility

City

Capacity Capacity for
State Basketball Concerts

Year
Opened

Tenants

Civic or
University

Indianapolis

IN

18,165

19,000

1999

Indiana Pacers (NBA),
Indiana Fever (WNBA),
Indiana Ice (USHL)

Civic

Grand Rapids

MI

11,500

13,184

1996

Grand Rapids Griffins (AHL)
Grand Rapids Drive (NBA D-League)

Civic

Evansville

IN

10,000

11,000

2011

U of Evansville Purple Aces (NCAA)
Evansville IceMen (ECHL)
Evansville Women's Basketball (NCAA)

Civic

South Bend

IN

9,149

10,000

1968

U of Notre Dame Men's Basketball,
U of Notre Dame Women's Basketball
U of Notre Dame Volleyball

University

Huntington Center

Toledo

OH

8,000

9,341

2009

Toledo Walleye (ECHL)
Toledo Crush (LFL - Women's Football)

Civic

Savage Arena

Toledo

OH

7,300

8,300

1976

U of Toledo Men's Basketball,
U of Toledo Women's Basketball
U of Toledo Volleyball

University

Wings Stadium

Kalamazoo

MI

5,113

8,023

1974

Kalamazoo Wings (ECHL)

Civic

Indiana Farmers Coliseum

Indianapolis

IN

6,500

6,800

2014

Indy Fuel (ECHL),
IUPUI Jaguars (NCAA),
Naptown Roller Girls

Civic

Kellogg Arena

Battle Creek

MI

4,675

6,200

1980

Battle Creek Flight (minor league basketball)
Battle Creek Crunch (Indoor Football)

Civic

---

---

8,934
7,780

10,205
9,106

1992
1991

Bankers Life Fieldhouse

Van Andel Arena

Ford Center

Purcell Pavilion at Joyce Center

Average
Average without Bankers Life Fieldhouse
Source: Various Facilities, Hunden Strategic Partners

As shown, the Bankers Life Fieldhouse in Indianapolis has the largest crowd capacity and is also
the only arena in the list to have a team in one of the major leagues (NBA or NHL) as a tenant.
This facility is the biggest in-state competitor due to the size and number of marquee topgrossing concerts and shows, some of which might not stop in Fort Wayne, or if they do stop,
may be at a later date. Fort Wayne is a popular stop for concert promoters as the market has the
reputation of selling more tickets than is typical of a market of that size. However, if Fort Wayne
is not on a national tour’s first itinerary through the Midwest, then a venue in Fort Wayne may be
able to schedule a show on an “off” night between two shows in larger markets. Otherwise, Fort
Wayne’s residents will travel to larger cities, like Indianapolis, Detroit or Chicago to see a highly
valued show or one that is only going to major facilities.
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South Bend’s renovated Joyce Center, at the University of Notre Dame, lies about 90 minutes to
the northwest, however, with the Notre Dame basketball and volleyball schedules, and other
student activities, the arena is often in use and does not host many touring concerts or other
shows. Residents of South Bend will often travel to Chicago, Fort Wayne or area casinos to see
live events. Evansville’s 2011 Ford Center is the state’s newest multi-use arena and is only
competitive with Fort Wayne in situations involving Indiana state athletic tournaments and
revolving state shows or events.
Arenas in Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, Grand Rapids and Toledo are the only other possible arenas
that may possibly present any competition, however, their populations, media markets and tenant
sports teams are within their own areas of dominant influence, and rarely advertise in the Fort
Wayne market, just as Fort Wayne would not expect a large percentage of population from Grand
Rapids or Kalamazoo to travel to Fort Wayne to see a show or event. Therefore they do not
present any real threat of competition to an arena in Fort Wayne.
A new arena in Fort Wayne is not directly in competition with these profiled arenas because they
serve different geographical populations and markets. However, Fort Wayne already pulls
audiences from surrounding markets like South Bend-Elkhart and Toledo. With additional event
options on the calendar in a compelling setting, Fort Wayne would likely establish itself as the
entertainment hub for the northern Indiana and southern Michigan region, not to mention western
Ohio.
For the regional markets, there are several examples of how a new arena venue, even a small
one, can provide a resurgence of energy, money, interest, and human life into a city’s downtown.
Just as Parkview Field has brought new excitement and fans into downtown, an indoor
wintertime venue could provide the same type of stimulus in downtown Fort Wayne. It has shown
to work in cities such as Indianapolis and Grand Rapids, both larger cities, but also in Evansville,
a smaller city, where a first-rate arena is hosting the NCAA Division II Men’s Basketball Elite Eight
tournament in consecutive years, and bringing thousand of fans from across the country. A city
like Toledo, which is not a great deal larger than Fort Wayne, and is more economically stable,
can sustain two arenas that both bring popular talent to the city, while each serves their own
purpose on their end of the city (one being a basketball arena for a university and the other is an
ice hockey and municipal entertainment facility to help a distressed downtown scene).
Cities such as Battle Creek and Kalamazoo, which are both smaller than Fort Wayne, have found
ways to make use of their aging facilities by keeping them fresh with inventive ways to keep the
public using them. In Battle Creek, the Kellogg’s arena receives thousands of student-athletes and
their parents each year due to their commitment to hosting high school athletic championships.
Kalamazoo’s arena and exhibition hall bring in shows such as flower and garden shows, and
trade shows to accompany skating clubs and hockey tournaments.
Overall, the regional arena facilities show that even in small or mid-sized markets, multiple
facilities can be well utilized in a single market. It also suggests that the primary audience is
found within the metro area and just beyond, unless the venue is extremely large or there are no
other venues in surrounding areas. An example of the large facility that pulls from other markets
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is Bankers Life in Indianapolis. An example of a facility that pulls from as far as 150 miles is the
Ford Center in Evansville, due to the lack of facilities in any direction for about two to three
hours’ drive time (Indianapolis, Nashville, St. Louis).

Comparable Arena Profiles
There have been a number of new, smaller arenas built in the U.S over the past decade that offer
similarities to the situation in Fort Wayne. HSP sought out arenas in smaller markets or arenas in
markets where there was already an existing larger arena to determine how the market could
support the newer, smaller facility while still supporting the existing facility.
The purpose of investigating comparable facilities is two-fold. It is important to understand if and
how such facilities have performed in similar markets and what implications their performance or
physical program should have on what is recommended in Fort Wayne. Also, investigating their
demand history (attendance, event types and number of events) as well as specific line item
revenue and expense detail provides a top-down and bottom-up approach to understanding how
a similar facility could perform in Fort Wayne.
HSP has reviewed a number of facilities and discusses them as well as implications below.
Table 3
Comparable Arena Summary
Facility
Cross Insurance Arena
Cedar Park Center
Cross Insurance Center
Santa Ana Star Center
Budweiser Events Center
Independence Events Center
Average

Location
Portland, ME
Cedar Park, TX
Bangor, ME
Rio Rancho, NM
Loveland, CO
Independence, MO
--

MSA Population
519,900
1,883,051
153,364
902,797
315,988
2,054,473
789,304

Basketball
7,800
7,200
5,800
6,000
5,400
5,800
6,333

Seating Capacity
Ice Events
6,795
6,800
5,800
6,000
5,350
5,800
6,091

Concert
8,795
8,700
8,500
7,500
7,200
7,000
7,949

Year Opened
1997
2009
2013
2006
2003
2009
2006

Cost (millions)
$8.0
$55.2
$65.0
$47.0
$28.0
$60.0
$43.9

Tenants
AHL, UM Hockey
AHL, NBA D-League
University of Maine
IFL
ECHL, IFL
ECHL, MASL
--

Source: Various Facilities, Pollstar, Hunden Strategic Partners

The comparable facilities were chosen based on the facility size as well as the local area
demographics. The cities where the facilities are located are cities with MSA populations between
150,000 and two million people. The facilities are located within or near several large
metropolitan statistical areas where they compete with larger arenas and other similar-sized event
centers and meeting centers, like Ft. Wayne, which is located approximately 125 miles north of
Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Cross Insurance Arena in Portland, Maine is the largest of the comparable facilities with a
concert seating capacity up to 8,795. The five other comparable facilities have concert capacities
between 7,000 and 8,700, and basketball capacities between 5,800 and 6,800.
Each facility identified was developed to meet the individual demands for communities with
increased demand for recreational and/or sports and entertainment facilities. While the size and
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scale of these facilities varies, each venue attracts similar event types. HSP sought to identify
situations where multiple facilities, large and small, were serving a market as would be the case
in Fort Wayne (which serves an area larger than just the Fort Wayne MSA). One example is the
set of three facilities, two small and one large in Maine and New Hampshire. All are in the same
market, generally speaking, and all are successful. While the two smaller facilities attract or split
the same types of concerts, the smaller facilities do not take events from the larger Verizon Arena
in Manchester. They are simply two different sizes and are attractive to two different sets of event
types. This is expected to hold true in Fort Wayne. Similar situations play out in the Boise and
Omaha markets.
Tenants provide a stable event schedule and help to supplement each facility’s usage and
financials. Newer venues integrating flexible function space are able to support and attract new
groups and events, which generates positive and new economic impact on the city. In addition,
maximizing revenue-generating features such as naming rights, sponsorships, premium seating,
and concessions in the venue not only benefits the bottom line, but also provide opportunities to
develop partnerships in the community. Although large market cities are developing single
purpose venues, small market cities have the challenge of developing flexible multipurpose
venues that can attract a variety of events, while keeping the setting intimate for spectators.
The Project’s success will depend on how well the facility’s management and staff can meet the
standards set by these comparable facilities. Not only do these venues offer insight into the usage
and financial performance, they will also serve to benchmark industry competitive trends. For Fort
Wayne, a new facility should include the amenities expected by both users (bands, event
coordinators, talent, teams, etc.) and visitors.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
!

Committed Community Leadership. The City of Fort Wayne and Allen County’s
leadership have demonstrated a commitment to stimulating redevelopment and
reinvestment in the community, especially the downtown area. In addition, these
commitments may take the form of financial contributions that could allow for better
facilities geared toward a longer-term growth trajectory.

!

Downtown Redevelopment. Downtown Fort Wayne has seen improvement based on
private investment and public leadership. A vibrant downtown consists of popular
restaurants, shops, and entertainment, providing a more visible face to the city and
drawing more visitors from the surrounding areas. This helps the community as a
whole and proves to visitors, residents and business owners that it is serious about a
vision for itself. When private interests see development occurring on a regular basis
downtown, they have more confidence to invest as well. The success of Parkview
Field and surrounding developments have given downtown new life. Now people are
interested in expanding the active feeling that occurs in summer months to the rest
of the year.
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!

Strong Existing Event Demand. Perhaps one of the most encouraging signs for a
project is the strong demand for time and space at the War Memorial Coliseum.
Currently, demand is so strong that the calendar is full much of the year and events
and tenants that want dates have to settle for lesser dates or facilities within the
Coliseum. With a new arena facility, Fort Wayne will be able to have more events
occurring more often within better accommodations.

!

Potential for More Events. The success of a new arena cannot rest on transfer of
events from existing venues. Based on interviews and the success of other similar
facilities, there will be new events and potential tenants for the arena that do not exist
in or come to Fort Wayne now. The facility would fit a size range that is simply not
available today and that is attractive to many potential events.

!

Net positive impact on the Embassy Theater. Based on the analysis and interviews,
a new arena would not compete for events with the Embassy Theater. The Embassy’s
set up and size is such that there are very few events that would consider both types
of options, given the size and configuration difference. On the positive side, the more
that downtown is active, the more local and regional residents will walk downtown
and see the Embassy and what it has to offer. A stronger downtown should result in
a larger audience for the Embassy.

!

Strong and Growing Market. Fort Wayne is one of the few cities and regions of its
size and type in the Midwest that continues to grow. It weathered the last recession
well and transformed into a regional center for health and related industries,
advanced manufacturing, service industries and is a regional youth sports hub. The
convention center and downtown, along with new hotels, have helped the area
become stronger in terms of conventions and events. In short, Fort Wayne is a
growing, attractive and safe regional center of activity.

!

Access. Fort Wayne’s access off of I-69 and US 30 give it easy access to many major
cities across the Midwest, and hence make it easy for visitors to come to events
downtown.

!

Growing Content for Small Arenas. There has been a boom in small and mid-sized
arenas across the US for 15 years and there is specific content (family shows,
concerts, etc.) that has been developed for this size venue. There are many more
small and mid-sized venues across the U.S. than major arenas and so this provides
the acts a steady stream of opportunity. A new facility would provide an opportunity
for those acts to come to Fort Wayne.

Weaknesses
!

Midsized Market with Existing Larger Arena. The regional marketplace has been
supporting the Coliseum for decades and the facility has enjoyed success. While it is
larger than necessary for most events and is often too busy to accommodate the
desires of all users, it performs well and most users have few complaints. This
suggests that a new arena will need to thread the needle of the market by attracting
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new events in all categories and also providing better service and accommodation
that existing users are receiving at the Coliseum. For some event types, this will not
be a challenge, but for others, the Coliseum is still a strong representative for the
Fort Wayne market and accommodates users well. In larger markets, having multiple
arenas can be supported by the large marketplace. In Fort Wayne, the new facility will
need to fit a niche in size, event type, and downtown location that offers something
unique and beneficial to users and attendees.

Opportunities
!

New Events for Fort Wayne. Currently, the Coliseum is so busy during certain times
of the year that dates are not available or the cost to acquire dates is too high. As a
result, there appear to be a number of events that are not coming to Fort Wayne or
existing events are taking lesser dates or days of the week. There are also existing
users/events that are paying more than they otherwise would, which makes the event
less profitable and less likely to succeed or return. With a new facility, there will be
more opportunity for events of all sizes to host their event in Fort Wayne.

!

Better Setting for Smaller Events. Currently, the Coliseum is simply too large to
make most events feel exciting and as if they are in an appropriately size facility. With
more than 10,000 seats, any event with fewer than 7,000 attendees (most events)
tend to feel less engaging. This has a negative impact on the players or performers,
who feel they are playing to an emptier facility, as well as the attendees, who feel as
if they are in an emptier, less exciting setting. With a better, tighter atmosphere,
smaller events and basketball games, for example, should attract more attendees,
making them more successful and popular for the community.

!

Design Oriented for Basketball and Closer Viewing. HSP is recommending a design
that brings the action closer to the seats. While the Coliseum is designed for hockey,
which results in a non-intimate basketball setting, the proposed arena downtown
would have a basketball-oriented design.

!

Opportunity for Events to “Own” the Facility. Smaller markets can attract groups
that do not like being one of many events in a larger facility or forced into
accommodations that are not an ideal size or setting type. In a smaller facility, an
event is able to book an entire building and fill it.

!

Opportunity for Events Covered by Television. With a new facility, the community
would have the opportunity to attract NBA exhibition events that are nationally
televised, as well as NCAA basketball playoff games (Divisions II and III) that are also
nationally televised. This will provide additional free positive press for downtown Fort
Wayne that currently does not exist.

!

Catalytic Development. The proposed arena can serve as a catalytic development to
retain and attract businesses, groups, and visitors to downtown Fort Wayne. An
event center/arena can be the catalytic development that generates year-round activity
to support the development of restaurants and other downtown businesses. Such
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activity only exists in the warm months now (beyond conventions). With additional
events and businesses, more hotels are likely (the arena should generate enough
room nights to support an additional small hotel downtown). Development is often a
catch-22 situation. An investment such as an arena is not necessarily feasible without
other amenities and demand generators. Other amenities and demand generators are
not as likely to occur as quickly without an arena. To start the development trend,
public entities can spur action by investing in this area now, helping to bridge the
risk gap that has kept other developers reticent to take a risk. Businesses and
entrepreneurs notice when the city is aggressive and takes and active role in
improving itself via public-private partnerships, key public investments, and other
quality of life enhancements. These create an environment where others are then
more willing to invest time, money, talent and effort into a new business in
downtown Fort Wayne, move there as residents, or visit with their group. New
conventions that would not consider the area now, may be swayed if the event
facilities are expanded in such a way, more restaurants exist, and the hotel package
is larger.
!

Economic, Fiscal and Employment Benefits. The Project will entice visitors to visit
Fort Wayne businesses, restaurants and meeting/event facilities. These visits result in
increased downtown spending, and in turn, an improved local business environment,
additional tax collections and an increased number of employment opportunities. The
visibility that visitors will have of the downtown from the new arena will show off the
community to a new population that may consider visiting again or even moving to
the community. Currently, many people outside Fort Wayne simply are not visiting.
This strategy worked for Indianapolis. A generation ago it did not have much to offer
downtown. Yet with persistent investments, more and more people came to know the
city as a vibrant, growing and enjoyable community. Success breeds success.

!

Strong Relationship & Synergy with Neighboring Projects, Especially the Grand
Wayne Convention Center. A new arena project in Fort Wayne could benefit and
partner with the Grand Wayne Center to attract events that currently cannot be
housed in the facilities at the GWCC alone. Representatives from the GWCC noted in
interviews that having an attached arena would allow Fort Wayne to potentially bid on
and host new and larger events, including those that need a larger assembly set-up
(direct marketing conventions and religious meetings) or more large flat floor space
for tradeshow booths.

Threats
!

Cost – The cost of the project is not insignificant and that could threaten the
possibility of development.

!

U.S. Economy and Weaker Demand – Anytime the economy contracts, which
happens every six to ten years, the performance of venues like arenas suffer,
although typically not in a way that jeopardizes long-term success.
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!

Competition from the Coliseum – While Fort Wayne and the County should see a
growing pie of spending and events from a new facility downtown, the existing
Coliseum may consider such a facility a threat for certain events. As such, efforts
should be made to ensure that the success of both facilities is a priority by public
sector sponsors. Competition typically leads to lower prices and better service and
experiences. So what may be perceived as a threat should actually improve the
market for events, promoters and attendees.

Implications and Recommendations
As has been demonstrated in this report, the Fort Wayne market, its citizens and events would
benefit from a venue that fits a sizing need that is larger than the Embassy Theater and smaller
than the Coliseum. There are a number of events that will come to such a facility that are
currently not using either existing facility. They may be in lesser accommodations locally (certain
concerts, graduations, sports events) or simply not coming to the market at all. In addition, there
is so much demand for space and time at the Coliseum that some events are being squeezed into
tougher date slots or are paying more than they otherwise would with more choice. The Mad
Ants are an example of a tenant that would help free up the Coliseum for better sport, concert,
and other event dates while providing the NBA D-League team a home, dates, and television
broadcast opportunities that are not present now.
The sizing of a venue is driven by the market, users/tenants and site situation. The sizing with the
most opportunity is a facility with 4,500 – 6,000 seats and onsite amenities and parking to
activate the streets and enhance success. Given the limited number of well-located and potentially
available sites downtown, a facility with nearly 5,500 seats in a basketball configuration is
recommended.
In terms of location, the block directly to the west of the Grand Wayne Convention Center
(GWCC) is recommended, due primarily to its ability to connect to the GWCC, its proximity to
existing nodes of activity (Parkview Field) and its larger than typical size. The size allows the
arena to have some attached parking and loading opportunities, as well as street-level
restaurants. One of the primary purposes of this Project is to act as an economic development
generator for downtown. Having restaurant and bar opportunities with large swaths of glass,
allowing for an open and engaging street-level environment in the area all around the facility is
key.
As for other parking, there are many parking structures and lots downtown that are only filled
during the day. These make excellent parking options at night and on weekends during events.
When Evansville developed its arena (double the size of the recommended arena here), no
additional parking was developed and there have been no complaints by users, as they have been
able to utilize the vast amounts of existing weekday parking for events.
The recommended facility and its seating formats are shown in the following table.
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Table 4
Recommended Fort Wayne Downtown Arena Program

Seating Format
Floor Seating
Telescopic Seating
Lower Bowl Precast Seating
Suites (14) Seating
Loge Seating (Fixed & Caster)
Loge Bar/Suite/Lounge Seating
Total Seating Capacity

Basketball

Center
Stage

764
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
5,333

Connection to Grand Wayne Convention Center
Floor Space for Trade Shows
24,445 Square Feet

1,454
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
6,023

Center
Stage
Boxing
1,598
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
6,167

End Stage

Rodeo

1,834
990
2,181
192
240
274
5,711

0
210
2,503
192
240
274
3,419

Capacity for 139 Tradeshow Booths

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefts, HSP

As shown, the recommended arena would seat 5,333 for basketball, more than 6,000 for a center
stage concert, nearly 6,200 for boxing, and more than 5,700 for an end stage concert. In the case
of a rodeo set up, about 3,400 seats would be available.
The next table shows the other amenities recommended for the facility. It should be noted that
cost was a factor in limiting the size, amount and quality of all facilities. While the total seat
counts were not impacted, efforts were made to reduce the costs in a number of ways.
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Table 5
Recommended Fort Wayne Downtown Arena Amenities
Concessions

4 Primary Concessions
8 Portable Carts

Restaurants at Street Level

SW Corner
South
East (Facing GWCC)
Total

Rest Room Fixtures

68 Womens
34 Mens
102 Total Fixtures

8 Locations
8 Locations
8 Locations

Suites
21" Seats

6 Large Suites
8 Small Suites
14 Total Suites

16 Seats Each
12 Seats Each
192 Seats

Fixed Loge Seating
21" Seats

128 Fixed Seats
58 Bar Height Chairs

Open Loge Seating
24" Arm to Arm

112 Caster Chair Chairs
156 Bar Height Chairs at

Home Team Locker Room

Sports Medicine Area
Fitness Area
Lounge
Coaches Office
Shared Laundry Facility

Visitor/Support Locker Rooms
Star/Green rooms
Staff Changing Areas
Commissary

4
2
2
5,500 SF

Parking Garage

157 Stalls

24 Points of Sale
8 Points of Sale
8,150
9,750
6,350
24,250

Square Feet
Square Feet
Square Feet
Square Feet

Round Tables

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefs

Details surrounding the recommended facility include 32 points of sale in 12 concession locations
and three major street-level restaurants facing out to the street as well as inside the arena during
events. Other food and beverage opportunities are available at the premium seating level, with the
lounge, loge, and suites all featuring food and beverage before and during events. As is standard
with all new facilities, a premium lounge/restaurant at the loge level is critical to attracting higher
spending attendees and corporate users. Fourteen suites are recommended, with two different
size categories. There are suggested to be a variety of loge seating options, including fixed,
casters, and bar height stools.
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In terms of support amenities, all the modern amenities, including locker rooms, offices, large
and numerous restrooms and other support facilities are recommended. A 157-stall parking deck
is recommended on site. This could be expanded with additional levels. It is likely that key staff,
tenants, and premium ticket/suite holders would have access to these spaces. An overhead
connector to the Grand Wayne Convention Center is recommended so that more events can be
lured to a shared, larger facility than if the two were separated. Given the two existing connected
hotels, the arena addition to the complex would make it quite impressive to meeting and event
planners.

Site
Based on the analysis, the best site is the block just west of the Grand Wayne Convention Center.
It will focus event activity downtown and leverage existing strengths, provide a unique and
interesting site and walkable location and will be amongst other community assets.
In the next figure, the site is shown to the left of the Grand Wayne Convention Center. A second
and less optimal alternative is the block north of the GWCC.
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Figure 3
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The estimated budget for the arena is shown below.
Table 6
Preliminary Cost Estimate - Fort Wayne Arena
Location

Description of space

Gross Sq. Ft.

Cost Per
Sq. Ft.

Construction
Cost

Add'l Cost
Multiplier

Cost

Arena Base Scope
Event / Concourse Level

Horizontal flat floor area

102,650

$250

$25,662,500

$1.30

$33,361,250

Event / Concourse Level

South East Bar / Restaurant

8,150

$250

$2,037,500

$1.30

$2,648,750

Event / Concourse Level

South Bar / Restaurant

9,750

$250

$2,437,500

$1.30

$3,168,750

Suite Level

Horizontal flat floor area

25,000

$250

$6,250,000

$1.30

$8,125,000

Suite Level

Precast Stadia

Base Scope Total

15,200

$250

$3,800,000

$1.30

$4,940,000

160,750

$250

$40,187,500

$1.30

$52,243,750

54,580

$80

$4,366,400

$1.30

$5,676,320

54,580

$80

$4,366,400

$1.30

$5,676,320

$44,553,900

$1.30

$57,920,070

Garage Addition
Suite Level

1 Level parking deck (157 Stalls)

Garage Total
Arena / Garage Total

215,330

Convention Center Connection & Street-Level Restaurants
CC Level 1

Level 1 Restaurant / Retail

6,350

$250

CC Level 1

Level 1 lobby addition

1,970

$250

$492,500

CC Level 2

Level 2 support / office space

5,370

$250

$1,342,500

CC Level 2

Level 2 Bridge Connection

2,700

$250

$675,000

16,390

$250

$4,097,500

$1.30

$5,326,750

$48,651,400

$1.30

$63,246,820

Convention Center Connection Total
Project Total

231,720

$1,587,500

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefs

The budget assumes the development of a 160,750-square foot arena, 157-stall garage,
connector to the GWCC and three restaurants. The total current budget without soft costs is
$48.65 million and is estimated to be $63.25 million with soft costs and pricing inflation by the
time the facility is built.
The next figures show the layout and site plan of the facility. The first one, below, shows the
basketball configuration. One of the key differences between this design and the Coliseum design
is that the raked seating begins essentially at the basketball court level, whereas at the Coliseum,
there are many rows of essentially flat seating before the raked/raised seating begins. This new
design keeps the fans closer to the action on the floor than they currently experience at the
Coliseum.
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Figure 4

Also shown above are the three restaurants (including one across Webster Street at the GWCC).
There is a strong effort made to make Webster an inviting street so that this project does not cut
off downtown’s north from its more developed south portion.
The next figure shows the suite level layout with the basketball configuration.
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Figure 5

There will be a large restaurant at the suite and premium seating level to enhance the guest
experience and revenues before and during events.
The next figure shows the center stage concert set up.
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Figure 6

The next figure shows the end-stage concert set up.
Figure 7
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Demand Projections
Based on the analysis conducted, HSP has developed demand and financial projections for the
proposed arena. The assumptions are based on the recommendations in the prior chapter.
The following table shows the expected number of events, by type.
Table 7
Projected Schedule of Events by Category and Year
Category

Year 1

Mad Ants
25
Other Sports Team
0
Family Shows
4
Concerts
12
Other Sporting Events
6
Graduations
2
Assemblies, Conventions, Large Community Events
8
Meetings/Banquets
24

Total

81

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

25
0
5
13
8
3
10
27

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

91

101

101

101

101

101

101

101

101

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The Mad Ants are expected to have 25 home games. The model does not assume any indoor
soccer or football tenants, although these are a possibility. Family shows are projected to stabilize
at six per year, with 14 concerts per year and ten other sporting events. Graduations, flat-floor
events and meetings/banquets are expected to add 46 other annual events.
The next table shows the expected annual attendance by type of event.
Table 8
Projected Paid Attendance by Category and Year
Category

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Mad Ants
85,800
Family Shows
12,000
Concerts
54,000
Other Sporting Events
15,000
Graduations
3,000
Assemblies, Conventions, Large Community12,000
Events
Meetings/Banquets
4,300

88,200
15,000
58,500
20,000
4,500
15,000
4,900

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

186,100

206,100

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

Total

Year 1

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Attendance is projected to start at 186,000 and increase to nearly 225,000 annually by
stabilization, led by basketball attendance (approximately one-third of total attendance) and
followed by concerts.

Financial Projection
The following table shows the performance of several comparable facilities that have been
developed in the past ten years and with seat counts within a similar range as that recommended
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for Fort Wayne. The metrics presented here, in addition to IAVM’s 2013 arena survey results and
conversations with facility managers at similar facilities are used to make the financial
assumptions presented below.
The following table shows the revenue and expenses expected for the scenario, based on the
above and other assumptions.
Table 9
Fort Wayne Arena Financial Projection (thousands of inflated dollars) *
Fiscal Year
Item

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$415
$316
$48
$93
$53
$322
$432
$767
$167
$103

$482
$337
$51
$104
$57
$320
$472
$841
$182
$113

$552
$370
$58
$115
$62
$330
$486
$867
$194
$124

$568
$381
$60
$118
$62
$340
$501
$894
$194
$127

$585
$393
$62
$122
$69
$350
$516
$922
$194
$131

$603
$405
$64
$134
$69
$488
$531
$951
$194
$142

$621
$417
$65
$138
$69
$499
$547
$980
$194
$146

$640
$429
$67
$142
$69
$512
$564
$1,011
$194
$150

$659
$442
$69
$146
$76
$524
$581
$1,042
$194
$153

$679
$456
$72
$151
$76
$537
$598
$1,074
$194
$158

$2,716

$2,958

$3,158

$3,246

$3,344

$3,580

$3,677

$3,778

$3,887

$3,994

$725
$189
$302
$150
$160
$150
$125
$200
$95

$747
$194
$311
$155
$165
$155
$129
$206
$98

$769
$200
$320
$159
$170
$159
$133
$212
$101

$792
$206
$330
$164
$175
$164
$137
$219
$104

$816
$212
$340
$169
$180
$169
$141
$61
$107

$840
$219
$350
$174
$185
$174
$145
$63
$110

$866
$225
$361
$179
$191
$179
$149
$65
$113

$892
$232
$371
$184
$197
$184
$154
$67
$117

$918
$239
$383
$190
$203
$190
$158
$69
$120

$946
$246
$394
$196
$209
$196
$163
$71
$124

$104

$121

$138

$142

$147

$151

$155

$160

$165

$170

$78
$207

$90
$239

$103
$273

$106
$281

$109
$290

$112
$298

$116
$307

$119
$316

$123
$326

$127
$336

Operating Revenue
Rent
Concessions
Novelties
Catering
Parking
Premium Seating
Advertising and Sponsorship
Naming Rights
Facility Service Fee
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Operating Expense
Fixed
Salary - Permanent Staff
Benefits - Permanent Staff
General and Administrative
Utilities
Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance
Communications
Advertising
Misc.
Variable
Utilities
Event Services
Hourly Salaries and Benefits
Total Expenses

$2,484

$2,608

$2,737

$2,819

$2,740

$2,822

$2,907

$2,994

$3,084

$3,177

Net Operating Income (Deficit)

$231

$350

$421

$426

$604

$758

$770

$784

$803

$817

Deposit to Maintenance Reserve

$109

$118

$126

$130

$134

$143

$147

$151

$155

$160

Management Fee
Net Operating Income

$200
-$77

$206
$26

$212
$82

$219
$78

$225
$245

$232
$383

$239
$384

$246
$387

$253
$394

$261
$396

* Includes Naming Rights Revenue
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

In total revenue is projected to increase from $2.7 to $4.0 million over the period. This includes
the annual naming rights payment, which is not always counted as an operating revenue item,
but instead used to support initial debt service. After accounting for all operating expenses, net
operating income is projected to be negative $77,000 in the first year, increasing to $396,000 by
the tenth year.
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Impact Analysis
The gross operations of the Project will generate a significant amount of economic activity and
various taxes and will support a number of new jobs onsite. However, the critical analysis is the
amount of net new spending generated by the Project in community. While most of the activity
will be new to Fort Wayne, some will be transferred from the Coliseum. However, the reason that
many events will transfer from the Coliseum is the belief by event sponsors that the turnout,
experience, and economic results will be better there. Certainly that is the belief for Mad Ants
basketball, other sports events that will thrive in a basketball-centric format, and concerts that
work best in smaller environments. There will also be many new events, including concerts,
family shows, and flat floor expos and conventions.
In order to determine the impact of these net new events and improved performance of existing
events, HSP made assumptions about the various event types and how many new daytrips and
overnights will occur as a result. The net new room night impact should bring support for an
additional 70 to 80 hotel rooms downtown, which is enough to support an additional small or
boutique hotel.
The basis for the impacts will be the net new room nights due to the Project as well as the net
new day trips, which have a lower economic impact than overnights. The daily spending by
visitors and the overnight spending by overnight visitors all contribute to the economic impact of
the Project.

Economic, Earnings, Employment and Fiscal Impact
In addition to the expected revenue generated onsite, the increased economic activity will result in
higher fiscal activity, income, and employment for the Fort Wayne economy.
The table below shows the direct net new spending, based on the analysis.
Table 10
Direct Net New Spending (000s)

Food & Beverage
Lodging
Retail
Transportation
Other Local Spending (Recreation, etc.)
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$2,119
$1,925
$610
$297
$360
$5,311

$2,307
$2,095
$664
$324
$392
$5,782

$2,686
$2,443
$773
$377
$456
$6,735

$2,767
$2,516
$796
$388
$470
$6,937

$2,850
$2,592
$820
$400
$484
$7,145

$3,303
$3,005
$951
$464
$561
$8,284

$4,439
$4,049
$1,277
$623
$754
$11,143

$67,316
$61,279
$19,370
$9,451
$11,436
$168,852

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Spending on food and beverage is the largest component of new spending to Fort Wayne,
followed by lodging spending. Over the period, a total of nearly $170 million in direct new
spending is projected from the Project over 20 years.
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The table below shows the estimated full-time equivalent jobs created by the Project.
Table 11
Net New Full-Time Equivalent Jobs from Direct, Indirect & Induced Earnings
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Average

97
33
39
169

103
35
41
178

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
202

113
38
45
196

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

New full-time equivalent jobs (FTE’s) are projected to vary over the period based on the net new
spending, averaging approximately 200 over the period. This is not the number of jobs onsite,
but the number of new full-time equivalent jobs supported in the Fort Wayne economy due to the
activity at the Project (not including construction).

Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of the Project is the benefit to the county and city via taxes generated,
essentially through new sales, lodging, food/beverage, and income taxes. The community and
Capital Improvement Board benefit from a variety of taxes collected, including new county
lodging, income, and food and beverage taxes. In addition, due to the professional sports district,
the CIB can capture onsite state sales tax (7.0 percent) and onsite income tax (3.4 percent).
The following table shows the projections of the various taxes.
Table 12
Estimated Fiscal Impact - Tax Impacts from Net New Spending (000s)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

Local Taxes Collected
Locally Captured State Sales Tax
Locally Captured State Income Tax
County Lodging Tax
County Option Income Tax
County Food & Beverage Tax
Total

$307
$25
$96
$29
$21
$478

$351
$25
$105
$32
$23
$536

$401
$26
$122
$37
$27
$613

$413
$27
$126
$38
$28
$631

$425
$28
$130
$39
$28
$650

$496
$32
$150
$45
$33
$757

$667
$43
$202
$61
$44
$1,018

$10,096
$662
$3,064
$926
$673
$15,422

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Total net new taxes that benefit the city, county, or CIB is expected to total $15.4 million over the
first 20 years, led by onsite sales tax and county lodging tax.
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The table below shows the summary of impacts for the Project.
Table 13
Summary of Impact (First 20 Years)
Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

(millions)
$169
$57
$67
$293

Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

(millions)
$54
$18
$20
$93

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Actual
116
39
46
201

Local Taxes Collected
Locally Captured State Sales Tax
Locally Captured State Income Tax
County Lodging Tax
County Option Income Tax
Income Tax from Construction
County Food & Beverage Tax
Total

(millions)
$10.10
$0.7
$3.1
$0.9
$0.1
$0.7
$15.6

Construction Impact
New Materials Spending
New Labor Spending

(millions)
$19.2
$21.6

Job-Years, From Construction

399

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The net new spending for the Project totals $293 million over the 20-year period, $93 million in
new earnings, 201 new full-time equivalent jobs (Year 4) and $15.6 million in taxes collected
from the ongoing operations and the one-time construction project impact.

Governance Options
One of the most important decisions for a public entity that is considering an event center/arena
project is the structure of ownership and management of the facilities after completion. The
manner in which a municipality structures the ownership of the development and the type of
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management of the facilities are central to the success of the project. The community will need to
establish the best ownership and management structure under which the proposed arena would
operate to best suit the needs of the community and to foster the success of the project, not to
mention the neighboring and potentially connected Grand Wayne Center.
The following table shows the nature of facility management.
Table 14
Nature of Facility Management
All Facilities
Less than 7,500 seats
7,500 to 12,000 seats
More than 12,000 seats

Government

Authority

Contract

Independent

Other

32%
44%
42%
13%

15%
0%
21%
22%

17%
17%
16%
17%

18%
17%
11%
26%

18%
22%
10%
22%

Source: IAVM Benchmarking Survery Report 2010

The most common facility management structures, when considering independent and private
management as non-governmental, would be 35 percent for this category, followed by
government at 32 percent, although it is higher for smaller venues. As the seating capacity
increases, management tends to shift away from government, primarily due to the fact that the
largest arenas are for NBA and NHL tenants and these teams prefer to manage the facilities and
capture all revenue.
Given the existing positive experience the community has had with the CIB and Grand Wayne
Center, this authority-directed manager model appears to have merit in Fort Wayne. However, at
the county level, the successful Coliseum has been run by an independently hired manager who
reports directly to County government. Both structures allow for some lack of transparency, as
the information released to the public is somewhat up to the discretion of the parties. However, in
order to optimally manage facilities, true transparency is key and the initial structure would set
such a model in place. Any new structure should ensure that the performance of the facility is
made public, including all operating revenues and expenses as well as number of events and
attendance. By keeping performance transparent, the public and others can keep pressure on the
manager to continually improve performance for the benefit of the community.
HSP generally prefers models where management does not directly report to the government
entity, but instead reports to a dedicated independent entity, such as a board. However, that
board’s activity and information should be transparent to the community. This guarantees
independence yet also responsibility to own up to the truth about performance.
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About Hunden Strategic Partners
Hunden Strategic Partners is a full service real estate development advisory practice specializing
in destination assets. With professionals in Chicago and Indiana, Hunden Strategic Partners
provides a variety of services for all stages of destination development in the following primary
areas:
!

Real estate market and financial feasibility and financial consulting

!

Owner’s representation and operating consulting

!

Strategy and master planning

!

Public incentive analysis

!

Economic, fiscal and employment impact analysis (cost/benefit)

!

Economic and tourism policy/legislation consulting

!

Organizational development

!

Research and statistical analysis

!

Developer solicitation and selection; Private management company solicitation and
selection

Hunden Strategic Partners professionals have provided all of the above services for hundreds of
client projects worldwide for the public, non-profit, and private sectors. In addition, our
professionals have prior professional career experience in municipal and state government,
economic and real estate development, real estate law, hotel operations, and non-profit
management. Over 80 percent of our clients are public entities, such as municipalities, counties,
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states, convention bureaus, authorities, and other quasi-government entities empowered to
conduct real estate, economic development and tourism activities.

Limiting Conditions
HSP relied on primary and secondary sources of information for the assumptions made in this
report and assumes these sources to be accurate. Assumptions created for the analysis were
based on the data available to HSP during the study period as well as professional judgment.
The Project is assumed to be owned and operated in a first-class manner by the parties who have
operated similar facilities.
No responsibility is taken for unforeseen events occurring after the date of the analysis, including
war and terror attacks, natural disasters, and major economic recessions.
This report is intended to be used as a tool for decision-making by the contracting parties related
to this Project and for no other purpose.
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ECONOMIC & DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Local market area characteristics such as population, demographics, a diversified economy, access,
and quality of downtown and tourist attractions influence the potential demand for a downtown
arena as well as the overall attractiveness of a city to any potential organization or user group. This
section profiles the community, including an overview of the economic characteristics of the
market and the area, as well as a description of downtown.

Overview
The city of Fort Wayne is located in northeastern Indiana, southwest of South Bend and west of the
Ohio state border. Just to the west of Fort Wayne is Warsaw, Indiana. The two cities are renowned
hubs for medical engineering and medical technology companies. Fort Wayne is the largest city
and seat of Allen County.
The city is located approximately 40 miles east of Warsaw, 90 miles southeast of South Bend, 125
miles north of Indianapolis, 159 miles northwest of Columbus, Ohio, 163 miles south east of
Chicago, Illinois and 179 miles north of Cincinnati, Ohio. Fort Wayne is part of the three-county
Fort Wayne Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which includes Allen, Wells and Whitley counties.
Fort Wayne is centrally located within the MSA, and is the metropolitan area’s largest city. It is
located within two hours drive time of Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Columbus, and Toledo.
The MSA had a 2010 census population of 416,257. According to 2013 population estimates, the
MSA has grown to 424,122. The city proper increased in population between the 2000 and 2010
census from 205,727 to 253,691, or 23.3 percent.
The region has seen steady growth during the past decade. This is due in part to Fort Wayne’s
proximity to Warsaw, IN, the “World’s Orthopedic Capital” and growth in tourism to Allen county.
The area has also transitioned from a manufacturing base to one that includes growing service,
financial and other companies, including Vera Bradley. The orthopedic industry is an $11 billion
dollar global industry that attracts jobs, conventions and investments into the northern Indiana
region. Nearly six million people visit Fort Wayne annually.
The following figure shows a map of the regional area beyond the immediate metropolitan area.
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Figure 1-1

!
Regional Access
Fort Wayne is easily accessible via car and air, due to its location in northeast Indiana, near the
Ohio border and a short distance from Michigan. The city is within 500 miles of half of the U.S.
population and a significant portion of the Canadian population.
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The region’s main highway, Interstate 69, runs through the city and intersects with Interstate
80/90, a major east-west U.S. connector, 45 miles north of Fort Wayne. Interstate 469 is Fort
Wayne’s by-pass route, which circles the southeast portion of the city.
By train, the Amtrak station located in Waterloo, Indiana, approximately 25 miles north of Fort
Wayne, provides passenger rail service via the Chicago-New York service, while CSX
Transportation and Norfolk Southern provide cargo service.

Airport Access
The Fort Wayne International Airport (FWA) is located ten miles south of the downtown area and
serves approximately 650,000 passengers a year in the tri-state (Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana)
region. FWA has four air carriers with regular service to the area: Allegiant, American, Delta and
United Airlines, all with daily non-stop commercial flights offered to seven major national gateways:
Atlanta, Chicago O'Hare, Chicago Midway, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, and Detroit.
There is a direct, near interstate quality access road from Interstate 69 to FWA and is the only
Midwest commercial airport, other than Chicago O'Hare, with a 12,000-foot runway, which makes
it an attractive airport for cargo service.

Population
In general, the size of a local population base can help determine the potential demand for many
types of developments, especially arenas and event centers.
The table below shows population changes in the United States, the State of Indiana, The Fort
Wayne MSA, Allen County and the City of Fort Wayne.
Table 1-1
Population and Growth Rates
Population
United States
State of Indiana
Fort Wayne, IN MSA
Allen County
City of Fort Wayne
City Pop. As % of MSA

1990
248,709,873
5,544,159
354,435
300,836
173,072
48.8%

2000
281,421,906
6,080,485
390,156
331,849
205,727
52.7%

Percent Change
2010
308,745,538
6,483,802
416,257
355,329
253,691
60.9%

2012 Estimate
313,914,040
6,537,782
421,406
360,496
254,555
60.4%

2013 Estimate
316,128,839
6,570,902
424,122
363,014
-----

2000 - 2010
9.7%
6.6%
6.7%
7.1%
23.3%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

The U.S. population grew by 9.7 percent from 2000 to 2010 while the Fort Wayne MSA
experienced a population increase of 6.7 percent. During the same period, Indiana’s population
increased by 6.6 percent. Overall, the City of Fort Wayne has experienced strong growth in the past
decade of 23.3 percent, adding almost 49,000 residents to its population, much of this through
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annexation. Additionally, Fort Wayne’s population as a percentage of Allen County’s population
increased from 52.7 percent in 2000 to more than 60.4 percent in 2010.

Diversified Economy
A healthy and diversified economy provides not only employment and disposable income for a
market’s residents, but it also helps to insulate an area from economic downturns. Markets that
have historically relied on one sector have often had difficulty recovering from market shifts to
other sectors, which leads to an overall loss of local income and employment. This situation will
often lead to declining population trends, as has been the case in many industrial cities, as
residents move to other areas with better opportunities. Markets with diversified employment can
often withstand economic downturns better than those reliant on one industry.
The following table shows the 2013 earnings by sector for Allen County.
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Table 1-2
Allen County Income by Category - 2013
Description
Employment by place of work
By Industry
Farm Employment
Nonfarm Employment
Private nonfarm employment
Manufacturing
Health care and social assistance
Finance and insurance
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Construction
Transportation and warehousing
Professional, scientific, and technical services
Administrative and waste management services
Other services, except public administration
Accommodation and food services
Information
Educational services
Management of companies and enterprises
Real estate and rental and leasing
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Utilities
Forestry, fishing, and related activities
Mining
Government and government enterprises
State and local
State government
Local government
Federal, civilian
Military

Income
10,885,791

Percent of Total

58,613
10,827,178
9,730,448
2,011,766
1,870,299
746,926
725,291
672,675
634,421
604,187
564,039
398,314
388,353
295,015
237,597
155,599
137,658
132,456
64,149
55,977
26,712
9,014
1,096,730
880,812
189,340
691,472
175,900
40,018

0.5%
99.5%
89.4%
18.5%
17.2%
6.9%
6.7%
6.2%
5.8%
5.6%
5.2%
3.7%
3.6%
2.7%
2.2%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
0.6%
0.5%
0.2%
0.1%
10.1%
8.1%
1.7%
6.4%
1.6%
0.4%

100%

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis

As shown, employment in Allen County has two primary industries in the private sector.
Manufacturing is the top industry by earnings, accounting for 18.5 percent of total earnings,
followed by heath care and social assistance with 17.2 percent of total jobs. The area is not
dominated by one particular industry or sector, however it has more of a reliance on manufacturing
than most communities. This has evolved over time, as the area was once much more dominated
by manufacturing.
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Income and Housing
The depth and strength of a market’s employment base and income levels is a strong indicator of
its ability to support meeting and event facilities. Indicators of a market’s overall wealth growth can
include trends in its income and employment.
The following table provides data on home ownership, income and retail sales, based on the latest
data from the US Census Bureau.
Table 1-3
Income, Spending and Other Demographic Data
Category

United States

Indiana

Allen County

Fort Wayne

Homeownership rate, 2008-2012
Median value of owner-occupied housing units, 2008-2012
Persons per household, 2008-2012
Median household income, 2008-2012
Persons below poverty level, percent, 2008-2012
Private nonfarm employment, 2011

65.5%
$181,400
2.61
$53,046
14.9%
113,425,965

70.6%
$123,400
2.54
$48,374
14.7%
2,440,507

70.2%
$113,400
2.55
$50,030
14.4%
159,289

64.1%
$100,200
2.46
$44,599
17.5%
---

Private nonfarm employment, percent change, 2010-2011
Retail sales per capita, 2007

1.3%
$12,990

1.7%
$12,408

1.6%
$13,667

--$17,346

Source: US Census Bureau

The home ownership rate is slightly lower in Fort Wayne than in the county, state, and the country;
however, it is still relatively high. The median value of owner-occupied homes is nearly $23,000
lower in the city than in the state, while Allen County’s figure is $10,000 below Indiana’s. Real
estate values are determined by a combination of factors, including density, demand, income
levels, and school district strength. Fort Wayne’s housing costs are lower than a larger city or
metro area. The income per person and per household are also lower than Allen County, Indiana,
and the country. Similarly, Fort Wayne’s poverty rate is higher. Despite the fact that income is
lower in Fort Wayne, the retail sales per capita are much higher in the city than county, state, and
country. These facts are not inconsistent with most cities that are the central population areas in a
larger metro area. The suburban areas outside the city limits tend to have higher incomes, more
families with children and retail supporting these demographics. Urbanized areas tend to have a
mix of family unit types, older housing, and more challenged school districts, which lower the
demand for housing by those with families who can afford to live elsewhere.

Unemployment
The level of employment, as well as unemployment, offers additional insight into the strength of
the local economy. The following table shows Fort Wayne’s unemployment rate in relation to
Indiana and the U.S.
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The following figure shows the unemployment rate in Fort Wayne, Allen County, the Fort Wayne
MSA, Indiana, and the U.S. for 2000 through September 2014.
Table 1-4
Unemployment Rates
13.0

11.0

9.0

7.0

5.0

3.0

US Unemployment Rate

State of Indiana Unemployment Rate

Allen County Unemployment Rate

City of Fort Wayne Unemployment Rate

n14
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n13
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n12
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n11
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n10
Ja

n09
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n08
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n07
Ja

n06
Ja

n05
Ja

n04
Ja

n03
Ja

n02
Ja

n01
Ja

Ja

n00

1.0

Fort Wayne MSA Unemployment Rate

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Fort Wayne’s unemployment rate was generally higher than the U.S. and state of Indiana until
2005, then mirrored the national rate. However, starting in 2006 the unemployment rate in Fort
Wayne has remained consistently lower than that of the U.S., the State of Indiana, and the Allen
County. It showed a marked resilience to the recession relative to the rest of the nation and even
surrounding metro areas, which were hit harder. For example, the unemployment rate in the nearby
Elkhart-Goshen MSA hit nearly 20 percent at the peak of the recession, due to the impact on the
RV business.

Corporate Presence
In general, a market’s corporations provide stability to a market and generally consistent
employment. They also provide demand for various real estate developments, especially hotel
facilities. While the area’s economy is not dependent on one or two major industries, several
individual organizations support a large percentage of the MSA’s workforce.
The following table shows the largest employers in the Fort Wayne MSA, by number of full-time
employees.
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Table 1-5
Allen County Major Employers
Company Name
Parkview Health Systems
Lutheran Health Network
Fort Wayne Community Schools
General Motors
Lincoln Financial Group
City of Fort Wayne
Allen County Government
BFGoodrich
IPFW
ITT Exelis
BAE Systems Platform Solutions
Frontier Communications Corp.
Vera Bradley
Raytheon Systems Co.
Steel Dynamics Inc.1
Norfolk Southern Corp 2
Northwest Allen County Schools
AWS
Edy's Grand Ice Cream
Shambaugh & Son, Inc.

Location

Number of
Employees

Industry

Fort Wayne
Hospitals
Fort Wayne
Hospitals
Fort Wayne
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Roanoke
Motor Vehicle Manufacturing
Fort Wayne
Insurance Carriers
Fort Wayne
Government
Fort Wayne
Government
Woodburn
Rubber Tire Manufacturing
Fort Wayne
University
Fort Wayne
Wireless Networking Systems & Satellite Imaging Systems
Fort Wayne
Aircraft Electronics
Fort Wayne
Wired Telecommunications Carriers
Fort Wayne, New Haven, Roanoke
Handbags, Luggage, and Accessories
Fort Wayne
Mission Solutions for Aerospace Industry
Fort Wayne
Corporate Headquarters and Scrap Metal Processing
Fort Wayne
Rail Transportation
Fort Wayne
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Fort Wayne
Services for People with Disabilities
Fort Wayne
Ice Cream and Other Frozen Treats
Fort Wayne
Commercial Building Construction

4,710
4,301
4,230
3,909
1,970
1,814
1,605
1,580
1,255
1,165
1,150
1,150
955
950
825
784
742
683
553
528

Source: Greater Fort Wayne Inc.

Parkview Health Systems and Lutheran Health Network combine to employ over 9,000, while the
Fort Wayne Community School system employs more than 4,100 people. The city and county
governments employ more than 3,400. Significant manufacturing employers are General Motors
(3,909), and BF Goodrich Tire (1,580). Some of the more notable names in local employment
include Lincoln Financial Group, a Fortune 500 company that historically had its headquarters in
Fort Wayne, prior to moving to Philadelphia in 1998. It still has a major presence downtown with
nearly 2,000 employees. Its leadership still contributes to local initiatives, including many
downtown projects like the Grand Wayne Center. Other notable companies include Vera Bradley,
maker of handbags and luggage, and Raytheon Systems, a leading aerospace company.

Higher Education
The presence of colleges, universities and educational institutions can serve as a major demand
base for hotel facilities.
The following table shows colleges and universities in the Fort Wayne area.
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Table 1-6
Fort Wayne Area Colleges & Universities
Institution
University of Saint Francis-Fort Wayne
Indiana Institute of Technology
Brown Mackie College-Fort Wayne
Indiana University-Purdue University-Fort Wayne
International Business College-Fort Wayne
MedTech College-Ft Wayne Campus
Concordia Theological Seminary
ITT Technical Institute-Fort Wayne
Trine University-Regional/Non-Traditional Campuses
Huntington University
Grand Total:

Location

Distance from 46802

Highest
Degree Offered

Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Fort Wayne, IN
Huntington, IN

2.0 miles
2.6 miles
2.6 miles
2.6 miles
4.8 miles
4.8 miles
6.4 miles
6.4 miles
6.4 miles
22.0 miles

Masters
Doctorate
Bachelors
Masters
Bachelors
Associates
Doctorate
Bachelors
Masters
Masters

Enrollment
2,329
5,796
1,083
13,771
438
571
294
387
517
1,204
26,390

Source: National Center for Education Statistics

There is one larger university in the area and five smaller institutions. Together, there are more
than 26,000 students in the Fort Wayne region, nearly all of which are located within Fort Wayne.
The largest school is Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW) with 13,771
students. The enrollment of the other smaller schools includes 5,796 at the Indiana Institute of
Technology, 2,329 at the University of St. Francis, 1,083 at Brown Mackie College-Fort Wayne and
1,204 at Huntington University.

Educational Attainment
The education level of a community’s residents is indicative of employment, income levels and
long-term economic growth. Highly educated people have more choices in their decision to locate
themselves and their families. The higher the education level, the stronger the labor market and the
more disposable income that is available for spending.
The following table shows the educational attainment of adults in Fort Wayne.
Table 1-7
Highest Education Level Attained (Population Age 25+)
Population Age 25+
Did Not Complete High School
Completed High School
Some College
Completed Associate Degree
Completed Bachelors Degree
Completed Graduate Degree

Fort Wayne

Indiana

United States

8.5%
28.9%
24.8%
9.8%
15.2%
8.8%

8.3%
34.3%
21.3%
8.2%
15.2%
8.6%

7.6%
27.8%
21.1%
8.1%
18.4%
11.2%

Source: US Census Bureau: American Community Survey
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The Fort Wayne MSA has a higher percentage of residents with high school diplomas than the
national average, while bachelors degree attainment is the same as the state average and lower
than the national average. This suggests an economy that may be dominated by the middle class
and industries that utilize such an employment base, but will have difficulty supporting many
companies with higher education requirements and the resulting higher incomes.

Downtown Fort Wayne
A number of local and regional facilities offer arts, culture, recreation, entertainment, and tourism
opportunities that bring visitors to downtown Fort Wayne. The following section identifies the
demand generators that define the downtown area.
A brief overview of the downtown includes a small skyline made up principally of three tall
buildings. They are, in order, One Summit Square (opened 1982), PNC Center (1970), and the
grand Art Deco masterpiece, Lincoln National Bank Building (1930), which for over three decades
was the state’s tallest building. The Anthony Wayne Bank Building was recently converted into
luxury modern condominiums. This is currently downtown’s tallest residential tower at 15 stories,
however by 2016, it will become second to a major new development, Skyline Terrace, discussed
later in this section.
Downtown is also home to the state’s second largest convention center, the Grand Wayne Center, a
botanical garden, North America’s second largest genealogy library, about three dozen restaurants
and nightclubs, the Embassy Theater, 30,000 daytime office workers, and Parkview Field, an
award-winning minor-league baseball ballpark with a view of the skyline and a new onsite
apartment building overlooking left field. Downtown also is home to two hotels, the Courtyard
Downtown by Marriott, and the Hilton. Both hotels are attached to the Grand Wayne Center and the
Embassy Theater, creating a hospitality package in an attractive downtown environment.
The following highlights a few of the larger downtown development and attractions.

Harrison Square
The Harrison Square revitalization project is a $120 million mixed-use development in downtown
Fort Wayne that includes a baseball stadium, retail and condominium developments, the 250-room
Courtyard by Marriott convention hotel to serve the Grand Wayne Convention Center, a parking
complex and park facilities. The development was intended to create new downtown facilities and
amenities to entice local residents to visit downtown as well as induce new tourism from outside
the area. In terms of the local economy, Harrison Square is viewed as a catalyst for future
investment and development of the area.

Parkview Field
Parkview Field is an 8,100-seat minor league baseball stadium in downtown Fort Wayne. The
facility is home to the Midwestern Leagues’ Fort Wayne Tin Caps, a Single-A minor league affiliate
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of the San Diego Padres. Completed in 2009 for $30.6 million, Parkview Park was developed as
one of the central components of the Harrison Square revitalization project. In 2013, the ballpark
recorded 403,000 fans throughout the season.
The figure below shows the field.
Figure 1-2

Since its development, Parkview Park has been recognized as one of the premier minor league
stadiums in the nation and has received several awards for both the Tin Cap franchise and the
facility itself. Several of these awards are shown below:
! 2009 – Minor League Baseball Organization of the Year by Ballpark Digest
! 2011 – Best Minor League Baseball Venue by Stadium Journey Magazine
! 2011 – #13 in overall professional sports venues in Stadium Journey Magazine’s “Best Of
2011” issue
! 2013 - #2 Overall Best Minor League Baseball Venue by Stadium Journey Magazine

The Harrison
The Harrison comprises the retail and condominium elements of the Harrison Square development.
The $14.5 million complex is comprised of street level retail outlets below three stories of 44
residential units and a major local law firm. The development is situated north of Parkview Field,
along West Jefferson Boulevard, across the street from the proposed Project.
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The picture below shows The Harrison as it sits against the left field seating area.
Figure 1-3

Ash Brokerage’s “Ash Skyline Plaza” and “Skyline Terrace”
Announced in September 2013, a major $100 million high-rise mixed-use development is planned
for construction at Wayne Avenue and Harrison Street. Ash Brokerage will house its headquarters
in an office tower to be called “Ash Skyline Plaza”, totaling 95,000 square feet. On the western
portion of the block will be a condo and apartment tower. Initially called “Skyline Terrace”, and
totaling over 150,000 square feet and up to 17 stories tall, the original developers of that tower
portion have backed out of the project. As of February 2015, three experienced and qualified
developers are finalists to develop the residential tower of the project, while the parking garage and
Ash Brokerage buildings are being built as planned, and construction has started. Between those
towers will be a rooftop garden and plaza (six floors above street level) for office and residential
patron use. Much of the complex will sit on a 1,200-space parking garage to be built by the city.
Street level commercial space will encompass approximately 20,000 square feet. Six townhome
entrances will fill out the western street-level facade.
The following illustration shows the most recent rendering of the entire complex.
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Figure 1-4

The design is international modern, highlighted by green roof technology, clad in steel and glass,
and many opportunities for dramatic lighting. This project would be considered major and
significant in most large cities. For a Midwestern city with an urban population of under 350,000,
without any major downtown expansion in decades, Ash Skyline Plaza and Skyline Terrace together
with the city-owned garage is a monumental step forward for the city. Its presence in downtown
Fort Wayne will be dramatic and a possible pivot-point for future developments. The fact that it will
bring as many as 400 new highly-paid positions downtown along with retail, restaurants and
residential units is critical for the development of downtown.

Cityscape Flats
Cityscape Flats is a three-to-four story apartment and row house development with a below-grade
177-space parking garage, to be built in the vacant block directly west of Parkview Field. It will
include a $20 million private investment along with up to $7 million in funds from the city of Fort
Wayne. A few of the eastward-viewing apartments on the upper floors of the northern building will
have views out into the ballpark itself. There will be four apartment buildings with a lawn, grill, and
pool area in the courtyard, with a set of 2.5-story row houses facing Brackenridge Street. Rents at
the units (which are studios up to two bedrooms) are being proposed from $800 to $1,400 per
month.
The following figures illustrate the Cityscape Flats project in downtown Fort Wayne.
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Figure 1-5

Figure 1-6

Tim Ash of Ash Brokerage is the majority private investor. Construction on the 167-unit complex is
expected to begin in spring of 2015 and be completed by 2017.
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The Embassy Theatre
The Embassy Theatre is a 2,471-seat theatre in downtown Fort Wayne located across West
Jefferson Boulevard from the GWCC and across South Harrison Street from Parkview Field.
Originally built in 1928, the facility underwent a substantial renovation in the mid-1970’s that
transitioned the facility from a movie palace into a performing arts center. The facility primarily
hosts concerts, Broadway shows, family shows, and other events and is home of the Fort Wayne
Philharmonic Orchestra. The facility is also rented for private events.
The next figure shows the exterior and lobby of the Embassy Theatre.
Figure 1-7

The Allen County Public Library Genealogy Center
The Allen County Public Library (ACPL), opened in 1895, houses the Fred J. Reynolds Historical
Genealogy Department, the largest public genealogy department in North America. The department
houses the nation’s largest public genealogy collection, comprised of more than 370,000 printed
volumes and records dating back to the 18th century. The ACPL is located near the Grand Wayne
Center and Parkview Field.
The following figure shows the library.
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Figure 1-8

As the largest public genealogy department in the United States, the ACPL attracts a significant
number of visitors in search of understanding their family’s origins. Although the library does not
actively track these visitors, it is estimated that this attendance is between 60,000 and 70,000
visitors annually. Of these visitors, it is estimated that approximately 60 percent reside outside of
Allen County. The importance and growth of the ACPL is important, as it lies adjacent to the Grand
Wayne Center on a combined two-block campus. In interviews with the leadership of the library, it
was stated that the last major renovation and expansion was the latest for quite a few years and
they did not believe that any major expansions to the library’s footprint would be contemplated or
needed for the foreseeable future.

Riverfront Project
In August 2013, the City engaged a consultant group to lead a study and develop the plan for the
revitalization of the downtown riverfront area along the St. Joseph River. The Riverfront Fort Wayne
is an initiative that envisions a revitalized downtown riverfront area that is a regional destination
offering opportunities to experience nature, recreation, shopping, dining, and entertainment in a
whole new way.
The vision of the riverfront plan offers passive and recreational uses and encourages an active
lifestyle. These focus areas along the riverfront are to be enhanced pedestrian, trail and vehicular
connections from nearby neighborhoods and the downtown, which will ensure an ease of
accessibility to the riverfront for residents and visitors alike.
The following figure shows an aerial rendering of the project.
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Figure 1-9

Following the completion of the study in the spring of 2015, Phase 1 of the project was
established. This will include the construction of a promenade near the Historic Wells Street Bridge.
City leaders and community stakeholders have initiated discussions dealing with property
acquisitions, environmental testing, and predevelopment activities. This will also include the
coordination of new year-round activities, such as pontoon excursions, bird watching, candlelight
walks, and evening food trucks and entertainment along the Wells Street Bridge.
It is estimated that that entire project will take decades to complete. Implementation efforts over
the next five to ten years will focus on the area surrounding the Wells Street Bridge.

Columbia Street Redevelopment
The City worked with the Downtown Development Trust, the Community Foundation of Greater Fort
Wayne, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to acquire seven buildings
and two parking lots with the goal of making Columbia Street a mixed use of entertainment and
residential area. A total of $3 million was used to acquire the properties, which came from Legacy
Funds, a federal grant, and a loan. The developer will have 110,000 square feet to work with for
first floor entertainment and retail, and upper floor residential use. An RFP is expected to be
completed with the hopes of having construction begin in approximately two years.
The following figures shows an initial rendering that shows the vision for Columbia Street.
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Figure 1-10

The new design envisions a brick street, restaurants and retail establishments on the first floor of
the historic buildings with living units or offices in the upper floors. The street would be open
during the day for business but closed for only pedestrian use at night. The street would be
programmed similar to other entertainment districts to give the whole street a festive atmosphere.

Downtown Retail and Suburban Malls
Downtown Fort Wayne has not been the center of retail activity in Allen County since suburban
malls opened around 1966. Wolf & Dessauer was the reigning downtown department store until
the late 1960s when it was sold off, and moved out of downtown into Glenbrook Square, where if
was again sold to L.S. Ayres and Company of Indianapolis, which eventually became Macy’s in
2006. Today, downtown retail shopping is severely limited, and part of the reason is that the city’s
two largest shopping centers are only two and three miles from downtown, respectively,
surrounded by acres of free parking lots.
The current centers of activity for restaurants include the two mall areas of:
! Jefferson Pointe Shopping Center: an urban, open-air lifestyle center with more than 60
stores, including anchor Von Maur, numerous restaurants and an 18-screen movie theatre
in a 650,000-square foot shopping center. It was the first lifestyle center in Indiana and
remains one of the most successful.
! Glenbrook Square: a large traditional regional mall with 150+ stores, including Macy’s
JCPenney, Barnes & Noble Booksellers, and Sears. In terms of the number of stores,
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Glenbrook rivals Greenwood Park Mall near Indianapolis as the state’s largest single
shopping center.
In terms of restaurants, HSP has completed a prior study of the downtown restaurant and nightlife
economy and found that there is not a node of restaurant and nightlife critical mass or activity.
This is one of the missing elements of Fort Wayne’s hospitality package. This is likely to change
somewhat as a result of the Ash Brokerage mixed-use project. However, there are still a number of
vacant storefronts along the major arterials downtown, even in areas near Parkview Field where
crowds gather more regularly.
Conversations with local brokers indicate that while a number of downtown establishments offer
adequate lunch service, relatively few attract a significant number of patrons for dinner. In general,
there are just very few full-service restaurants offering lunch and/or dinner service in the downtown
core. This lack of options presents a situation of unaccommodated demand, where people will
often eat at or near their home before coming downtown for an event rather than choose one of
the few options downtown.
There are a few popular restaurants downtown, most notably the Oyster Bar and Club Soda, which
have developed a strong local following and are popular with visitors.
The following map shows the location of the full-service restaurants and bars/entertainment
facilities in relation to potential sites and other downtown facilities.
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Figure 1-11
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As the map shows, there are very few dining, drinking and entertainment options within an easily
walkable distance of the downtown core. Two of the most popular restaurants, The Oyster Bar and
Club Soda, are not located within the map area and are not a convenient walk for visitors or those
working in much of the downtown core near the Grand Wayne Center.
While size statistics are not available for all of the establishments, estimates are shown below.
Table 1-8
Downtown Eating, Drinking and Nightlife Establishments

Name

Type of Business

Walking
Est. Size Distance from
(SF)
GWCC (Blocks)

Notes

Fine Dining Restaurants
1020 Bistro
Cut'z
Bourbon Street Hideaway
Takaoka of Japan
Club Soda
Old Gas House
The Oyster Bar
Paula's On Main
Subtotal/Average

Bistro
Steakhouse
Cajun
Japanese
Steakhouse
Steakhouse
Seafood & Steak
Seafood

1,000
1,000
1,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
1,500
3,000
16,500

0
0
4
6
6
6
7
18
5.9

Inside Hilton
Inside Hilton
At Columbia Street West (lower level)
On 2nd level above Old Gas House
Live jazz; popular after work
First floor. Takaoko is on second.
Popular w/ corporate travelers
Includes live entertainment and market

Casual Restaurants
Thirsty Camel
Champion's Sports Bar
Jimmy Johns
Toscani Pizzeria
J.K. O'Donnell's Irish Ale House
Pint & Slice
Dash In
Bortolo's Downtown Pizza
Henry's Restaurant
Calhoun Street Soups, Salads, & Spirits
Subtotal/Average

Neighborhood Bar & Grill
Sports Bar & Grill
Sandwiches
Pizza/Italian
Irish Bar & Grill
Pizza & Beer
3- Meal Restaurant + Coffee House
Pizza/Ice Cream
Traditional Bar & Grill
Soups and Salad Restaurant

1,500
2,500
1,000
2,500
4,800
2,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
2,000
21,300

0
0
1
1
1
1
4
4
6
8
2.6

Across the street from GWCC and Hilton
Inside Marriott
Sandwich shop chain
Known for pizza
Popular Lunch & Dinner
On two levels
Urban feel; includes bar
Recently opened
Neighborhood bar
Neighborhood sandwich shop

Nightlife/Entertainment
Columbia Street West
Flashback on the Landing
C2G Music Hall
Subtotal/Average

Bar Featuring Bands
Dance Club
Christian Performance & Worship

2,500
5,000
7,500
15,000

4
4
4
4.0

Has second floor banquet room
Open Friday/Saturday
Run by a church

Coffee/Tea/Diner
Bagel Station
Cindy's Diner
Higher Grounds Midtowne
Lincoln Tower Soda Fountain
Starbucks
McDonalds
Famous Coney Island Hot Dog
Pfeiffer House & Wayne St. Soda
Peony Tea House
Downtown Grind
Powers Hamburger Shop
Pennbroke Bakery & Café
Subtotal/Average

Bakery and Deli
Coffee/Breakfast
Coffee House
Snack shop
Coffee House
Fast Food
Diner/Hot Dog Stand
Soda Fountain/Lunch Counter
Traditional Tea House
Coffee House
Hamburgers
Bakery and Deli

1,000
500
1,000
500
1,000
1,500
1,000
1,500
1,500
500
500
1,000
11,500

0
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
2.6

Across the street from GWCC and Hilton
Retro trailer-based diner
Trendy coffee house
Historic soda fountain snack shop
Coffee Chain
Fast food hamburger chain
Historic
Historic
In historic Victorian home
Trendy coffee house
Dive hamburger joint
Fresh breads, baked goods and deli

Total Restaurant & Entertainment

--

64,300

3.5

--

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners, Ft. Wayne CVB
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There are several establishments offering either dining, drinking or entertainment, comprising an
estimated 64,300 square feet. Near the core of downtown, the options for dining and entertainment
are limited to just a few, mostly populated by small, neighborhood bars and/or restaurants. The
average size for the downtown establishments is only 2,000 square feet.
There are approximately eight fine dining restaurants in or near downtown Fort Wayne, although
beyond the two small restaurants in the Hilton, the nearest is the small, Cajun-oriented Bourbon
Street Hideaway four blocks away, then the more popular Club Soda, Old Gas House and Oyster
Bar, six to seven blocks away. Another popular restaurant, Paula’s On Main, is approximately 18
blocks away. These are perhaps the most popular restaurants for business travelers and others
looking for a solid menu for dinner. Unfortunately, none are easily walkable from the hotels or
convention center. Easily walkable is considered to be within about 1,000 – 1,500 linear feet,
typically up to three to four blocks.
There are approximately ten casual restaurants in and around downtown Fort Wayne, with
Champions (in the Courtyard by Marriott hotel) and J.K. O’Donnell’s as the most popular. Both of
those are easily accessible. The others nearby are mostly pizza/casual Italian, sandwich shops or
neighborhood bar and grills.
Nightlife and entertainment is lacking in downtown. There is one dance club open on Friday and
Saturday nights and a bar featuring bands, both about four blocks away. There is also a
warehouse-turned Christian music venue about 3.5 blocks south of the Grand Wayne Center.
There are approximately 12 coffee/tea/diner or fast food establishments. One is a unique tea house
in a Victorian mansion, one is an old-fashioned soda shop and Cindy’s is a trailer-based diner
serving breakfast These establishment also include a number of downtown coffee shops, which
range from national chains (Starbuck’s) to trendy cafes.

Tourism
Tourist attractions provide visitors activities while in town and if compelling enough, induce
visitation. The more tourist attractions, the better the community can lure visitors and business.
The following table shows the Fort Wayne top tourist attractions.
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Table 1-9
City of Fort Wayne Tourist Attractions
Attraction
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Embassy Theater
Firefighter's Museum
Foellinger-Freimann Botanical Conservatory
Fort Wayne Children's Zoo
Fort Wayne Museum of Art
Headwaters Park
Historic Old Fort
History Center
Parkview Field
The Allen County Fairgrounds
The Genealogy Center
The Lincoln Museum
Tillman Park

Type
Sports
Cultural / Entertainment
Cultural
Recreational
Recreational/Entertainment
Cultural
Recreational
Cultural
Cultural
Sports
Recreational/Entertainment
Genealogy
Cultural
Recreational

Source: Fort Wayne CVB, HSP

Several attractions are further described below.
! The Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo – Located in Franke Park, the zoo has been named one of
the top ten zoos for children in the United States. The zoo reports attendance was the
second highest on record in 2013, with more than 545,900 visitors during the season. It
encompasses 42 acres of landscaped grounds including the Indonesian Rainforest,
Orangutan Valley and the Tiger Forest.
! The Allen County War Memorial Coliseum Complex – The complex includes a 13,000seat arena, a 108,000 square foot exposition center (expandable to 175,000 square feet)
and a Holiday Inn hotel. The Coliseum hosts three professional sports teams and one
college basketball team; its last renovation in 2002 included guest amenities updates, arena
modernization and a massive challenge in lifting the central roof 40 feet to add suites, club
seating, two balconies and 5,000 additional seats.
! The Exposition Center was built in 1992 as part of a $26 million expansion and renovation
to the complex. It is attached to the Coliseum and it uses the arena for larger events.
Renovation and expansion plans include an arena modernization program and a food court
addition. The expo center is adding a 23,000-square foot ballroom.
! Headwaters Park – One of Fort Wayne’s premier parks. Bordering the north side of
downtown, it features riverside walking paths, an extensive tree lined meadow and an
event performance area.
! Gardens - The Foellinger Freeman Botanical Conservatory garden hosts a number of events
and receptions. The outdoor Terrace Garden and Exploration Garden showcase a wide
variety of trees and plants.
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! Museums – The area’s museums include the Fort Wayne Museum of Art which features
several traveling exhibits as well as educational and entertainment programs; and Science
Central, a playground for scientific experimentation and education. Other smaller museums
include the History Center, an illustration of the history of Fort Wayne and Allen County
and the Firefighters’ Museum, which showcases the history of the Fort Wayne Fire
Department and offers tours to promote fire safety.
! Special Events – Numerous special events are held in Fort Wayne throughout the year.
These events include the Wind Ding, a Gold Wing Road Riders Association Event at the
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum, Three Rivers Festival, a ten-day celebration featuring
national musical acts, children’s events and arts and crafts, located in Headwaters Park,
The Allen County Fair, and Germanfest. Seasonal events include the Johnny Appleseed
Festival, which re-enacts the lifestyles and foods of the 1800’s and the Holiday Fest, which
showcases many of the areas museums and gardens.

Implications
The community has seen steady growth throughout the past decade. This is due in part to a
diversified economy, growing airport facilities and nearby industries, and efficient regional access
via roads and railways. Fort Wayne has also seen substantial growth in the tourism business,
especially related to downtown development. Nearly six million people visit Fort Wayne each year,
and the city hopes to continue to grow the local tourism industry. The new Parkview Field, recently
expanded Grand Wayne Center and new Courtyard by Marriott convention hotel, Embassy Theater,
and the War Memorial Coliseum complex are outstanding facilities that draw hundreds of
thousands of visitors to the city each year, especially downtown.
The positive economic environment, improvements downtown and increasing population are
positive backdrops from which to consider a new event center.
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LOCAL ARENA SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKET ANALYSIS
HSP evaluated the local sports and entertainment venues to determine both the supply of local
facilities for event as well as the existing demand for arena events to determine how a downtown
arena could impact the Fort Wayne market. The facilities were determined by their location,
facility components, quality, and discussions with local and regional sport and entertainment
organizations.
The following table summarizes the sports and entertainment venues in Fort Wayne, sorted by
capacity.
Table 2-1

`

Fort Wayne Sports & Entertainment Venues
Venue
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Foellinger Theatre
Embassy Theatre
USF Performing Arts Center
Piere's Entertainment Center
C2G Music Hall
Grand Wayne Center

Capacity
13,000
2,751
2,471
2,018
2,000
400
NA

Distance from Downtown
3.0 miles
2.3 miles
0 miles
0 miles
5.5 miles
0 miles
0 miles

Most Recent Renovation
2013
1970's
2005
1990's
--2005

Source: Hunden Partners

The following map shows the sports and entertainment venues in the Fort Wayne metro area.
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Figure 2-1

!
Located three miles northeast of downtown Fort Wayne, the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
is the largest venue in the Fort Wayne metro area, with a seating capacity of 13,000. Foellinger
Theatre and Piere’s Entertainment Center, which have capacities of 2,751 and 2,000 spectators,
are the only other venues located outside of the downtown limits. The Embassy Theatre, USF
Performing Arts Center, C2G Music Hall, and Grand Wayne Center comprise the downtown sports
and entertainment venues.

Sports and Entertainment Venues

Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
The Allen County War Memorial Coliseum is a multi-purpose arena located at 4000 Parnell
Avenue in Fort Wayne, three miles north of downtown and west of the St. Joseph River. Built in
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1952, the Coliseum was constructed at a cost of nearly $3 million near present-day Johnny
Appleseed Park. In May 1989, at a cost of $26 million, the 108,000-square foot Exposition Center
was constructed as an addition to the Coliseum. The Center was built for the purpose of
increasing the floor space at the Coliseum, as well adding flexible space for trade shows and
several smaller banquet rooms. In 2001, a $35 million renovation that included raising the roof of
the Coliseum nearly 42 feet was initiated to modernize the Memorial Coliseum. Aspects of the
renovation included an expanded seating capacity and improved accessibility for guests with
disabilities. A $3.96 million renovation of the 200 Level of the Coliseum was completed in 2013.
The project included two food courts, three new vendors, and refurbished restrooms that feature
LED lighting and no-touch sinks. The Coliseum is currently in the beginning stages of a $15
million expansion that includes the addition of 50,000 square feet to the Expo Hall on the south
end of the Coliseum. 29,000 square feet will include multi-purpose event space.
The Coliseum was able to use the 1.0 percent Allen County prepared food and beverage tax to
build the 1989 expansion. For the 2001 renovation to raise the roof and add seating capacity, the
Coliseum was included in the newly-created Professional Sports & Convention Development Area,
which allowed for the recapture of state income and sales tax within the district. The excess food
and beverage tax beyond what was needed was directed toward the Capital Improvement Board
but a replacement revenue stream from the PSCDA was directed to Allen County up to $2.6
million per year. For the most recent expansion, bonds were issued to be repaid from these
PSCDA funds, the life of which were extended by the state legislature in order to support
repayment.
The following table summarizes the Coliseum’s development costs and the current equivalent
dollars.
Table 2-1
War Memorial Coliseum Costs
Project

Year

Cost

Construction

1952

$3,000,000

$26,457,000

Expo Center Construction

1989

$26,000,000

$49,000,000

Renovation

2001

$35,000,000

$46,200,000

200 Level Renovation

2013

$3,960,000

$4,049,900

Expo Center Expansion

2015

$15,000,000

$15,000,000

!!

$82,960,000

$140,706,900

Total

2015 Cost

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

In total, more than $140 million in 2015 dollars have been invested in the Coliseum.
The following figure shows the Memorial Coliseum.
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Figure 2-2

!
Owned and operated by Allen County, the Coliseum currently has a maximum seating capacity of
13,000 for basketball and 10,480 for ice hockey and concerts. After it’s opening, the venue was a
national destination for basketball events in the 1950’s. The Coliseum hosted the 1955 and 1956
NBA Finals, as well as the 1953 NBA All-Star game. More recently, the facility has hosted the
1988, 1994, and 2000 NCAA Final Four Volleyball Championships, the 2000, 2001, and 2002
Summit League basketball tournament, and a 2010 NCAA Men’s Regional ice hockey tournament.
The venue is the current home to the Fort Wayne Komets of the East Coast Hockey League, the
Fort Wayne Mad Ants of the NBA Developmental League, and the Fort Wayne Derby Girls of the
Women’s Flat Track Derby Association Division Two. The Coliseum has previously been home to
the Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne basketball team, the Fort Wayne Fury of the
CBA, and the Fort Wayne Firehawks of the Continental Indoor Football League, among others. The
Coliseum is also the primary venue for touring large shows in Fort Wayne.
From January through October of 2014, the Coliseum had hosted ten entertainment events,
including national events such as Jake Owen, Brad Paisley, and Darius Rucker,
The following table summarizes the touring show events from 2011 through October of 2014.
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Table 2-2
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum Touring Shows Statistics
Item
Events
Avg. Tickets Sold
Avg. Show Capacity
% Sold
Shows > 90% Sales
Avg. Low Ticket
Avg. High Ticket
Avg. Show Gross

2011
21
3,725
5,540
67.2%
6

2012
12
6,362
7,436
85.6%
9

2013
13
6,688
7,696
86.9%
7

2014
21
3,221
5,240
61.5%
2

11-'14 Average
17
4,999
6,478
75.3%
6

$28.77
$70.77
$141,947

$23.06
$64.42
$260,871

$24.63
$71.27
$278,734

$24.70
$68.46
$117,574

$25.29
$68.73
$199,782

Source: Pollstar

From 2011 through 2014 the Coliseum sold, on average, nearly 5,000 tickets per touring event
and had a show capacity of nearly 6,500 spectators per event. The ticket prices ranged, on
average from $25.29 to $68.73, and the average gross revenue from the shows at the Coliseum
was nearly $200,000 per show. The Coliseum averaged 17 touring events per year. While the
capacity is shown as being between 5,200 and 7,700, the actual concert capacity for the
Coliseum is approximately 13,000, although it varies slightly depending on the setup. This means
that for most events, the upper bowl is curtained off and not used. This suggests that most
events would fit more appropriately in a smaller venue.
The following figure shows the interior of the arena with a concert set-up.
Figure 2-3

!
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Premium Seating at the Coliseum includes:
!

Club Seats: These are two rows of black leather seats underneath the private luxury
suites. Amenities of the club seats include private access, extra legroom, more
comfortable chairs, and waiters and waitresses.

!

Luxury Suites: The coliseum features 16-person suites and 26-person suites.
Amenities of the suites include a fully furnished lounge area with chairs, coffee table,
buffet counters and a drink rail, custom catering, a wet bar, refrigerator, a TV, and
private access. Suite owners receive tickets to all preseason and regular season
Komets and Mad Ants games and VIP parking,

!

Budweiser Super Suite: This private suite provides large groups with full catering and
beverage service.

The Allen County War Memorial Coliseum offers more than 5,000 parking spaces in a staffed lot
on premises. Parking in the General Lot for cars, trucks, and vans is $5.00 per vehicle and
parking for buses and RVs is $15.00. The Preferred Parking lot is $8.00 per vehicle. The lot also
features a drop-off and pick-up zone that provides vehicles access for a limit of 15 minutes.
The following table summarizes the event space in the facility.
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Table 2-3

Allen County War Memorial Coliseum and Expo Center
Facilities
Exhibit Hall Facilities
Expo Center
Expo 1
Expo 2
Expo 3
Expo 4

Total (SF)

By Division (SF)

Divisions

36,000
36,000
36,000
44,000

1
1
1
1
4

4,050
4,050

1
1
1
1
1
1
6

152,000

152,000
Meeting Room Facilities
Appleseed Room
Room 304
Room 310
Red Room
White Room
Archer Room
Century Club Room

Other Space
Rooftop Lounge

Total Exhibit Space
Total Ballroom Space
Total Meeting Space
Total Other Space
Total Function Space
Exhibit Divisions
Meeting Room Divisions
Total Divisions (including Ballroom)

8,100

1,700
1,700
1,500
1,900
14,900

6,000

152,000
-14,900
6,000
166,900
4
6
10

Source: Allen County War Memorial Coliseum

As the table shows, the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum and Expo Center has over 166,000
square feet of total function space beyond the arena floor. This includes 152,000 square feet of
exhibit hall facilities and nearly 15,000 square feet of meeting space. Expos one, two, and three
can be combined to provide 108,000 square feet of exhibition space, capable of hosting concerts,
motorsports events, tradeshows, sporting events, and banquets. Overall, there are ten separate
division of event space; four exhibit divisions and six meeting divisions.
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The next figure shows the layout of the function space at the Coliseum.
Figure 2-4

Expo 4 is 44,000 square feet of space that sits under the arena and is easily accessible from the
main lobby. The Expo Center can host concerts (up to 8,000 guests), motorsports events, and
tradeshows. When dates are booked for other events, this serves as a backup arena for Mad Ants
basketball and hosts roller derby.
The following figure shows Expo IV in use for events normally considered to be in the primary
arena, such as basketball.
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Figure 2-5

The concern voiced by those who use this facility is that it does not have an arena feel and this
takes away from the player and fan experience. The concern regarding the large arena is that it is
too large for most events that use it, making the action on the court or the stage seem small by
comparison in an emptier, cavernous setting. For basketball on the main arena floor, the first row
of raised seats is far from the court as the hockey floor is so much larger than the basketball
floor. This takes the crowd away from the action.
However, in general, concert and other promoters have great relationships and commentary
about doing business at the Coliseum. The primary issues remain the sizing and feeling of the
venues for the events (too big or not and ‘arena’ feeling for Expo IV) and the fact that the
calendar is so busy with events that the cost to host an event is higher in many cases and the
dates available are not ideal.
The Allen County War Memorial Coliseum is the primary indoor athletic and entertainment venue
in the market. Home to Fort Wayne’s basketball team, hockey team, and biggest shows and
concerts, the Coliseum will be the primary competitor with a downtown arena in attracting sports
and entertainment events.
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Embassy Theatre
The Embassy Theatre is a 2,471-seat performing arts theater located in downtown Fort Wayne.
Originally built as a movie palace in 1928, the theater has been known by its current name since
1952 and today it is the home of the Fort Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra and Broadway series.
The Embassy Theatre features national production from the Broadway stage, concerts of all
musical formats, cinema, and educational formatting, in addition to special events such as
weddings, receptions, corporate functions, and cocktail mixers.
A 1995 renovation of the theater included expanding the stage to bring it to the modern
standards required by large touring companies. Seats were also upgraded, creating the current
capacity of nearly 2,500. The renovation also included improvements to the Indiana hotel lobby
and mezzanine, allowing the facility to attract social events.
Figure 2-6

!
The facility underwent another renovation in 2005 that included the installation of the new
Embassy Marquee. It features the same design of the 1952 marquee, with improved lighting
components and infrastructure.
The following figure shows the Marquee.
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Figure 2-7

!
According to Embassy Theatre management, the theater attracted 118,000 patrons in 2013. This
includes attendees from all events: stage performances, tours, educational events and special
events. The theater held 124 events in 2013, including 31 stage rentals that were not
Philharmonic or Broadway events. Management stated that the theater hosts 45 private events
per year. The facility estimates that approximately 52 percent of the revenue is generated from
rental fees and related fees, such as bars and concessions, 36 percent of the revenue comes
from grants, and the remaining twelve percent is generated by sponsorships, memberships, and
donations.
The following table summarizes the Embassy Theatre touring show statistics from 2011 through
the end of 2014.
Table 2-4
Embassy Theatre Touring Shows Statistics
Item
Events
Avg. Tickets Sold
Avg. Show Capacity
% Sold
Shows > 90% Sales

2011
39
1,261
2,341
53.9%
1

2012
46
1,278
2,430
52.6%
2

2013
52
1,141
2,387
47.8%
5

2014
53
1,237
2,350
52.6%
9

11-'14 Average
48
1,229
2,377
51.7%
4

Avg. Low Ticket
Avg. High Ticket
Avg. Show Gross

$25.78
$54.76
$50,747

$20.85
$53.67
$51,677

$23.84
$55.68
$47,105

$26.53
$60.36
$58,668

$24.25
$56.12
$52,049

Source: Pollstar
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From 2011 through 2014 the Embassy Theatre sold, on average, more than 1,200 tickets per
touring event and had a show capacity of nearly 2,400 spectators per event. The ticket prices
ranged, on average, from $24.25 to $56.12, and the average gross revenue from the shows at
the Embassy Theatre was more than $52,000 per show. The Embassy Theatre averaged 48
events per year.
Based on interviews with users and promoters, a new downtown arena would almost never
compete with the Embassy Theatre for concerts and stage performances. The Embassy Theatre’s
size allows it to attract performances that want a more intimate atmosphere than the Coliseum
can accommodate or that a smaller arena would accommodate. The shows are set up for a stage
performance and so are generally not equipped for lights and sound in a larger arena style
environment.

Foellinger Theatre
Constructed in 1949, the Foellinger Outdoor Theatre is located in Frank Park next to the
Children’s Zoo on Sherman Boulevard. The venue, constructed as a gift to the community by
Helene Foellinger in memory of her father Oscar, was designed to provide a unique, open-air
entertainment space.
The following figure shows Foellinger Theatre.
Figure 2-8

The 2,751-seat venue underwent major renovations in the 1970’s that included the addition of the
open-sided dome and new stage that are still in use today. The venue has 2,051 fixed stadiumlike seats and bleacher seating for 700 visitors. The city of Fort Wayne Parks and Recreation
Department presents a concert and movie series each summer, and it is estimated that the
Foellinger Theatre attracted approximately 50,000 spectators in 2013.
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The Foellinger Theatre would not likely compete with a downtown arena for events, due to the
types of events and cost structures for those events.

C2G Music Hall
C2G is a non-profit music venue located at 323 W Baker Street in downtown Fort Wayne. The
venue, which has a capacity of 400 people, primarily hosts national and regional touring acts of a
variety of genres including blues, rock, American jazz, and pop. The Hall also hosts private
events, business meetings, and weddings. Promoters and sponsors run and operate the majority
of the events that occur at the C2G Music City hall, but the Hall books events and performers as
well. Due to the size of the venue and types of events the Hall looks to attract, the C2G music hall
will likely not compete with a downtown arena.

USF Performing Arts Center
The USF Robert Goldstein Performing Arts Center, formerly known as the Scottish Rite Center, is
located at 431 W Barry Street in Fort Wayne. The 2,018-seat facility is the main facility for the
University of Saint Francis’s performing arts programs, but also hosts community events. The
University purchased the facility in 2012.
The following figure shows the theater.
Figure 2-9

This facility will likely not compete with a downtown arena. For the most part any competition
that the University of Saint Francis would create would be with the Embassy Theater, not a new
downtown arena.

Piere’s Entertainment Center
Piere’s is an indoor entertainment center located at 5629 Saint Joe Road in Fort Wayne. The
venue, which primarily hosts DJ’s and rock bands, has a standing capacity of 2,000 people and
averaged approximately 815 attendees per event.
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The following table summarizes Piere’s touring show statistics from 2011 through the end of
2014.
Table 2-5
Pierre's Entertainment Center Touring Shows Statistics
Item
Events
Avg. Tickets Sold
Avg. Show Capacity
% Sold
Shows > 90% Sales

2011
28
777
1,800
43.2%
2

2012
31
798
1,800
44.3%
2

2013
23
862
1,800
47.9%
2

2014
9
1,165
1,800
64.7%
4

11-'14 Average
23
901
1,800
50.0%
3

Avg. Low Ticket
Avg. High Ticket
Avg. Show Gross

$17.43
$20.86
$15,646

$16.83
$20.48
$16,116

$19.15
$23.61
$19,846

$21.71
$26.10
$31,404

$18.78
$22.76
$20,753

Source: Pollstar

From 2011 through 2014 Piere’s sold, on average, more than 900 tickets per touring event and
had a show capacity of 1,800 spectators per event. The ticket prices ranged, on average, from
$18.78 to $22.76, and the average gross revenue from the shows at Piere’s was more than
$20,750 per show. Piere’s averaged 23 events per year.
Due to the venue size and event types, Piere’s will not compete with a downtown Fort Wayne
arena. Like the USF/Scottish Rite, it is more likely that it would compete with the USF facility and
the Embassy and not an arena.

Grand Wayne Convention Center
The Grand Wayne Convention Center (GWCC) is the community’s primary convention center
located at 120 West Jefferson Boulevard in downtown Fort Wayne. The facility, built in 1983,
underwent a 42 million dollar renovation from 2003 to 2005.
The following table summarizes the function space at the Grand Wayne Center.
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Table 2-6
Grand Wayne Convention Center Function Space
Facilities
Exhibit Space
Convention Hall
Hall A
Hall B1
Hall B2
Hall C

Total (SF)

By Division (SF)

Divisions

16,000
8,359
8,359
16,000

4
1
1
1
1
4

48,480

Total
Ballroom Facilities
Anthony Wayne Ballroom
Ballroom A
Ballroom B
Calhoun Ballroom
Ballroom A
Ballroom B
Ballroom C
Ballroom D
Total
Meeting Room Facilities
Harrison Meeting Rooms
Room A
Room B
Room C
Room D
Room E
Jefferson Meeting Rooms
Room A
Room B
Room C
The Gallery
Total
Hotel Rooms
Total Exhibit Space
Total Ballroom Space
Total Meeting Space
Total Function Space
Ballroom Divisions
Meeting Room Divisions
Other Divisions
Total Divisions (including Ballroom)

48,480
9,955
4,033
5,891
6,000
2,400
2,400
625
625
15,955
6,420
1,280
1,270
1,300
1,250
1,320
3,395
1,260
1,120
1,015
1,680
11,495

2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
6
5
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
9

496 (Courtyard and Hilton Hotels)
48,480 / Guest Room
97.7
15,955
32.2
11,495
23.2
75,930
153.1
6 / 100 Guest Rooms
9
4
19

1.2
1.8
0.1
3.8

Source: Grand Wayne Convention Center, Mpoint, Hunden Strategic Partners

The Grand Wayne Convention Center has three main areas of function space. The Convention Hall
facilities account for the largest portion of square footage, which totals 48,480 square feet and
can be divided into three areas as small as 16,000 square feet. The Anthony Wayne Ballroom is
9,955 square feet and can be divided into two sections. The smallest ballroom division is 4,033
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square feet. The smaller Calhoun Ballroom is 6,000 square feet and can be divided into four
sections. The smallest ballroom division is 625 square feet. Meeting rooms are located on the
first floor of the facility and the Gallery space is located on the second floor. There are a total of
nine meeting rooms totaling 11,495 square feet that can accommodate a wide range of space
needs from 1,015 square feet up to approximately 6,420 square feet of contiguous meeting
space.
The Grand Wayne Center likely will not compete for sports events and entertainment
performances that a downtown area will look to attract, but the two facilities could compete for
larger trade shows and expo events together. The two facilities could compliment each other, as
many event planners are looking for an arena venue in addition to meeting space and exhibit
halls. Based on conversations with staff at the GWCC, there could be synergy with a new arena,
especially if attached, to attract religious and other types of larger events that need a large
assembly facility. The floor of the arena can also serve as additional tradeshow space.

Pollstar
In order to understand the impact a potential downtown arena could have on the touring shows
market, it is important to understand the current market performance and trends. The following
table summarizes the Pollstar data for touring events in Fort Wayne from January 2011 through
December of 2014.
Table 2-7
Fort Wayne Touring Show Events
Venue
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Embassy Theatre
Piere's Entertainment Center
First Assembly of God
Foellinger Theatre
Total/Average

Events
56
172
91
2
2
323

Average Tickets Sold
4,928
1,222
844
1,167
2,459
2,124

Average Capacity
6,575
2,381
1,800
1,800
2,459
3,003

Percentage
70%
51%
47%
65%
100%
67%

Low Ticket
$25.20
$23.67
$18.08
$10.00
$35.50
$22.49

High Ticket
$66.31
$54.87
$21.94
$25.00
$75.50
$48.72

Gross
$192,381
$50,928
$18,426
$17,337
$131,217
$82,058

Source: Pollstar

Fort Wayne hosted 323 total events from 2011 through the end of 2014. These events, on
average, sold nearly 2,125 tickets and had a capacity of more than 3,000. Ticket prices, on
average, ranged from $22.49 to $48.72, with an average gross per event of more than $82,000.
Most of the touring events were held at the Embassy Theater, followed by Pierre’s. The Coliseum
hosted 56 events over the period, but they were the largest and most expensive events.
The following table summarizes the number of touring events in Fort Wayne from 2011 through
the end of 2014.
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Figure 2-10
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As the figure shows, the Embassy Theatre attracts the greatest amount of touring events in the
Fort Wayne area. This can be attributed to the size of the complex and the venue’s ability to adapt
to different types of performances.
The following figure shows the average number of tickets sold per event.
Figure 2-11
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The Coliseum attracts significantly more spectators per event compared to Pierre’s and Embassy
Theatre due to its size and total capacity. Interestingly, both the Coliseum and Embassy sold
about half of their capacity on average, which suggests these events are playing to half empty
houses on many occasions. In the case of the Coliseum, the upper bowl of seats can be
curtained off.

Demand
HSP reached out to local teams, organizations, and athletic programs to better understand the
current sports and entertainment market as well as the potential demand for a downtown arena.

Fort Wayne Mad Ants
The Fort Wayne Mad Ants are a professional basketball team in the NBA Developmental League
that was founded in 2007. The team is the first minor league basketball franchise to play in Fort
Wayne since the Fort Wayne Fury of the CBA. Originally, it was announced by the NBA that the
team would be affiliated with the Detroit Pistons and the Indiana Pacers. In 2008, the Mad Ants
added the Milwaukee Bucks as an affiliation and in 2012 the Mad Ants became affiliated with their
fourth NBA team, the Charlotte Bobcats.
The following figure shows the basketball court layout in the arena from the 600 Level of the
Coliseum.
Figure 2-12

!
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As shown, significant curtaining is used to provide a more intimate feeling at games, however
there are not much seating close to the court and almost none behind the goals.
The Mad Ants host approximately 22 games per year at the War Memorial Coliseum, primarily on
weeknights. The 13,000-seat arena is the second largest home arena of any team in the NBA
Developmental League. Weeknight games, in general, are less desirable than weekend games.
The following figure shows the Mad Ants 2014-2015 schedule.
Figure 2-13

On April 9, 2014, the Mad Ants defeated the Santa Cruz Warriors to claim the franchise’s first DLeague champion in its history. After the season, it was announced that the Mad Ants would have
their affiliations transfer to remaining NBA teams that did not have affiliates. The Mad Ants are
currently affiliated with 13 teams, including the Indiana Pacers. The Mad Ants are the only NBA
D-League team to have multiple affiliations, as well as have an independent ownership model.
Interviews with representatives of the Wayne Mad Ants revealed the following:
!

The team’s home games are held on Tuesdays, Thursday, Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays.

!

The team struggles to get prime weekend dates. The schedule is front-loaded in the
season when the attendance is weak. The team has little leverage, and is frustrated
with the current situation.
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!

Team averages approximately 3,900 spectators per game, which is too few for such a
large arena.

!

The Coliseum is designed to host hockey games. The Mad Ants would prefer a 4,000
to 5,000-seat venue. That is the direction the D-League is heading. Most D-League
teams are in smaller, newer arenas.

!

The Team’s rental agreement includes game time and 30 minutes before and after.
Many D-League teams receive the entire day.

!

A facility’s ability to broadcast games is very important. The Coliseum cannot host
NBA exhibitions and ESPN events because the stands are not full and the
configuration is not appropriate for television, as it does not look like an NBA caliber
event on TV.

!

The Mad Ants do not currently receive a share of concession, parking, or suite
revenue. They are splitting scoreboard revenue and sharing ticket sales. Their deal
costs approximately twice per game as other teams in the league.

!

The organization is looking for a new arena, a major sponsorship deal, and an
improved lease deal. They believe the attendance and performance will be improved
in a new downtown facility.

Fort Wayne Komets
The Fort Wayne Komets are a minor league hockey team in the East Coast Hockey League that
was founded in 1952. The ECHL is a mid-level professional hockey league with teams throughout
the United States and Canada. One level below the AHL, the ECHL is one of two minor leagues
recognized in the collective bargaining agreement between the NHL and the NHL Player’s
Association.
The following figure shows the layout of the Coliseum during a Komets game.
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Figure 2-14

The Komets season is October through April. The team host approximately 40 home games per
year, which are typically played on Sunday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday evenings.
The following figure shows the Komets’ 2014-2015 schedule.
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Figure 2-15

Interviews with representatives of the Komets revealed the following:
!

The Coliseum is in great condition.

!

The organization would not split the schedule between multiple venues.

!

The team receives scheduling priority over the Mad Ants, but not concerts or IPFW.

!

Games are primarily held on Sundays, Mondays, Fridays, and Saturdays.

!

The Komets do not receive a share of concessions, parking, or suite revenue.

!

The team currently has 3,500 season ticket holders.

!

Organization believes the Coliseum is too large for most of their events to feel as full
or exciting as they could be. The optimal size is 6,500 seats with suites.

!

Tenants will go to the facility that offers the best deal, amenities, and technology.

Fort Wayne Derby Girls
The Fort Wayne Derby Girls are a non-for profit sports corporation that is owned and operated by
its members. Founded in 2005, the Fort Wayne Derby Girls are Indiana’s first all-female roller
derby league. The league held it first official season in May 2006, and became a member of the
Women’s flat track derby association in 2007 by meeting the qualifications and obtaining the
recommendations from well-established leagues across the country.
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The following figure shows the roller derby layout at the Coliseum expo hall.
Figure 2-16

Interviews with representatives of the Derby Girls revealed the following:
!

The Season is January through May; the league usually hosts four bouts per year.
These bouts usually take place on Saturday evenings in the Coliseum expo center.

!

Events attract approximately 1,500 spectators, though they can attract up to 3,000
for final bouts.

!

They currently practice at Bell’s Skating Rink in New Haven, but they would prefer to
practice and bout at the same facility.

!

An 8,000-square foot floor, either wood or polished concrete, would be ideal for a
track.

!

Typically, vendors set up tables for merchandise and concessions.

!

Currently, the team receives 10 percent of concession and alcohol sales.

!

The Coliseum is very supportive of the Derby Girls. They receive discounted rates
and are allowed to practice at the facility the night before a bout. They are currently
paying $3,000 to rent the facility.

!

The team hosts a three-day international event every May that brings in 15 to 20
teams from around the world. The Derby Girls would the like the event to be bigger
for the city.

!

If financially feasible, they would consider a move to a downtown arena.
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Feld Entertainment
Feld Entertainment is a worldwide leader in producing and presenting live touring family
entertainment. Their productions, which attract more than 30 millions spectators each year, have
occurred in more than 75 countries on six continents. Their productions include events such as
Monster Jam, Monster Energy Supercross, Disney on Ice, and Disney Live. Interviews with
representatives of Feld Entertainment revealed the following:
!

The Coliseum cannot handle dirt and motorsport events, and does not currently host
any Feld Circus Events.

!

Disney on Ice and Disney Live do very well. Live sells approximately 3,500 tickets per
show, and does three shows per day. Disney On Ice attracts more than 30,000
attendees over a weekend.

!

Feld prefers venues with more than 10,000 seats. They typically use NBA and NHL
arenas. Events typically play as a horseshoe, so arenas lose a significant number of
seats.

!

Feld receives their preferred dates due to their good relationship with the Coliseum.
They would lean towards staying with the Coliseum due to its capacity.

!

They prefer to not split business between venues, but it is possible if the venues are
under the same management or if other conditions made it positive for them to hold
events in both places.

Live Nation
Formed in 2005, Live Nation entertainment is an American live-events company that focuses on
concert promotions. Live Nation produces approximately 23,000 events throughout 33 countries
each year, and owns, operates, and books 148 venues. Interviews with representatives of Live
Nation revealed the following:
!

Fort Wayne attracts acts that play in second and third tier markets.

!

Fort Wayne hosted four Live Nation events in 2014, which is fairly standard. Live
Nation would not consider bringing more shows to the city, but would consider
redistributing the shows.

!

They have utilized the Coliseum’s expo hall in the past, but they have also curtained
the Coliseum, which works in the market but is not preferred by artists.

!

Events normally attract attendees within a 100-mile radius or Fort Wayne. There are
significant draws from Warsaw and Angola.

!

A new arena would attract events that are currently being held at the Coliseum’s expo
hall.
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Independent Producers/Private Management
In conversations with independent show producers and private arena managers, it was stated that
a new smaller arena downtown could attract more concerts and events than those that are being
held in the market today. While there would be some movement from less optimal setups in the
Coliseum, many more events could be produced and promoted at the new arena that simply are
not coming to the market today. There are a number of “circuits” or event types that tour the
country in these smaller arenas. Such arenas are the fastest growing type of venue and tours are
specifically designed for these, both physically and financially. With such a facility, Fort Wayne’s
event market would increase, according to these interviews.

University of Saint Francis
The University of Saint Francis is a liberal arts university located in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The
school, which is affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church, currently enrolls over 1,800
undergraduate students and almost 300 graduate students. The Saint Francis Cougars athletic
program fields 18 varsity teams and competes in the NAIA Crossroads League and the Mideast
league of the Mid-States Football Association. Interviews with representatives of The University of
Saint Francis revealed the following:
!

The school offers numerous athletics programs, and would consider partnering for
sports.

!

A potential new indoor facility has been discussed for west of campus. Discussions
will be tabled if the downtown arena moves forward.

!

They would utilize downtown arena if it enhances the programs. It could potentially
be a venue for graduations.

!

Renovations of the 2,000-seat Scottish Rite will be complete by 2016. It will house
art programs and university events, and pursue outside events to fill the calendar.

!

Scottish Rite will likely compete with Embassy Theatre, not a downtown arena.

Indiana Institute of Technology
The Indiana Institute of Technology is private, non-profit university located at 1600 E Washington
Boulevard in Fort Wayne. Indiana Tech fields 11 men and women’s varsity athletic team that
compete in the Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference of the NAIA. Interviews with
representatives of the Indiana Institute of Technology revealed the following:
!

They would utilize a downtown arena for athletics and graduations.

!

Commencements normally attract approximately 6,000 visitors. They would also
consider hosting an indoor track event if it fit.

!

There is no interest in using a downtown arena to host concerts.
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!

IIT could potentially be a funding partner if the arena fit their needs for a number of
events, although it appears for indoor track and field, this arena would not be large
enough on the floor.

New Tenant Opportunities

Arena Football
Fort Wayne has been the home to four-arena football team in the last 12 years. The Fort Wayne
FireHawks, the most recent attempt, joined the Continental Indoor Football League (CIFL) as an
expansion team during the 2010 season. The Firehawks played their home games at the Allen
County War Memorial Coliseum. Following the 2010, the FireHawks failed to find investors for the
team, and the organization was forced to fold. Interviews with representatives of the FireHawks
revealed the following:
!

There is definitely demand for an indoor team in the Fort Wayne area. They had
2,300 season ticket holders and averaged 2,800 attendees per game.

!

Teams typically play 9 to 12 games per year. Games usually take place on Friday
Nights or Sunday afternoons.

!

The biggest challenge for an indoor team is the business model. There are three tiers
of indoor football; the Arena Football League, the International Football League, and
small start-up leagues owned by a few individuals. As a member of the third tier,
there was not enough cooperation between owners.

!

The Coliseum may not be willing to host such a team due to the prior results, but a
new arena would be an ideal home for such a team.

!

Very supportive of a downtown arena.

Other Sports
There are a variety of other sports organizations that could potentially have demand for this type
of facility. These are:
!

Indoor Soccer: The Major Arena Soccer League currently has 23 teams throughout
the United States and operates a winter league and a summer league. Each team
plays 16 games. The Premier Arena Soccer League currently has 32 teams, including
nine in their Midwest division, and also operates on a two-season schedule.

!

Indoor Lacrosse: The National Lacrosse League, founded in 1986, is a men’s
professional indoor lacrosse league that currently has nine teams throughout North
America. The season lasts throughout the winter and spring, and each team plays
nine home games and nine away games.

!

Legends Football League: The Legend’s Football League is a women’s seven on
seven tackle American football league that plays games throughout the spring and
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summer months. Founded in 2009, teams primarily host their games in NBA and
NHL arenas.

Conclusion
The Fort Wayne market is currently dominated by the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum,
which is the primary sport and entertainment venue in the city. Facility tenants, such as the Mad
Ants and Derby girls, have little influence on their rates or event dates due to the lack of supply
of facilities, as well as their reliance upon the Coliseum. In addition, the facilities provided are not
ideal as they are too large to create an intimate and exciting atmosphere. While management is
expert at the Coliseum, these organizations are not satisfied with their current situation, and
would be interested in moving to a smaller, more intimate facility in downtown Fort Wayne.
The concerts being held at the Coliseum are often held with the upper bowl curtained off,
suggesting that a smaller venue would be more ideal for many events. While the intent of a new
facility is not to pull events from the Coliseum, if events are not performing as well as they could,
they could move and the benefits would accrue to the fans and users/tenants. In addition, there
are a number of new events not occurring currently that would be induced to a new, smaller
facility. A downtown arena would provide much-needed competition to the market and allow Fort
Wayne to potentially attract some entertainment events that the market cannot currently
accommodate.
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SMALL & MID-SIZED ARENA TRENDS
Arena or event center development for communities and markets comparable to Fort Wayne has
increased in the last decade for a variety of reasons. For small markets with or without a
university, small arenas provide an opportunity to host sports teams, concerts, family and ice
shows, community events, trade shows, and conventions. Events for smaller arenas continue to
be developed. These events can find success in small metropolitan areas.

The Arena Industry in the United States
The nationwide trend to build new sports and entertainment facilities in recent years has impacted
markets large and small. The majority of large metropolitan areas with major professional sports
franchises have opened new arenas in the last ten to 15 years, and even small markets with
minor-league sports teams have done the same.
In addition to hosting sports events, the venues are also typically multipurpose facilities that can
accommodate events such as concerts, family shows, and other community-oriented events.
Depending on a facility’s orientation and a market’s needs, it can also be used for events such as
meetings, conventions, and trade and consumer shows. The advent of amenities such as luxury
suites, club seating, private restaurant areas, and others have created new, potentially lucrative
revenue streams for facility owners, although these are not always present in facilities – especially
if there is not anchor sports tenant. In addition, naming rights and expanded sponsorship
programs have also significantly increased opportunities for facility-based revenues.
These facilities have often been developed in markets or near markets with larger existing arenas,
such as the Coliseum. There are a number of mid-sized markets with multiple arenas of varying
sizes that focus on different market opportunities. Some of these include Boise, Idaho; Omaha,
Nebraska; the Tri-Cities in Nebraska; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and three facilities in Maine/New
Hampshire.
In order for a facility to have the ability to generate these revenue streams, it is sometimes
helpful, but not always, for it to have one or more full-time tenants, such as a college or a
professional sports franchise. A professional basketball, for example, provides a facility with
approximately 40 or more guaranteed event dates. A men’s or women’s collegiate basketball
program will generally play approximately 15 to 20 home games per season and a volleyball
program can add another 10 to 15 home matches. In addition, the revenues generated from
premium seating, luxury suites, naming rights and other sponsorships are heavily dependent on
the existence of one or more sports tenants. These sporting events allow customers and
advertising partners with regular access to a venue and a schedule of annually repeating,
relatively high-profile events for entertaining clients and friends, rewarding employees and
maintaining a strong local presence. Facilities without an anchor tenant can generate similar
revenue streams, but not to the extent of a facility with an anchor tenant.
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Because of the availability of these new revenues, facilities can now be partially financed through
project-based revenues such as naming rights and long-term commitments for premium seating
and/or sponsorships rather than purely through general obligation bonds, municipal property tax
revenue, or outside sources of university revenues or borrowing. However, these revenues are
often not sufficient to entirely finance and operate a project such as an arena. As a result, facility
development typically still involves other forms of private investment or contributions and public
assistance, such as land contributions, dedicated tax revenue or fees, property tax abatement,
individual and corporate giving, or others.
This section describes relevant aspects of the arena industry as they relate to the Fort Wayne
market, including a review of recent and planned arena construction, discussion of event types
and their characteristics, and others. Many university arenas are not used for non-university
events, therefore both university and non-university facilities are discussed.

Recent and Planned Arena Development in the U.S.
The following table summarizes a sample of smaller arena projects (defined as having 10,000 or
fewer seats) that have opened since 2003. Other projects have been built or are in various stages
of planning, but this table lists a representative set of facilities that have been completed. This
table will begin to demonstrate the size and type of facilities that are being built, as well as the
markets that are expected to support them, their tenants, and their offerings.
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Table 3-1
New Arenas Since 2003 with Less Than 10,000-seat Capacity
Facility Name

MSA

2010 MSA
Population
(000s)

Tenant(s)

# of
Permanent
Seats

# of
Luxury
Suites

# of Club
Seats

Annual
Naming
Rights

Term
(Years)

Total
Naming
rights

Estimated
Cost
(millions)

Opened/
Expected
Opening

Allentown, PA

816.0

AHL

8,500

36

986

--

--

--

$272.0

2014

Pro Sports/Municipal Use
Allentown Arena
Cross Insurance Center

Bangor, ME

153.9

None

8,078

12

n/a

$200,000

15

$3,000,000

$65.0

2013

Cedar Park Center

Austin, TX

1,783.5

AHL, NBADL

6,660

22

541

--

--

--

--

2009

ShoWare Center

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue,
WA

3,309.0

WHL, WFTDA

7,500

20

500

$317,500

10

$3,175,000

$68.0

2009

Huntington Center

Toledo, OH

651.0

ECHL

8,000

20

n/a

$300,000

7

$2,100,000

$105.0

2009

Town Toyota Center

Wenatchee, WA

110.0

NAHL,IFL

5,000

26

397

$200,000

5

$1,000,000

$45.0

2008

US Cellular Arena

Bloomington-Normal, IL

158.0

MISL

7,000

24

700

$345,000

6

$2,070,000

$37.0

2006

1stBANK Center

Denver-Boulder-Greeley,
CO

3,090.0

None

6,000

25

900

--

5

Not
Disclosed

$45.0

2006

Albuquerque, NM

887.0

NAHL, IFL

6,500

26

500

$500,000

5

$2,500,000

$43.0

2006

Santa Ana Star Center
Tim's Toyota Center
Stockton Events Center
Covelli Centre
American Bank Center
Budweiser Events Center
Comcast Arena at Everett Events
Center
State Farm Arena
Orleans Arena
Ford Arena
Tyson Events Center

Prescott, AZ

211.0

CHL, AIF

5,100

20

500

$175,000

10

$1,750,000

$24.0

2006

Stockton-Lodi, CA

649.0

ECHL, AIF

10,000

24

500

--

--

--

$45.0

2005

Youngstown-Warren, OH

565.0

USHL, WFTDA

5,700

24

500

$120,000

3

$360,000

$41.0

2005

Corpus Christi, TX

428.0

Texas A&M-CC,
NAHL, LSFL

6,000

11

302

--

10

Not
Disclosed

$50.0

2004

Fort Collins - Loveland,
CO
Seattle - Tacoma Bellevue, WA
McAllen - Edinburg Mission, TX

299.0

ECHL, IFL

5,211

24

777

$75,000

20

$1,500,000

$25.0

2003

3,168.0

WHL, NLL, RDCL

8,250

20

750

$740,000

10

$7,400,000

$63.0

2003

5,500

25

500

$200,000

5

$1,000,000

$20.0

Las Vegas - Paradise, NV

1,649.0

7,000

22

220

--

--

--

$150.0

Beaumont - Port Arthur,
TX

383.0

ABA

8,200

15

750

$250,000

5

$1,250,000

$70.0

2003

143.0

USHL, APFL

10,000

27

0

$200,000

20

$4,000,000

$28.1

2003

7,063

22

548

$278,654

9

$2,392,692

$66.5

2006

Sioux City, IA-NE

Average

CHL, D-League,
LSFL
ECHL,WCC, WAC,
LFL, PASL-Pro

774.0

1,012.0

2003
*

2003

College-Led Arenas
University of South Dakota
SECU Arena
Trojan Arena
College Park Center at UTA
Xavier Univ. of Louisiana Arena
Compton Family Center
Stroh Center
Grand Canyon University Arena
Auburn Arena
O'Reilly Family Event Center
Bank of Kentucky Arena
TD Arena
McLeod Center
McCarthey Athletic Center
BankUnited Center
Average

Vermillion, SD

10.5

Univ. of South
Dakota

6,000

--

--

--

--

--

$48.9

2016

Baltimore-ColumbiaTowson MD

2,710.5

Towson University

5,200

4

340

--

--

--

$62.0

2013

Troy

5,200

7

0

--

--

--

$40.0

2012

5,000

3

1,000

--

--

--

$79.0

2012

--

--

$24.0

2012

--

$48.0

2011

$7,700,000

$26.0

2011

--

$38.0

2011

Troy, AL

18.0

Dallas-Fort WorthArlington, TX

6,526.5

New Orleans, LA

1,024.6

5,000

0

0

--

South Bend-Mishawaka,
IN-MI

318.0

Univ. of Notre Dame

5,141

4

250

--

Univ. Texas Arlington
Xavier Univ. of
Louisiana

Major
Gift
Major
Gift

Toledo, OH

650.0

Bowling Green State
Univ.

5,000

8

500

$7,700,000

Phoenix-MesaScottsdale, AZ

4,192.8

Grand Canyon Univ.

5,000

yes

yes

--

Albany, GA

164.0

Aurburn

9,600

12

450

--

--

--

$92.5

2010

Springfield, MO

436.0

Drury Univ.

4,000

yes

0

$6,000,000

Major
Gift

$6,000,000

$12.0

2009

2,134.0

Northern KY Univ.

9,000

12

0

--

--

$6,000,000

$64.0

2008

664.0

Coll. of Charleston

5,000

0

0

$100,000

6

$600,000

$36.0

2008

163.0

Univ. of Northern
Iowa

7,000

0

0

$4,000,000

$4,000,000

$20.0

2006

Cincinnati-Middletown,
OH-KY-IN
Charleston-North
Charleston, SC
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA

--

Major
Gift
Major
Gift

Spokane, WA

471.0

Gonzaga

6,000

0

0

--

--

$25.0

2004

Miami-Fort LauderdalePompano Beach, FL

5,413.0

Univ. of Miami

7,000

25

0

--

10

Not
Disclosed

$48.0

2003

5,943

6

195

$4,450,000

8

$4,860,000

$44.2

2010

1,659.7

* Includes hotel and casino.
Source: US Census Bureau, Venues Today, Revenues from Sports Venues, Individual Facilities
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As the table shows, markets of various sizes have built sports and entertainment facilities. The
arenas shown in the table range in size from 4,000 to 10,000 seats and most have a significant
supply of premium seating. These facilities demonstrate what each market feels is an appropriate
venue, given its market characteristics. All but the 1stBANK Center in Colorado have at least one
sports tenant, including collegiate and minor league teams. The number of suites averages 22
and the number of club seats averages 548 for non-collegiate facilities. Naming rights revenue
per year averaged nearly $300,000.

Other Entertainment Events – Concerts and Family Shows
Aside from sporting events and conventions/meetings, other typical uses of arenas are for
entertainment events such as concerts and family shows. The text below describes these
entertainment events and their characteristics as they relate to Fort Wayne.

Concert and Event Trends
Concerts can be a major source of revenue for an arena. Arenas today are often designed and
operated as much as music venues as sports venues.
Because of recent consolidation in the music industry, a few large event promoters generally
control the concert industry and the availability of acts. As a result, it is wise for management of
an independent arena to explore forming a strong alliance with at least one key promoter,
depending on the local/regional competitive landscape. This type of arrangement would not have
to be exclusive, and the arena would be able to contract with all interested promoters. Further,
the facility itself could also promote, or co-promote with another organization, certain events (by
taking on some of the risk and funding some upfront expenses in exchange for a higher share of
event revenues) to keep a vibrant calendar going.
The following table shows the revenue breakdown for the concert and music promotion industry.
Table 3-2
Concert & Event Promotion Industry - Products & Services Segmentation
Event Type
Live Music Concerts
Theater and Opera Performances
Non-franchise Sporting Events
Fairs, Pageants, Ethnic Festivals, Other
Symphony and Classical Music Concerts
Dance Performances
Public Appearances and Speeches
Total

Percentage of Industry Revenue
58.1%
15.6%
14.6%
8.6%
1.7%
1.0%
0.4%
100%

Industry Revenue (millions)
$13,305
$3,572
$3,343
$1,969
$389
$229
$92
$22,900

Source: IBISWorld
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As shown, live music concerts are the largest touring segment in the industry. Live music
concerts are responsible for $13.3 billion, nearly 60 percent of the industry’s total revenue.
Theater and opera performances and non-franchise sporting events that are growing segments
are responsible for $3.6 billion and $3.3 billion in industry revenue respectively.
!

Live music concerts - The Concert and Event Promotion industry promotes different
events, including dance performances, sporting events, and concerts. Live music
concerts generate the majority of industry revenue: an estimated 58.1 percent. Events
in this segment include live music performances at clubs, music theaters, arenas,
and amphitheaters, as well as local and regional music festivals. Events can range in
size from an attendance of fewer than 500 people to more than 100,000. As a
proportion of industry revenue, this industry segment has experienced slight
increases during the five years to 2012. The number and popularity of club and
theater-level concerts has risen in line with consumers' increasing use of the Internet
as a tool for music discovery.

!

Non-franchise sporting events – Non-franchise sports, such as boxing matches, and
rodeos, are estimated to bring in about 14.6 percent of industry revenue in 2012.
Sporting events tend to be less price-sensitive than arts related events. Moreover,
sporting teams can perform using the same equipment at every show (e.g. an ice
hockey rink or basketball court), which also lowers the cost of staging a
performance.

!

Theatrical performances - Theatrical performances, such as plays, musicals, and
operas, account for an estimated 15.6 percent of industry revenue. Demand for this
segment has declined slightly over the past five years due to declines in gifts,
donations, and grants supporting performing arts. Other events include state fairs,
agricultural fairs, pageants, and all other festivals and events that are not related to
sports or performing arts.

Typically, to initiate live entertainment events or tours, booking agents directly contract with
performers to represent them for defined periods. Booking agents then contact promoters, who
will contract with them or directly with performers to arrange events and tours. Booking agents
generally receive fixed or percentage fees from performers for their services. Promoters earn
revenue primarily from the sale of tickets, as well as percentages of revenue from concessions
and ancillary services. Promoters pay the performers under one of several different formulas,
which may include fixed guarantees, percentages of ticket sales or the greater of guaranteed
amounts or profit sharing payments based on total ticket revenue.
!

Admission Fees - Nearly half of industry revenue (47.3 percent) is received from
admission fees to the events promoted. As stated above, venues typically share
revenue from ticket sales under a number of different formulas, including a fixed
percentage of box-office receipts, profit collected over artist guarantees or through
ticketing or facilities fees included in ticket prices. The proportion of industry revenue
collected by promoters through ticket sales has fallen from 53.3 percent of industry
revenue in 2007. This decline can be attributed to promoters expanding their revenue
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streams to include receipts from the sale of concessions, merchandise, and ancillary
services.
!

Food and Beverage - Food, beverage, and merchandise sales have grown as a
proportion of industry revenue over the five years to 2012 to make up about 15.8
percent of industry revenue. Revenue from these operations generally has a higher
profit margin than revenue from other services. Therefore, fluctuations in these
revenue streams can have notable impacts on operating income.

!

Advertising and Sponsorships - Advertising and corporate sponsorship deals
generate about 12.7 percent of total industry revenue. Common advertising and
sponsorship deals include signage and promotional programs, venue naming rights,
on-site representation and the sale of online ad space. Contributions, gifts and grants
also make up a significant proportion of industry revenue, particularly for
establishments that operate as nonprofits. While this segment comprises 8.2 percent
of total industry revenue, the proportion is closer to 40 percent for tax-exempt
establishments. For the vast majority of these contributions, $9 of every $10 comes
from the private sector. Government programs, such as the National Endowment for
the Arts, provide additional funding opportunities.

The industry has also been helped by the popularity of other touring events that are typically
considered to be concerts, although many could also be called family shows. Other positives for
the industry include the continued growth in the theater and club-level event segment and
increasing per-head ancillary spending. Music theaters that typically have a capacity of between
1,000 and 6,500 people and clubs with capacities of less than 1,000 have grown increasingly
popular over the past five years. Events held at these venues are considerably more affordable to
attend on average than their arena and amphitheater counterparts, making them attractive to
consumers who find attending larger events too expensive given the current economic
conditions.
Additionally, there are more theater and club-level acts touring successfully than ever before, with
the Internet helping expand the public's ability to discover new music and artists. A national tour
can typically include 25 to 75 performances and most arena concerts are held from the fall to
spring. In the summer, most concerts take place in amphitheaters and other outdoor venues,
particularly in recent years with the growing popularity of music festivals in the U.S.
The most popular, well-established acts that once toured only large stadiums are now filling
arenas and amphitheaters for multiple shows to smaller audiences. While stadium tours and
limited stadium performances will continue to be staged, even groups like the Rolling Stones,
Billy Joel, Elton John, and U2 are also booking performances at smaller arenas and
amphitheaters.
The table below shows the market segmentation for the concert and music promotion industry.
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Table 3-3
Concert & Event Promotion Industry - Market Segmentation
Demographic Type
Men ages 21 to 45
Women ages 21 to 45
Women ages 46 and older
Men ages 46 and older
Corporations
Men ages 20 and younger
Women ages 20 and younger
Total

Market Percentage
26.4%
24.3%
12.6%
12.1%
10.0%
7.5%
7.1%
100%

Industry Revenue (millions)
$6,046
$5,565
$2,885
$2,771
$2,290
$1,718
$1,626
$22,900

Source: IBISWorld

The Concert and Event Promotion industry targets very diverse audiences depending on the scale
and type of event. Performances range from those of child entertainers, such as Disney on Ice, to
classical symphonies by philharmonic orchestras that are more popular with older generations.
The bulk of events (live music concerts and sporting events) target men and women aged 21 to
45. This age demographic makes up 50 percent of the target market and is responsible for $11.5
billion of industry revenue. Over the five years to 2012, this segment has remained consistent
because this age group is most consistently employed and thus, has the disposable income to
spend on industry events. Additionally, the number of attendees older than 45 has increased
slightly over the past five years as more touring artists and events have appealed to this
demographic, which tends to have more disposable income and available leisure time.
Men and women between the ages of 21 and 45 account for 26.4 percent and 24.3 percent of the
visitors to the average performing arts venue. Combined, this age group accounts for more than
half of the industry’s market. The corporate market is primarily associated with the largest
establishments in the industry, those facilities with premiums seating and entertainment areas
such as stadiums and arenas. Therefore, the corporate market might be a smaller segment for
Fort Wayne facilities.
The size of events can range from large festivals hosting upwards of 100,000 attendees to local
community events with fewer than 500 attendees. Corporate support for this industry is usually in
the form of purchasing premium seating, luxury suites or sponsoring events. Corporate interest is
most often directed toward large sporting events, sponsorship of music concerts, tours, and
major arts festivals within the industry. Domestic economic conditions generally influence
corporate support. This segment is estimated to generate 10 percent of revenue in 2012.

Secondary and Tertiary Markets for Concerts
Secondary and tertiary markets have demonstrated that they can sustain a robust concert
business. Recent years have been excellent for secondary markets, with such top acts as Cher,
the Eagles, and many others playing a number of venues in smaller markets. According to
industry sources, many acts are finding that they do not reach all their fans by only playing major
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markets. While smaller markets typically have facilities with smaller capacities and are less likely
to support high-ticket prices, adding smaller-market dates to touring schedules, on top of the
standard primary-market dates, creates additional revenue for these acts and allows them to
reach a broader base of fans. In addition, the trend to tour more, as well as the construction of
new small facilities across the country, has also helped to attract concerts to small markets.
In recent years, a number of popular touring concerts performed in smaller arenas throughout
the country. For the most part, these acts would not be expected to sell out an arena the size of
the Coliseum, particularly for multiple dates, and would therefore be more likely to book a smaller
arena. But in other cases, major acts have also performed in small facilities in smaller markets, as
previously described. The following information provides examples of recent tours that are
relevant to this discussion.
Jason Aldean, who performs in both small and large arenas, will perform in 2015 at the 7,250seat Brik Breeden Fieldhouse in Bozeman, Montana and the 8,200-seat Huntington Center in
Toledo, Ohio. Both concerts are sellouts sellouts with ticket prices ranging from $40 to $75.
The Blue Man Group’s past tours tour included performances in NBA/NHL arenas as well as
smaller community venues (including the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum in Fort Wayne).
An example of a major act that can sell out 20,000-seat arenas but also plays smaller venues is
the Foo Fighters. Their recent tours included NBA/NHL arenas as well as 5,000- to 10,000-seat
arenas such as Wachovia Arena in Wilkes-Barre, PA; the Glens Falls (NY) Civic Center; the MidAmerica Center in Council Bluffs, IA; and the Pensacola Civic Center. With ticket prices from $23
to $55, shows at the Mid-America Center and Pensacola Civic Center generated more than
$300,000 in gross ticket sales.
James Taylor’s previous tour stops included the 5,100-seat Tim’s Toyota Center in Arizona and
the 6,700-seat Cumberland County Civic Center in Portland, Maine.
As discussed, there are a variety of non-sports events that play in smaller arenas. The key then is
to have a competitive niche within the overall regional market and a strong management
company that can book strong acts.

Family Shows
Family shows generally are not as great a revenue producer for facilities as top concerts, but they
have shown notable growth in the past few years. Tickets for family shows typically cost less
than concerts in order to entice families to attend. Yet what family shows may lack in revenue,
they more than make up for in reliable year-round bookings, as the touring schedules are more
consistent than those of concerts. Further, family shows can agree to long-term booking
arrangements with a facility and commonly hold several performances over multiple consecutive
days. However, like the concert industry, most of the larger family shows are controlled by a
small group of companies.
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The following table shows the various companies and family show productions across the
country.
Table 3-4
2014 Family Events Productions
Company
AEG Themestar LLC
Monster X Tour
Feld Entertainment
Harlem Globetrotters
HIT Entertainment
Koba Entertainment
NETworks Presentations
Dreamworks Theatricals/Broadway Across America
S2BN Entertainment
Stars on Ice, an IMG Production
VEE Corporation
World Wrestling Entertainment

# of US Touring Units

# of US Shows

Average Ticket Price

2
1
11
2
4
10
7
30+
1
1
6
4

550
27
5,000+
278
NA
600
650
4,000
NA
50
1,600
241

$15.50
$17.50
$20-$25
$29.00
$10-$39
$25.00
$40-$240
$89.00
$40.00
$48.00
$10-$35
$42.00

Source: Venues Today, Various Organizations

In addition to the companies listed above, other organizations also produce dirt-show events,
such as various types of rodeos and other events. In general, family shows are more willing to
play smaller markets than are other live events such as concerts. Ringling Bros. recently
introduced a one-ring event for smaller markets and facilities, and the Harlem Globetrotters
occasionally play in high school gyms. The events listed above typically play in a wide range of
markets and facilities, including smaller markets such as Fort Wayne. For example, DreamWorks
Theatricals will make stops in a number of NBA and NHL arenas, in addition to small facilities.
An additional category of events is non-university and non-tenant sporting events, similar to
concerts and family shows, there is also often overlap between what can be considered a
sporting event and a family show. For example, professional wrestling or a motorsports event can
be categorized as either. Other sporting events that would not be considered family shows, such
as a high school game or tournament, could also be held in a new arena.

Minor League Sports
As previously stated, many event/arena facilities have professional sports tenants. This section
discusses various minor leagues that could potentially identify Fort Wayne as a place to locate a
team, beyond the ECHL hockey and NBA D-League basketball teams that already play in Fort
Wayne. It is likely that the Mad Ants would transfer to a new arena, which would allow both
existing teams more opportune dates at their respective facilities.
The following table summarizes the characteristics of numerous minor leagues that would play in
a mid-sized arena, including their average attendance and seating capacity, average market size,
presence of premium seating, season, geography and availability of new or expansion franchises.
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Table 3-5
Potential Minor League Opportunities for Arenas
Number of
Current
Teams

Avg.
Atten.

Avg.
Capacity

Range of
Arena
Capacity

Median Market
Population
(000s)

Season

Geographic Territory

Franchise
Availability?

Regional Existing
Teams

NBA DLeague

18

n/s

8,806

3,200 to
19,000

649

Nov. - April

Nationwide

League is expanding

Fort Wayne

ABA

68

n/s

5,735

1,500 to
12,750

2,091

Nov. - April

Nationwide

Annual expansions,
relocations and teams
folding

Indianapolis

PBL

12

new
league

3,738

1,000 to
12,000

3,738

Dec. - April

Upper Midwest

Unclear Health

Indianpolis

AFL

17

12,654

17,654

10,500 to
23,000

2,465

Feb. - July

Nationwide

Reconstituted after
collapse in 2008

None

IFL

10

n/s

6,226

2,110 to
11,215

362

March - July

Nationwide

Annual expansions or
relocations

None

AIFA

9

n/s

7,314

4,800 to
10,500

375

March - July

All but West Coast
Currently

Expansion planned;
teams often relocate

None

CPIFL

9

n/s

7,880

5,000 to
10,000

625

April - July

Midwest

Questionable, league
not stable

None

AHL

30

7,076

12,559

5,400 to
20,562

749

Oct. - June

Nationwide

No expansion
planned; relocation
possible

None

ECHL

28

3,779

9,712

3,974 to
19,023

587

Oct. - June

Nationwide

Expansion and
relocation is possible

Fort Wayne

22

new
league

4,031

1,500 to
10,050

2,299

Oct. - Feb.

Midwest and
Southwest, affiliated
with Mexican and
Canadian leagues

New and Expanding

None

9

10,475

17,396

9,300 to
21,500

2,465

Dec. - April

East, Midwest, West
and Canada

Expansion and
relocation is possible

None

Basketball

Football

Hockey

Soccer
MASL
Lacrosse
NLL

*League folded in June 2008 but restructured
Source: Revenues from Sports Venues, ERA, HSP

Basketball. Professional basketball has several minor league options. The Continental Basketball
Association (CBA) historically is the oldest and most well known minor league basketball league,
begun in 1946 and serving for decades as an unofficial farm program for the NBA. However, in
2002 the NBA formed its own minor league, the National Basketball Development League, or the
“D-League”. The loss of the NBA relationship, combined with poor management decisions by the
league, has led to a decline of the CBA.
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The NBA Development League, the D-League, started with eight teams in 2002, and for the 201213 season the league has 18 teams. The goal of the NBA is to have a farm team for each NBA
franchise, however not all have an affiliation. The Fort Wayne Mad Ants are profiled in Chapter 2
of this report.
Other basketball leagues include the Premier Basketball League, a new league as of the 2008-09
season, and the American Basketball Association, an existing league. The PBA and ABA both have
teams in Indianapolis.
Football. Arena football is another sport that has a minor league using arenas for games. The
Arena Football League (AFL) plays in larger arenas and recently folded and reconstituted. The AFL
franchises play in larger arenas, with average capacity of over 17,000 seats.
Arena football has other minor leagues that are in constant state of change, developing and
dissolving. Currently there are two leagues that have relative stability: the Indoor Football League
(IFL), a new name for two leagues that have merged (the former Intense Football League and
United Indoor Football), the American Indoor Football League, which was re-launched in 2012,
and the Champions Professional Indoor Football League, which began play in 2013.
One issue that a proposed minor league indoor football program would face is the cost of
development and yearly operations of the team. Each league charges a franchise fee for joining
the league, but the fees vary from a low of $10,000 for the APFL to $300,000 for the IFL league.
The initial startup costs, including the field turf, goalposts, nets, and player equipment, would
make the first year the most expensive. Yearly operations costs vary as well, with more than fifty
percent of the costs going to player salaries and worker’s compensation insurance. Also included
in the cost is the annual franchise fee that the league charges to pay for administrative costs. The
IFL estimates that the yearly budget for its team average $420,000 per year per team. The APFL
does not pay its players but provides equipment, transportation, and health insurance for those
who do not have it through other means. Therefore, the yearly budget for each team is much
less, averaging approximately $150,000 per year.
The downtown arena designers should consider the space requirements for arena football to
leave the option available. Arena football requires a field size of 200 feet by 85 feet, a size larger
than that required by basketball. The height clearance, including any hanging scoreboard, has to
be at least fifty feet.
Soccer & Lacrosse. Other possible indoor sports are indoor soccer and indoor lacrosse. The
latest indoor soccer league, the Major Indoor Soccer League, folded in 2008 and reconstituted in
2009. There are no soccer leagues with teams in the region and it is unlikely that professional
indoor soccer will be an initial tenant of a facility in Fort Wayne.
Indoor lacrosse, primarily played in the northeast and Canada, has one professional league, the
National Lacrosse League (NLL) and these are generally in larger markets.
Based on the above discussion, Fort Wayne may want to consider a minor league team as a
major tenant to supplement the use of the facility, especially the Mad Ants. Several reasons exist
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to recruit a minor league team to the proposed Project, but the most important would be to
create and maintain a consistent revenue stream and activity for the facility. When considering a
minor league team, several factors should be considered, as follows:
!

History of Stability of Leagues and Teams. If a league is stable and has teams that
have existed for several years, those teams are viable and would have a better
revenue stream that insures use and revenue to the facility. Except for the NBA DLeague, basketball leagues and teams do not have a record of stability. Arena and
indoor football has some stability, but may not have a franchise available. Other
indoor football leagues have a less attractive history of stability.

!

Community Interest. A major factor in determining whether to recruit a minor league
team is interest in the community for that team. Without community support
attendance will be low and the team would be unsuccessful.

Arena Size Requirements. Certain minor leagues have seating capacity requirements or floor
area requirements that a developer must consider. Arena football requires a field area that is
larger than some basketball-only arenas.
Based on the above, and other factors set forth in the description of the minor leagues, it appears
that the best minor league options for a facility in Fort Wayne would be indoor football and
basketball.
In 2012, IAVM released a benchmarking survey report that provides valuable insights into where
a 5,000- to 7,500-seat venue may be positioned in relation to the industry. The survey also
inquired as to the nature of facility ownership and management. Results were broken out into
three different groupings based on size. This was determined by the operational differences
between large, medium and small-sized arenas. The groups included facilities with over 12,000
seats, those with 7,500 to 12,000 seats, and those with less than 7,500 seats.
The following table provides insights into arena operations regarding capacity, attendance and
events.
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Table 3-6
Capacity, Attendance & Events at Surveyed Arenas
All Facilities

Less than 7,500
Seats

7,500 to 12,000
Seats

More than 12,000
Seats

12,255
501.7
111
61
10,083
486
247
31
59%
44%

6,788
172.8
102
76
4,773
263
253
16
43%
52%

10,519
313.0
114
53
8,437
199
122
13
47%
37%

18,580
1,109.3
138
59
16,933
291
286
44
83%
42%

Maximum approved occupancy capacity
Annual number of attendees (000s)
Number of event days
Annual number of events/clients
Nummber of fixed seats, including suites
Number of accessible seats
Number of courtside seats
Total of number of suites
Premium seating is available
Standing room only is permitted
Source: IAVM Benchmarking Survery Report 2010

As shown, the proposed Fort Wayne Project would mostly compare to the smaller sized venues.
Venues with seating capacities less than 7,500 averaged an annual attendance of approximately
173,000 and 76 total events, averaging roughly 2,300 visitors per event. It is important to note
that, even with small seating capacities, 43 percent of arenas have premium seating adding
critical revenue the bottom line. Also of note is that a full season of a tenant team, like basketball,
was considered one event in this survey. So the 76 average total events represented 76 unique
events. Smaller arenas had more events on average than larger venues.
The 2013 IAVM Operating Expense and Revenues survey took place in the spring of 2014 and
consisted of 58 total arenas. These included 19 small arenas (up to 7,500 seats), 19 medium
arenas (7,501 – 12,000) and 13 large arenas (over 12,000). 44 of the arenas surveyed are
publicly owned and 14 are privately owned, while 26 are publicly managed and 32 are managed
by a separate company or non-profit.
The following table summarizes the arenas’ gross revenue metrics per seat, attendee, and event
day in 2013.
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Table 3-7
2013 Arena Gross Revenue Metrics
Category
Ticket Sales & Box Office Fees
Total Food & Beverage
Merchandise/Novelty Sales
Event Facility Rent
Event Day Suite Rental
Utility Services
Advertising/Sponsors/Sponsorship Fees
Equipment Rental
Total Event Labor - Total
Event Labor - Guest Services
Event Labor - Security
Seat/Suite License Fees
Maintenance/Facility Fees

Per Seat
$93.19
$187.00
$32.80
$80.34
$14.76
$6.37
$45.54
$7.65
$59.86
$17.51
$17.13
$79.49
$24.16

Per Attendee
$2.38
$4.02
$0.76
$2.19
$0.29
$0.12
$0.77
$0.19
$1.35
$0.45
$0.46
$2.18
$0.65

Per Event Day
$10,847
$19,058
$2,967
$6,165
$535
$535
$3,339
$637
$5,214
$1,491
$1,795
$18,608
$2,375

Source: IAVM

As the table shows, the primary revenue generator for these arenas is food and beverage,
followed by ticket sales, event facility rentals, and seat and suite license fees.

Implications
Arena and multipurpose center development for small metropolitan markets and suburban areas
have been increasing in the last decade for a variety of reasons. Mid-size arenas provide an
opportunity to host sports teams, concerts, family and ice shows, and community events, not to
mention trade shows and conventions. In larger metropolitan areas, these facilities often attract
events that are too small for the large major facilities in the local urban market.
More content (events, performing acts, etc.) has been developed to tour these smaller arenas.
Any new facility in Fort Wayne should be able to host a number of concerts, family shows and
other events new to the market and should host at least one minor league tenant, likely
basketball. .

Implications
Arena and multipurpose event center development for mid-sized metropolitan markets and
suburban areas of major markets have been increasing in the last decade for a variety of reasons.
Smaller venues provide an opportunity to host the size of events that make financial sense for
many market sizes, including performing arts, concerts, family shows, and community events,
not to mention trade shows and conventions. In certain metropolitan areas, like Fort Wayne,
these facilities often attract events that are too small for (or make more financial sense than in)
the large facilities, like the Coliseum. There is often a wide gap in the capacity between the largest
and next largest venue in the community, which is the case in Fort Wayne. The Coliseum is a
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very large venue for this size market and the Embassy Theater is a smaller concert/performance
venue for specific types of events. There is no dedicated facility for events that would prefer to fit
in a facility between 3,000 and 10,000 seats. Many of these events that tour the U.S. are not
finding a home in Fort Wayne and there is a growing roster of events for these smaller arenas.
Producers of these events can often make more money in a smaller venue than a larger one as
rental and other deal components are more favorable. Also, acts and teams like to play in
facilities that are similar in size to the audience. Most performers or teams do not like to play
within a large facility that is only partially filled.
More content (events, performing acts, etc.) has been developed to tour these smaller venues.
Fort Wayne should be able to host a number of concerts, family shows and other events and
should be able to induce new events to the market and accommodate other events that currently
are not being optimally accommodated at other venues currently.
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STATE & REGIONAL ARENA MARKET ANALYSIS
Indiana and Regional Competitors
Fort Wayne’s primary event, concert and family show facility competition comes from arenas in
Indiana, southwest Michigan and northwestern Ohio. The cities shown on the following map and
table have been identified as the most directly competitive facilities. However, in terms of where
arenas draw their audience from, these markets are mostly worlds unto themselves and it is not
very frequent that Fort Wayne residents travel to these arenas to see sporting events, concerts or
family shows. In fact, it is often the case that residents of areas like South Bend-Elkhart-Goshen
would travel to Fort Wayne for an event. Each of these arenas, except the Ford Center, is within a
three-hour drive of Fort Wayne.
The following map shows these non-Fort Wayne arenas in relation to Fort Wayne.
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Figure 4-1
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The following table shows the facilities and their key statistics, sorted by concert capacity.
Table 4-1
Regional Arenas - Competitive Environment (Sorted by Concert Capacity)
Facility

City

Capacity Capacity for
State Basketball Concerts

Year
Opened

Tenants

Civic or
University

Indianapolis

IN

18,165

19,000

1999

Indiana Pacers (NBA),
Indiana Fever (WNBA),
Indiana Ice (USHL)

Civic

Grand Rapids

MI

11,500

13,184

1996

Grand Rapids Griffins (AHL)
Grand Rapids Drive (NBA D-League)

Civic

Evansville

IN

10,000

11,000

2011

U of Evansville Purple Aces (NCAA)
Evansville IceMen (ECHL)
Evansville Women's Basketball (NCAA)

Civic

South Bend

IN

9,149

10,000

1968

U of Notre Dame Men's Basketball,
U of Notre Dame Women's Basketball
U of Notre Dame Volleyball

University

Huntington Center

Toledo

OH

8,000

9,341

2009

Toledo Walleye (ECHL)
Toledo Crush (LFL - Women's Football)

Civic

Savage Arena

Toledo

OH

7,300

8,300

1976

U of Toledo Men's Basketball,
U of Toledo Women's Basketball
U of Toledo Volleyball

University

Wings Stadium

Kalamazoo

MI

5,113

8,023

1974

Kalamazoo Wings (ECHL)

Civic

Indiana Farmers Coliseum

Indianapolis

IN

6,500

6,800

2014

Indy Fuel (ECHL),
IUPUI Jaguars (NCAA),
Naptown Roller Girls

Civic

Kellogg Arena

Battle Creek

MI

4,675

6,200

1980

Battle Creek Flight (minor league basketball)
Battle Creek Crunch (Indoor Football)

Civic

---

---

8,934
7,780

10,205
9,106

1992
1991

Bankers Life Fieldhouse

Van Andel Arena

Ford Center

Purcell Pavilion at Joyce Center

Average
Average without Bankers Life Fieldhouse
Source: Various Facilities, Hunden Strategic Partners

As shown, the Bankers Life Fieldhouse in Indianapolis has the largest crowd capacity and is also
the only arena in the list to have a team in one of the major leagues (NBA or NHL) as a tenant. This
facility is the biggest in-state competitor due to the size and number of marquee top-grossing
concerts and shows, some of which might not stop in Fort Wayne, or if they do stop, may be at a
later date. Fort Wayne is a popular stop for concert promoters as the market has the reputation of
selling more tickets than is typical of a market of that size. However, if Fort Wayne is not on a
national tour’s first itinerary through the Midwest, then a venue in Fort Wayne may be able to
schedule a show on an “off” night between two shows in larger markets. Otherwise, Fort Wayne’s
residents will travel to larger cities, like Indianapolis, Detroit or Chicago to see a highly valued
show or one that is only going to major facilities.
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South Bend’s renovated Joyce Center, at the University of Notre Dame, lies about 90 minutes to
the northwest, however, with the Notre Dame basketball and volleyball schedules, and other
student activities, the arena is often in use and does not host many touring concerts or other
shows. Residents of South Bend will often travel to Chicago, Fort Wayne or area casinos to see live
events. Evansville’s 2011 Ford Center is the state’s newest multi-use arena and is only competitive
with Fort Wayne in situations involving Indiana state athletic tournaments and revolving state
shows or events.
Arenas in Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, Grand Rapids and Toledo are the only other possible arenas
that may possibly present any competition, however, their populations, media markets and tenant
sports teams are within their own areas of dominant influence, and rarely advertise in the Fort
Wayne market, just as Fort Wayne would not expect a large percentage of population from Grand
Rapids or Kalamazoo to travel to Fort Wayne to see a show or event. Therefore they do not present
any real threat of competition to an arena in Fort Wayne.

Bankers Life Fieldhouse and Indiana Farmers Coliseum - Indianapolis, Indiana
Indianapolis serves as the political, population, and geographic center of Indiana. As the state’s
capital and largest city, a significant number of state associations including the Indiana State High
School Athletic Association (ISHAA) and universities with NCAA men’s basketball teams are located
within an hour’s drive of Indianapolis. The city’s central location in the state and convenient access
by the convergence of four interstate highways, as well as its international airport, make
Indianapolis an attractive sports tournament destination, not just for Indiana, but for the Midwest
and even the nation as a whole. Indianapolis has distinguished itself nationwide as a host for major
events and is one of several convention center and event success stories. It has hosted more Final
Fours than any city, hosted the Super Bowl, hosts about 40 major national conventions annually
and is the center for business in the state. The downtown area also features a few multi-block
areas of retail, restaurants, bars and entertainment just outside the doors of the sports arenas,
which adds to the appeal of Indianapolis as a host city for big sporting events. As a market with
nearly two million residents, it is also a strong market and facility for ice shows, family shows, and
concerts.
The Indianapolis downtown core consists of more than 6,300 hotel rooms within walking distance
of the Bankers Life Fieldhouse and Lucas Oil Stadium, which, usually once per year or so, hosts
NCAA basketball tournament games. In 2015, the NCAA Final Four is being hosted in Indianapolis
once again. The Big Ten men’s basketball tournament and Women’s Tournament both alternate
with Chicago arenas to hold their annual Big Ten Basketball Tournament. Other NCAA invitational
tournaments are held in Indianapolis, as are the high school championships. Besides college men’s
and women’s basketball games and tournaments, large musical concerts will sometimes play in
Indianapolis that can draw visitors from the Fort Wayne market.
The following photos show the interior Bankers Life Fieldhouse arena bowl with a new HD video
scoreboard erected in late 2012, and the early 20th century retro-styled lobby.
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Figure 4-2

Figure 4-3

Bankers Life Fieldhouse was one of the first arenas to focus on a basketball-only floor size (rather
than spreading seats out around a 200-foot long ice rink). This allows the fans to be in close
proximity to the action and players on the court, making for an intense game-time atmosphere.
Also, there is retro theming throughout the building from the barrel vaulted ceiling (similar to the
elder basketball gyms across Indiana), old-style signage and museum-like displays in the corridors.
Because of these components, the arena has been lauded in many media outlets as being the best
venue in the NBA and even won the best of all four major sports venues three times.
Indianapolis also is the home of the newly rebuilt Indiana Farmers Coliseum at the Indiana State
Fairgrounds in Indianapolis. The old seating bowl saw the likes of The Beatles in 1964 and John F.
Kennedy running for re-election in 1963. The American Basketball Association and Indiana Pacers
both got off to a successful and spirited start in the old State Fairgrounds Coliseum from 1967 to
1974, winning titles during the majority of those years.
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At the Indiana Farmers Coliseum, the old 1939 inner seating bowl was completely gutted and
rebuilt as a two-level bowl, with seats closer to the rink and floor. The historic coliseum reopened
in August 2014 with its outer shell refurbished but basically unchanged. However on the interior,
the level of interaction and intensity is made more intimate with the new seating arrangement,
while also adding a new sense of intensity, because the seating is now stacked up above the court
or rink, giving the players the feeling that the fans are on top of them. It also reduced the number
of seats from more than 11,000 for basketball and 9,000 for hockey to just 6,800 and 6,500,
respectively, which is more appropriate for the number of tickets that sell for IUPUI Jaguars NCAA
Basketball and ECHL Hockey. This essentially brand new facility is more similar in size and scope
to what is likely to be appropriate in Fort Wayne.
The following photos show the interior of the rebuilt (and rebranded) Indiana Farmers Coliseum.
Figure 4-4

Figure 4-5
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When there are multiple hockey and basketball teams at the college and professional level in a
single market such as Fort Wayne and Indianapolis, one sports arena will often have conflicting
dates trying to schedule multiple teams, especially because both hockey and basketball are winter
sports. A second arena providing a new venue relieves the pressure of a single arena serving
multiple athletic teams, concerts and events, and spreads the scheduling out so that more athletic
entities can share in the use of first-rate arena facilities. While Indianapolis is a larger market than
Fort Wayne, the concept of a major arena and minor arena that each play to different types of
events is similar.

Purcell Pavilion at Joyce Center, University of Notre Dame - South Bend, Indiana
South Bend is the largest city in north central Indiana and is the heart of an urban region of
721,543 people called the South Bend-Elkhart-Mishawaka Combined Statistical Area, which
includes Benton Harbor/St. Joseph, Michigan, to the north, and Plymouth, Indiana, to the south.
The city has a strong history as an automotive industrial city, once home to the Studebaker
automobile company. St. Joseph County is the second-largest retail market area in the state next to
Indianapolis. Manufacturing industries in the area include the RV capital in Elkhart, which includes
many suppliers in surrounding areas.
The University of Notre Dame has a renowned basketball program housed at the Joyce Center.
However, it is also one of the nation’s top universities of higher learning. Aside from the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Notre Dame attracts the most visitors in Indiana, nearly 700,000
visitors annually, and St. Joseph County gains nearly $40 million in visitor expenditures through
the university's football games alone.
The Purcell Pavilion at the Joyce Center was opened in 1968 and until 2009, held 11,418 people
for basketball games. A major renovation from 2007-09 added molded blue seats in a more
permanent setup, replacing the bleacher seating, and the resulting capacity is now 9,149.
The newly expanded and renovated Joyce Center has a new main entrance on its south side, which
includes ticketing operations, a new Varsity Shop, and a hospitality club. It is connected to Rolfs
Aquatic Center, which features a 50-meter swimming pool and a diving well for Notre Dame’s
swimming and diving teams.
The following figure shows the basketball seating arrangement with new blue seating configuration.
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Figure 4-6

Part of the renovation was a new center video scoreboard, new lighting, and an upper-level student
lounge area that can be seen to the right of the video board at the top seating rows. The facility
does host concerts on occasion, however, the arena’s prime attention is given to student athletics.
South Bend often is passed by for concerts due to lack of facilities and dates.

Ford Center - Evansville, Indiana
Evansville is the largest city in southern Indiana and the last large city on the Ohio or Mississippi
River system until Memphis. Without the Ford Center, the region would be in a void, geographically
speaking, of large venues capable of hosting many large concerts or hockey for a large crowd. The
city is the center of a tri-state area consisting of portions of Indiana, Kentucky, and Illinois, and had
a metropolitan area population of 358,676 in 2010. This does not include the nearby city of
Owensboro, an area with another 116,000 people that are part of the Evansville media market and
are most likely to attend sporting events, concerts, and shows in Evansville, rather than Louisville
or anywhere else.
The city’s long-time arena was Roberts Municipal Stadium; an in-ground octagonal bowl with a low
roof built in 1955 and seated a cramped but vocal 12,732 fans for basketball. Because of the
crowded conditions, the noise level at competitive University of Evansville Purple Aces basketball
games was very high and a boost to the home team. The arena had the feel of a college fieldhouse
in the same way Allen County War Memorial Coliseum used to before the roof was raised during
their 2002 expansion, rather than a modern multi-purpose arena. The lack of amenities caused
many events and concerts to skip by Evansville. Roberts Stadium went through two rounds of
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renovations, the last one in 1990 that totaled $16.2 million. Eventually in 2007, the city determined
a new arena made more sense than renovating Roberts Stadium.
The $127.5 million, 290,000-square foot Ford Center opened in November of 2011 as a modern
11,000-seat arena (10,000 for basketball) as the new home of the Purple Aces and the Evansville
IceMen ECHL pro hockey team. The arena is run by the same management team, VenuWorks,
which runs Victory Theatre. The Ford Center features a grand lobby, future connections to a
convention hotel, two sets of escalators, 16 suites, one 40-person suite, four mini-suites for 8-10
people, and 95 loge seats on the main level. The arena has a lower bowl all around the event floor,
while the upper level of seating wraps around three sides. All the seats are two inches wider than
at Roberts Stadium. Ford Arena has already played host to many concerts, Monster Jam, WWE
Supershow, and is hosting the NCAA Division II basketball Elite Eight National Championship.
The figure below shows the Ford Center in downtown Evansville, the large glassed-in lobby area,
and the interior during a Purple Aces basketball game.
Figure 4-7
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Figure 4-8

Figure 4-9

The arena has begun to draw people to the downtown streets of Evansville and new restaurants
and shops are opening, or staying open later, giving sidewalks in downtown to stay lighted and
clean. The Tropicana Evansville casino anchors the Ohio River end of Main Street while The Old
National Bank Centre convention hall, Victory Theater, and Ford Center anchor activity at the inland
end of Main Street, half of a mile away. A new 250-room hotel is also in development, which will
connect the arena and convention center. This shows the power in harnessing the geography of
crowd-placement. The various theaters and venues bring small and large crowds of many varieties,
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some local and some from farther away, into downtown where the once-dead streets after 6 pm
are now alive through achieving something akin to critical mass.
Like in Fort Wayne’s Coliseum, the facility size is generally larger than necessary for nearly all
events, except for certain major family shows and concerts each year. Many users and tenants
would prefer a smaller setting in order to enhance the audience’s experience.

Van Andel Arena - Grand Rapids, Michigan
Grand Rapids is the largest city in the competitive list, other than Indianapolis. The metro area
contains Muskegon as well, and contains just over 1,000,000 people. The larger Combined
Statistical Area claims over 1.4 million people, and is by far the largest city in Michigan outside of
Detroit. The area has always nurtured its family-grown businesses in a variety of industries
including office furniture, the Meijer hypermarkets, Amway, automotive, food, leather goods,
printing, scientific instruments, and a growing tourism business due to the fact that the western
Lake Michigan coastal area is being discovered as a vacation area.
Grand Rapids’ (and Western Michigan’s) largest arena is a $75 million, 11,500-seat multi-purpose
facility called Van Andel Arena, situated in the Heartside district of the downtown entertainment
district that includes more than 50 dining establishments, nightclubs, DeVos Place Convention
Center and four museums, all within walking distance of the facility. The 1996 arena is home to the
Grand Rapids Griffins of the American Hockey League, and the Grand Rapids Drive NBA-D league.
As a concert venue, the capacity increases to 12,858. There are a total of 44 suites, divided into 16
in the upper bowl and 24 in the lower bowl. SMG manages the property (along with the DeVos
Center), and has hosted most of the largest touring musical and family acts, including in 2014 and
2015, Disney on Ice, Miranda Lambert, Teresa Caputo (from Long Island Medium), New Kids on
the Block, Slipknot, Heart, Motley Crue, Hall & Oats, Rush, and Shania Twain. Other recent
highlighted events include NCAA Hockey regional championships, the WWE, and basketball
exhibition games for the Detroit Pistons, Michigan State University Spartans, and Grand Valley
State University. The arena hosted several events in 2013, including 17 concerts, 28 family
shows, 53 sporting events and 4 other types of events, such as college graduations.
Van Andel Arena was named the #2 top grossing mid-sized venue for the decade in 2009 by
Billboard Magazine. It ranked as a top venue in 2010 worldwide mid-year charts in popular industry
publications Venues Today (#4 highest grossing mid-sized venue), and Pollstar (#43 highest
attendance for venues of all sizes). Billboard Magazine ranked Van Andel Arena as the fifth highest
grossing arena with a 10,001-15,000 seating capacity in the U.S. in 2013, and the 16th worldwide.
The arena hosted the Big Ten Women’s Basketball Tournament in 2001, the first time in the
tournament's history it was played outside of Indianapolis. Van Andel Arena introduced a new
widescreen video board in the fall of 2013, which is approximately 15.6’ x 44.72’ and displays
advanced viewing angles with 3-in-1 LED pixels for a high quality picture.
The following figures show Van Andel Arena’s interior and downtown location, surrounded by
hotels and office buildings.
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Figure 4-10

Figure 4-11

The arena has brought nearly one million people downtown annually. As a city that is larger than
Fort Wayne, but smaller than Indianapolis, the development of downtown Grand Rapids suggests
what a non-capital city can become. This includes a strong downtown arena, multiple hotels,
dozens of restaurants, and nighttime entertainment options.
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Wings Stadium Event Center - Kalamazoo, Michigan
Kalamazoo is the second largest city in western Michigan, is the home to Pfizer pharmaceutical
products and medical labs, the first Gibson guitar, an early center of the Craft Beer movement, a
number of auto and trucking parts manufacturers, and is the home of a large state university,
Western Michigan University, with 24,000 students. The city is halfway between Chicago and
Detroit along the very busy I-94 corridor, making it accessible to a large potential audience. The
city only counts 74,262 people in the city limits, however, the Kalamazoo-Portage Metro Area is
home to a much more significant 332,180. Neighboring Battle Creek adds another 136,000 to the
region, although they have their own arena, which will be discussed in the next entry in this
chapter.
Wings stadium opened in 1974 and has always hosted a hockey team called the “Wings”, although
ownership has changed hands and leagues from time to time. The Kalamazoo Wings are part of the
ECHL, a large high-level minor-league consisting of 28 teams, including teams in Evansville,
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Toledo, and Fort Wayne. The arena has also had two other sports tenants,
the Kalamazoo Xplosion of the CIFL (2007-08) indoor football league and the Kangaroos of the
NPSL soccer club from 1984-86. Killamazoo Derby Darlins are a local roller derby club that holds
matches at the arena as well. Michigan Youth Wrestling and other high school events are often
hosted, in addition to various skating and local hockey clubs such as KOHA (Kalamazoo Optimists
Hockey Association), Southwest Michigan High School Hockey, Greater Kalamazoo Skating
Association, West Michigan Hounds AAA Hockey, West Michigan Speedskating Club, Wings
Stadium Adult Hockey League, and the Kalamazoo Curling Club.
The arena holds 5,113 for hockey, but increases to just over 8,000 for basketball and concerts. In
1989, the Annex, seating 1,367 for hockey and up to 2,850 for other events, was added. It also has
17,000 square feet of arena floor space and can be used for hockey, curling, trade shows,
conventions and other events. The set up is similar in some ways to the Coliseum and Expo in Fort
Wayne. The Cube, the third arena in the complex, was added in 1997, and is used for hockey and
trade shows. Its arena floor also measures 17,000 square feet, bringing the total exhibit space to
51,000 square feet.
Kalamazoo is home to the "Green Ice Game". Played since 1982 on St. Patrick's Day, it is one of
the most celebrated games in all of minor league hockey. Due to the success of Green Ice Game,
the team has followed it up with the Pink Ice Game (Valentine's Day), the Orange Ice Game
(Halloween) and a new creation the Blue Ice Game (Sponsored by Bell’s Brewery).
The following figure shows the interior of Wings Stadium.
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Figure 4-12

Having a culture that is so heavily into skating and hockey supplements the entertainment and
convention event schedule. Fort Wayne has a strong sports culture that can be tapped to draw
participatory events such as tournaments to supplement the tenant schedule.

Kellogg Arena - Battle Creek, Michigan
Battle Creek is a city of 52,347 people only 20 miles east of Kalamazoo. The city is the principal
community of the single-county metropolitan area, populated with 136,146 people. It is known for
its dry cereal industry as both Kellogg’s and Post cereal companies, plus Ralston (now Ralcorp)
originated in Battle Creek.
Battle Creek is host annually to the Michigan High School Athletic Association team wrestling,
volleyball, baseball, and softball state championships. Dance and cheer competitions are held in the
arena as well. The town receives quarterly boosts to its economy from the fans that flock there to
follow their teams. The arena also houses games for the Battle Creek Knights basketball team and
was the home of the Battle Creek Crunch of the now-defunct Great Lakes Indoor Football League. A
local roller derby team known as the Cereal Killers also holds matches at the arena.
The arena seats 4,675 for basketball, 4,859 for ice shows/hockey, 1,500 for theatrical shows and
6,200 for end-stage concerts. The ceiling is only 35 feet high, limiting the rigging systems that can
be used and thus, the road shows that can set up in the arena. The arena floor is also used as a
convention center, with 30,360 square feet of total space (22,000 square feet on the arena floor).
There is a hospitality room holding up to 65 people and there are five dressing rooms and seven
concession stands as well as a production office.
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The following figure is Kellogg’s Arena set up for a large-scale youth wrestling tournament.
Figure 4-13

Concerts in both Kalamazoo and Battle Creek are somewhat limited because of the limited seating
capacities, but also because of geography. They share a media market (2,031,476 people) with
Grand Rapids, a much larger population center (1,000,000 versus 450,000 in Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek), and a much larger arena only an hour’s drive to the north. Even Lansing is nearby, with
over 40,000 college students, and there is some music concert patron crossover between those
markets.

Huntington Center and Savage Arena - Toledo, Ohio
Toledo is a mid-sized middle class industrial city in northwest Ohio that has suffered severe
population declines as industry has left or contracted over the past generation. It is so close to
Michigan that some of its northern suburban areas spill over into the state of Michigan. The city’s
population is 287,208, and has a metropolitan area of 651,429. Toledo is known as the Glass City
because of its history of innovation in all aspects of the glass industry. Owens-Illinois, Owens
Corning, Libbey Glass, Pikington North America and Therma-Tru are all major companies in the
industry with operations in the Toledo region. The automotive related industries expanded rapidly
as well. However, after losing a major portion of its population due to industrial contraction in the
past 40 years, it continues to struggle.
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While the community has suffered greatly, it has been able to continue to invest in its downtown. It
offers many attractions within walking distance of Huntington Arena, located in the heart of
downtown Toledo. Some attractions include the state-of-the-art 8,943-seat Fifth-Third Field to the
south of the convention center, home of the Toledo Mud Hens minor league baseball team and
often considered one of the minor league best ballparks in North America.
Huntington Center was built for $105 million in 2009 and can host a range of events, from
comedians and music concerts to ice hockey and indoor football. Huntington Bancshares Inc.
bought the naming rights for $11 million over six years, which will help pay down the city’s debt
on the facility. The capacity of an end-stage concert is 7,286, while the basketball format can seat
8,000 and ice hockey can seat 7,389. There are 20 private suites and 750 prestige club seats as
well as a club-level lounge, a banquet facility, a team merchandise store and a modern scoreboard.
The center is managed by SMG.
Concerts since late 2009 have included Daughtry, Tool, Rascal Flats, Carrie Underwood, Elton
John, Brad Paisley, Kid Rock, Jason Aldean, Hunter Hayes, and Bob Segar. Rod Stewart, a Pink
Floyd tribute show, Chris Tomlin and Theresa Caputo are scheduled to entertain at Huntington
Center in 2015.
The figure below is a view of the Toledo Walleye hockey team in action in front of a typically large
crowd.
Figure 4-14
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Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Journal has named Toledo the Top Minor League Market in the
country for 2013. The home attendance for the Walleye hockey squad tops the 28-team ECHL
standings.

Savage Arena, University of Toledo
Savage Arena is the home of the Toledo Rockets Men and Women’s NCAA basketball teams on the
campus of the University of Toledo, a school with 23,000 students. The building was originally
opened in 1976 and original seated 9,000 for basketball and 10,000 for concerts. As part of a $30
million renovation and addition to the arena, completed in 2008, the seating capacity was reduced
to 7,300 for basketball and 8,300 for concerts.
The floor space is 33,000 square feet, large enough for an ice rink. The facility has hosted five MidAmerican Conference men's basketball tournaments: 1985, 1987–1989, and 1995. In addition, the
arena hosted U.S. President George W. Bush and Mexican president Vicente in 2001. World
Championship Wrestling used Savage Arena as its Toledo stop until 2001. Since 2007, Savage
Arena has been used as the Toledo stop for the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus
and Disney on Ice also visits Savage Arena annually.
Prior to the new Huntington Center opening, this was the preferred arena for concert
performances. Those performances included Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra, Elton John, Van Halen,
Fleetwood Mac, and Phil Collins. However, even after the Huntington Center opened, Savage Arena
has continued to bring in top-name acts, such as The Black Keys, Chris Brown, Katy Perry, Pink,
Eric Church, and American Idols Live! Kiss’ 1997 reunion performance at the arena was filmed and
has widely been bootlegged.
The arena has an unusual non-symmetrical shape. The student seating bleachers on the side
opposite the press box and new suites is elevated higher and farther back from the court by about
15 more rows than the press box side.
The following photos show both sides of the arena.
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Figure 4-15

Figure 4-16

The arena and complex were renovated in 2008-2009. Included in the renovations were new locker
rooms, weight rooms, a pro shop, a Rocket Hall-of-Fame, new ticket offices, as well as a restaging
and modernizing of the main arena bowl. A new student-athlete indoor practice complex is part of
future plans for the complex. The complex was renamed Savage Arena from Savage Hall and
Centennial Hall before that. The $30 million in renovations were completed in time for the 2008-09
basketball season.
This market has many similarities to Fort Wayne, although Fort Wayne is larger, much healthier and
has a wealthier market to support two facilities. In the case of Fort Wayne, the two arenas would
be significantly different in size and aimed towards different event types and users,
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Implications
A new arena in Fort Wayne is not directly in competition with these profiled arenas because they
serve different geographical populations and markets. However, Fort Wayne already pulls audiences
from surrounding markets like South Bend-Elkhart and Toledo. With additional event options on the
calendar in a compelling setting, Fort Wayne would likely establish itself as the entertainment hub
for the northern Indiana and southern Michigan region, not to mention western Ohio.
For the regional markets, there are several examples of how a new arena venue, even a small one,
can provide a resurgence of energy, money, interest and human life into a city’s downtown. Just as
Parkview Field has brought new excitement and fans into downtown, an indoor wintertime venue
could provide the same type of stimulus in downtown Fort Wayne. It has shown to work in cities
such as Indianapolis and Grand Rapids, both larger cities, but also in Evansville, a smaller city,
where a first-rate arena is hosting the NCAA Division II Men’s Basketball Elite Eight tournament in
consecutive years, and bringing thousand of fans from across the country. A city like Toledo, which
is not a great deal larger than Fort Wayne, and is more economically stable, can sustain two arenas
that both bring popular talent to the city, while each serves their own purpose on their end of the
city (one being a basketball arena for a university and the other is an ice hockey and municipal
entertainment facility to help a distressed downtown scene).
Cities such as Battle Creek and Kalamazoo, which are both smaller than Fort Wayne, have found
ways to make use of their aging facilities by keeping them fresh with inventive ways to keep the
public using them. In Battle Creek, the Kellogg’s arena receives thousands of student-athletes and
their parents each year due to their commitment to hosting high school athletic championships.
Kalamazoo’s arena and exhibition hall bring in shows such as flower and garden shows, and trade
shows to accompany skating clubs and hockey tournaments.
Overall, the regional arena facilities show that even in small or mid-sized markets, multiple facilities
can be well utilized in a single market. It also suggests that the primary audience is found within
the metro area and just beyond, unless the venue is extremely large or there are no other venues in
surrounding areas. An example of the large facility that pulls from other markets is Bankers Life in
Indianapolis. An example of a facility that pulls from as far as 150 miles is the Ford Center in
Evansville, due to the lack of facilities in any direction for about two to three hours’ drive time
(Indianapolis, Nashville, St. Louis).
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COMPARABLE ARENA PROFILES
There have been a number of new, smaller arenas built in the U.S over the past decade that offer
similarities to the situation in Fort Wayne. HSP sought out arenas in smaller markets or arenas in
markets where there was already an existing larger arena to determine how the market could
support the newer, smaller facility while still supporting the existing facility.

Comparable Arenas
The purpose of investigating comparable facilities is two-fold. It is important to understand if and
how such facilities have performed in similar markets and what implications their performance or
physical program should have on what is recommended in Fort Wayne. Also, investigating their
demand history (attendance, event types and number of events) as well as specific line item
revenue and expense detail provides a top-down and bottom-up approach to understanding how a
similar facility could perform in Fort Wayne.
HSP has reviewed a number of facilities and discusses them as well as implications below.
Table 5-1
Comparable Arena Summary
Facility
Cross Insurance Arena
Cedar Park Center
Cross Insurance Center
Santa Ana Star Center
Budweiser Events Center
Independence Events Center
Average

Location
Portland, ME
Cedar Park, TX
Bangor, ME
Rio Rancho, NM
Loveland, CO
Independence, MO
--

MSA Population
519,900
1,883,051
153,364
902,797
315,988
2,054,473
789,304

Basketball
7,800
7,200
5,800
6,000
5,400
5,800
6,333

Seating Capacity
Ice Events
6,795
6,800
5,800
6,000
5,350
5,800
6,091

Concert
8,795
8,700
8,500
7,500
7,200
7,000
7,949

Year Opened
1997
2009
2013
2006
2003
2009
2006

Cost (millions)
$8.0
$55.2
$65.0
$47.0
$28.0
$60.0
$43.9

Tenants
AHL, UM Hockey
AHL, NBA D-League
University of Maine
IFL
ECHL, IFL
ECHL, MASL
--

Source: Various Facilities, Pollstar, Hunden Strategic Partners

The comparable facilities were chosen based on the facility size as well as the local area
demographics. The cities where the facilities are located are cities with MSA populations between
150,000 and two million people. The facilities are located within or near several large metropolitan
statistical areas where they compete with larger arenas and other similar-sized event centers and
meeting centers, like Fort Wayne, which is located approximately 125 miles north of Indianapolis,
Indiana.
The Cross Insurance Arena in Portland, Maine is the largest of the comparable facilities with a
concert seating capacity up to 8,795. The five other comparable facilities have concert capacities
between 7,000 and 8,700, and basketball capacities between 5,800 and 6,800.
The following table compares the seating totals of the facilities.
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Table 5-2

Comparable Arena Summary - Seating Breakdown
Facility
Cross Insurance Arena
Cross Insurance Center
Santa Ana Star Center
Budweiser Events Center
Independence Events Center
Cedar Park Center
Average

Location
MSA Population
Portland, ME
519,900
Bangor, ME
153,364
Rio Rancho, NM
902,797
Loveland, CO
315,988
Independence, MO
2,054,473
Cedar Park, TX
1,883,051
789,304

Capacity
8,795
8,078
8,000
7,200
7,000
8,500
7,929

Club Seats
850
460
500
776
500
545
605

Suites
18
12
26
25
25
24
22

Source: Global Spectrum, Pollstar, Hunden Strategic Partners

The average MSA population of the six comparable arenas is approximately 790,000, compared to
424,000 in Fort Wayne. The seating capacity of these comparable facilities is significantly less than
that of the Coliseum, but larger than what is being considered for Fort Wayne. However, they share
other similarities beyond size that make them useful for discussion and analysis.

New England Secondary Arena Market
HSP chose to profile three facilities in the New England area because it is a relatively small market
with three arenas. One is the size of the Coliseum while two others are closer in size to what is
being proposed in Fort Wayne. All are within a 90-minute drive of each other and so share
television and other market characteristics.

Cross Insurance Arena – Portland, Maine
Cross Insurance Arena is a multi-purpose arena in Portland, Maine. Built in 1977 at a cost of $8
million, it is the home arena for the Portland Pirates of the American Hockey League. There are
6,733 permanent seats in the arena, and it seats up to 8,795 for concerts. The facility, which is
owned by Cumberland County and operated by Global Spectrum, consists of one deck rising 24
rows, 14 seats across at its widest, and 30 separated sections around. The arena floor features
34,500 square feet of space, making it useful for trade shows and conventions, in addition to
sports and concerts.
The following figure shows the interior of the Arena during a Portland Pirates game.
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Figure 5-1
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Arena trustees reached a ten-year agreement in 2014 with Cross Insurance Agency for the sale of
the facility’s naming rights for $2.5 million. The facility was renamed Cross Insurance Arena
despite the fact that Cross Insurance also holds the naming rights to Bangor’s Cross Insurance
Center, which is 130 miles away.
In 1977, a group of local business leaders, elected officials, and community members initiated the
project with the goal of bringing the nation’s biggest entertainment stars to the citizens of Maine.
Today, Cross Insurance Arena hosts acts from Elton John to Toby Keith and John Mayer, as well
as unique family entertainment such as Disney on Ice and Sesame Street Live. The facility also
hosts a variety of local events, such as state championship sports and high school graduations.
The following table summarizes Cross Insurance Arena’s 2014 events.
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Table 5-3
Cross Insurance Arena Event Analysis - 2014
Event Type

Event Count Total Attendance Percent of Total

Athletic

17

61,372

31.2%

Graduation/Commencement

10

43,651

22.2%

Show

7

35,038

17.8%

Concert

7

27,322

13.9%

Expo

2

4,500

2.3%

Convention

1

300

0.2%

Private/Other

1

2,500

1.3%

Motorsports

1

11,751

6.0%

Home/Garden Show

1

10,000

5.1%

Total

47

196,434

100%

Source: Cross Insurance Center

Athletic events accounted for 31 percent of the total annual 2014 attendance at the facility, which
was 196,434. This can largely be contributed to the Portland Pirates. Graduation/Commencement
and shows were the second and third most common event types held at the facility; with 22.2 and
17.8 percent of the total attendance respectively. While the facility held one home and garden show
last year, the Annual Maine Home Remodeling and Garden Show, it drew in approximately 10,000
visitors. Other large-scale events included the Monster X Tour and Cirque Du Soleil-Varekai. These
events attracted crowds of 11,751 and 14,173 respectively.
In October 2010. A task force voted to fund renovations costing to $27 to $29 million. The
renovations would include additional premium seating, as well as upgrades to the locker rooms, an
increased number of restrooms, and other improvements. The renovations would add just over
34,000 square feet to the building. It required approval by both the civic center board and approval
of a bond issue by county voters. The bond was approved by county voters in November 2011,
and renovations began after the 2011-2012 hockey season. Following completion of the Pirates
2012-2013 season, the arena closed for a second renovation phase. All renovations were
completed by February of 2014.

Cross Insurance Center – Bangor, Maine
Cross insurance Center is a 5,800-seat multipurpose arena in Bangor, Maine. The arena, which is
owned by the City of Bangor and operated by Global Spectrum, seats 5,800 for basketball, 8,500
for concerts, and features an attached 2,000-person convention center. Home of the University of
Maine Blackbears, the Cross Insurance Center was built at a cost of $65 million.
The following figure shows the arena configuration for the Maine basketball court.
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Figure 5-2
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The following figure shows the exterior of the arena.
Figure 5-3

!

Originally, the Bangor Auditorium was a 5,900-seat arena that became a statewide icon by hosting
the Maine Principals Association basketball tournament each February. In the early 2000’s, the city
began discussing replacing the arena, and in May 2011 the city held a public referendum in which
voters supported building new facilities to replace the Auditorium. The Cross Insurance Center
officially opened on Labor Day Weekend of 2013.
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The following table summarizes Cross Insurance Center’s 2015 events.
Table 5-4
Cross Insurance Center Event Analysis - 2015
Event Type

Event Count Percent Total

Athletic

55

74.3%

Show

5

6.8%

Expo

4

5.4%

Home/Garden Show

2

2.7%

Convention
Boat/RV Show

2
1

2.7%
1.4%

Gameshow

1

1.4%

Private/Other Event

1

1.4%

Concert

1

1.4%

Motorsports
Religious

1
1

1.4%
1.4%

Total

74

100%

Source: Cross Insurance Center

The University of Maine and John Bapst Memorial High School are responsible for a majority of the
athletic activity that takes place at the Center. Between the two institutions they hold 51 sporting
events each year at the facility, or 69 percent of all events. The facility also holds concerts, expos,
conventions, home and garden, and several other events. However, all other events combined only
represent 26 percent of the total events held annually.
The facility’s main ballroom can sit 1,100 for dinner, host more than 85 trade show booths, or be
split up in to seven smaller rooms for individual events. The arena floor is not fitted with the
equipment necessary for a hockey rink, it is large enough to hold an NHL sized rink and could be
retrofitted to hold a rink if a team or ice-event came along.

Verizon Wireless Arena – Manchester, New Hampshire
Verizon Wireless Arena is the primary indoor events arena in the New England area. Located in
Manchester, New Hampshire, the arena, which opened in 2001 at a cost of $68 million, seats
11,100 spectators for basketball and 9,900 for hockey. Owned by the city of Manchester and
operated by SMG, Verizon Wireless is the home arena of the Manchester Monarchs of the East
Coast Hockey League.
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Figure 5-4
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The arena is also the home of the University of New Hampshire Men’s Hockey team and has
hosted WWE events, NCAA Frozen Four regional events, and Boston Celtics and Boston Bruins
preseason games. In addition to sports, the arena hosts major artist performances such as Miranda
Lambert, Luke Bryan, and Nickelback. Verizon Wireless Arena also is a host for many political
events, including a campaign rally for Barack Obama in 2007 and a 2012 speech by Mitt Romney,
which was the largest political event in New Hampshire’s History.
In interview with managers from the facilities in New England, what was made clear is that
although the market area is small and there are three facilities, each succeeds and attracts a
different set of event types. The Verizon facility attracts larger concerts that would not consider the
smaller facilities and vice versa. This example suggests that there are enough events and sizes to
allow two quality facilities of very different size to succeed within a mid-sized market area like Fort
Wayne.

Cedar Park Center – Cedar Park, Texas
The Cedar Park Center is a $55.2 million multipurpose sport and entertainment arena in Cedar
Park, Texas, an Austin suburb of 59,000 residents. The city-owned facility was completed in 2009
at the corner of New Hope Drive and Toll Road 183A. The Cedar Park Center hosts 40 regular
season games plus pre-season and playoff games for the Texas Stars, American Hockey League
affiliate of the Dallas Stars. The Cedar Park Center is also the home of the Austin Toros, the NBA
D-league team of the San Antonio Spurs, who play 24 regular season games at the Cedar Park
Center. The arena also hosts numerous family events, such as concerts/live entertainment, rodeo,
ice shows, basketball, graduations, and trade shows. The Cedar Park Center can host 6,800
spectators for hockey, 7,200 for basketball and 8,600 for concerts and special events.
The following figure shows the exterior of the Cedar Park Center.
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Figure 5-5

The following figure shows the interior of the Cedar Park Center
Figure 5-6

The Cedar Park Center was developed to meet the need of a rapidly growing suburb. This growth
led to increased demand for a sports and entertainment venue to also satisfy the needs of the local
ice hockey and figure skating organizations. Prior to the facility’s 2009 opening, Cedar Park had
entertained a number of development proposals from a variety of management groups, including
Global Entertainment, but could not reach a deal. Eventually, a group led by Tom Hicks, the owner
of the NHL’s Dallas Stars, approached the city to develop a facility that would serve as the
centerpiece of a larger mixed-use development. This deal also stipulated that the Dallas Star’s AHL
affiliated franchise would serve as the facility’s primary tenant.
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After the Hicks Sports Group’s (HSG) proposal was approved, a facility was designed to meet the
high level of amenities and finishes found in the Dallas Star’s facility, American Airlines Center.
Additionally, HSG purchased 17 acres of land adjacent to the facility’s site. The group plans to use
this land to develop 91,000 square feet of commercial use and 91,000 square feet of mixed-use
developments. As of December 2014, the management of the facility and the ownership of the
Texas Stars and the 17 acres had been transferred to Canada-based Northland Properties Corp.
Of the $55 million cost of the facility, the city funded $43 million. This revenue was raised through
a voter-backed bond issue, which was issued by the Cedar Park Economic Development
Corporation. Bonds were repaid through a percentage of sales tax receipts that was already in place
through previous legislation. Annually, this payment is approximately $3.4 million. The funding plan
did not include any property tax increases. The remaining $12 million was covered by HSG. As part
of the agreement, the two entities agreed that the city would not subsidize the facility and that HSG
was solely responsible for all financial shortfalls.
Once completed, the Hicks group, formally named Hicks Cedar Park, LLC, was awarded a 25-year
management contract to have full operational control of the venue. As manager of the facility, Hicks
pays the city an annual rental fee of $2.5 million. The city also collects revenue from a $1 ticket
surcharge on all hockey tickets and upwards of $3 on all concert tickets (depending on the event).
The ticket surcharge is evenly split between both the city and HSG, with the city’s portion
deposited into a capital improvement fund. All other revenue generated by the facility is retained by
HSG.
The facility has recently increased the number of ice rentals for local ice hockey and figure skating
organizations. Prior to the facility, only one, two-sheet, ice facility served the local community. That
facility has since ceased operations and has been razed, due to internal financial issues and its
location on prime real estate, and replaced by commercial development, leaving the Cedar Park
Center as the only sheet of ice in the area for these groups.
The following table summarizes the events at the venue from October 2014 through October 2015.
Table 5-5
Cedar Park Center Event Analysis October 2014 - October 2015
Event Type

Event Count Event Count

Athletic
Concert
Show

70
6
4

78.7%
6.7%
4.5%

Graduation
Gun Show
Horse Show/Rodeo
Total

4
3
2
89

4.5%
3.4%
2.2%
100%

Source: Cedar Park Center
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While the facility is primarily known for sporting events, artists such as Third Eye Blind, ZZ Top,
Judas Priest and Casting Crowns have all played or are scheduled to play at the facility. The facility
also hosts the Austin Gun Show. The Gun Show is sponsored by Premier Gun Shows, which holds
gun shows throughout Texas. It is also important to note that the Cirque Du Soleil also comes to
the Cedar Park Center. The Cirque Du Soleil is an event that generates large crowds at nearly every
venue it travels to.
Management has indicated that the facility’s size is adequate for its market. However, rather than
focusing on the number of seats, management stated that the facility’s flexibility in hosting quarterhouse, half-house and full-house shows is what makes the facility attractive to a much wider range
of potential events. This design flexibility has allowed the facility to attract a significant number of
events that otherwise would have passed on a facility of the same size without the flexibility.
The Cedar Park Center does not subcontract event booking and scheduling to a third party group
such as Live Nation or AEG. Instead, the facility develops partnerships with these groups to attract
events for the local market, not those tied to either promotional company. (Both Live Nation and
AEG also promote shows and often host these shows in venues that are booked by the same
company.)

Santa Ana Star Center – Rio Rancho, New Mexico
Santa Ana Star Center is a 7,000 seat-multipurpose arena in Rio Rancho, New Mexico, a suburb of
Albuquerque. The arena, which is operated by global spectrum, was completed at a cost of $47
million in October of 2006. It is the former home of the New Mexico Mustangs of the NAHL, the
New Mexico Stars of the LSFL, and the New Mexico Thunderbirds of the D-League. The arena does
not currently have a permanent tenant, though the New Mexico Stars will once again call the arena
home in 2016.
The following figure shows the Santa Ana Star Center.
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Figure 5-7

The following figure shows the ice layout of the Santa Ana Star Center.
Figure 5-8

!

The venue has over 1,400 parking spaces, 500 club seats, and 26 private luxury suites. The arena
features retractable seating, a protective floor covering, and an in-house draping system that allows
it to adapt to any type of event or performance. In addition to basketball and hockey, the arena
hosts WWE events, boxing events, motorcross shows, ice shows, and theatrical productions. The
arena also hosts many local high school and college sporting events.
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The following table shows the Center’s 2014 Operating budget.
Table 5-6
Santa Ana Star Center
2014 Operating Budget
Item
Rental Income
Gross Ticket Revenue
Sponsorship Revenue
Other Event Revenue
Tenant Charges
Net Service Income
Facility Income
Suite Ticket Revenue
Suite Rental Revenue
Facility Fee Revenue
Ticket Conv/Fee Revenue
Ancillary Income
Concessions
Catering/Suites
Novelty
Parking
Other Income
Suite Income
Club Seat Income
Naming Rights
Advertising
Misc. Income
Total Operating Income
Operating Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Executive
Marketing/Group Sales
Finance
Box Office
Operations
Event Services
Premium Services
Food & Beverage
Overhead
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss)

2014
$2,217,651
$28,951
$134,025
($2,394,527)
$90,115
$24,057
$0
$114,100
$131,585
$329,454
($747)
$37,192
$0
$150,758
$0
$239,286
$186,133
$4,512
$1,292,545

$200,474
$92,334
$137,428
$98,034
$627,250
$60,379
$14,797
$236,041
$429,338
$1,896,075
($603,530)

Source: Global Spectrum, Hunden Strategic Partners

As the table shows, the Santa Ana Star Center experienced a net loss of more than $600,000 in
2014. The venue generated nearly $1.3 million in operating income last year, including $330,000
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from concessions, $240,000 from naming rights, and $186,000 from advertising. Operations were
the largest operating expense at nearly $630,000, followed by overhead and food and beverage.
The facility experienced a net loss of more than $13,000 in rental income due to the $2.4 million in
rental charges.
In 2014, the Santa Ana Star Center held 165 total events, including 12 conventions and trade
shows, ten family shows, 16 concerts, and six religious events. The facility attracted 235,000 total
spectators, of which, 96,000 were paid tickets. Major concerts averaged more than 4,500
spectators per event, while conventions brought in approximately 1,800 visitors and religious
events attracted 5,200 guests per event.
The Santa Ana Star Center is located 35 minutes north of “The Pit” in Albuquerque, which is New
Mexico’s largest arena, and the largest indoor venue between San Antonio and Phoenix. Home of
the New Mexico Lobos basketball team, The Pit has a seating capacity of more than 15,000 after a
renovation in 2010. The venue has also been the home to WWE events, bull-riding, and major
touring shows such as Jay-Z, Miley Cyrus, and Led Zeppelin.

Budweiser Events Center – Loveland, Colorado
The Budweiser Events Center is a 7,200 seat multipurpose arena in Loveland, Colorado. Owned by
Larimer County and operated by Global Spectrum, the arena is the home of the Colorado Eagles
Hockey Team, the Colorado Ice Indoor Football Team, and the Colorado Lightning Indoor Soccer
Team. The venue offers 777 club seats and 24 luxury suites.
Figure 5-9

Constructed in 2003 at a cost of $28 million, the arena has hosted musical acts including David
Bowie, Rod Stewart, and ZZ top, as well as comedians Bill Cosby and Larry the Cable Guy. The
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arena also hosts performances such as Ringling Bros Barnum & Bailey Circus, the Wiggles, and
Sesame Street Live.
The Budweiser Events Center hosted 203 events in 2014 including 88 banquets, 14 family shows,
40 hockey games, and 12 concerts. The Center had a total turnstile attendance of 304,000,
263,000 of which had purchased tickets. Hockey games had the highest average attendance at the
Budweiser Events Center, more than 3,700 spectators per game, followed by graduations and
concerts.
Located an hour from Denver and Cheyenne, The Budweiser Events Center is part of a larger
374,000 square foot fairground complex called the Ranch which is the official name of the new
Larimer County Fairgrounds and Events Complex. Phase 1 of the project includes six buildings and
roughly 150 acres of site work. The Ranch includes the Ranch-Way Feeds Indoor arena, two
livestock pavilions, the First National Bank Exhibition Building, and the Thomas M. McKee Building.
The Budweiser Events Center and Ranch has become a sports, entertainment, and agricultural hub.
The Budweiser Events Center is located 45 minutes north of the 1st Bank Center in Broomfield,
Colorado. Both venues attract the types of events that the Denver Pepsi Center is unwilling or
unable to accommodate. Home of the Denver Roller Dolls and former home of the Rocky Mountain
Rage, the 1st Bank Center seats up to 7,500 patrons and typically hosts mid-sized concerts and
family shows.
The following table shows the 2013 operating budget of the Budweiser Events Center.
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Table 5-7
Budweiser Events Center
2013 Operating Budget
Item
Rental Income
Gross Ticket Revenue
Sponsorship Revenue
Other Event Revenue
Tenant Charges
Net Service Income
Facility Income
Suite Ticket Revenue
Suite Rental Revenue
Facility Fee Revenue
Ticket Conv/Fee Revenue
Ancillary Income
Concessions
Catering/Suites
Novelty
Parking
Other Income
Suite Income
Club Seat Income
Sponsorship/Advertising - Cash
Sponsorship/Advertising - Trade
Misc. Income
Total Operating Income
Operating Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Executive
Marketing/Group Sales
Finance
Box Office
Operations
Event Services
Premium Services
Overhead
Other Expenses
Suite Commissions
Advertising Commissions
Sponsors Fulfillment Expense
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss)

2013
$5,864,366
$59,039
$14,425
($6,064,839)
$159,852
$7,871
$26,070
$335,810
$234,210
$329,928
$52,883
$25,638
$289,979
$846,630
$218,767
$535,390
$208,914
$1,555
$3,146,488

$366,551
$200,665
$223,163
$29,871
$790,749
$137,163
$12,357
$444,104
$202,401
$202,683
$4,424
$2,614,131
$532,357

Source: Global Spectrum, Hunden Strategic Partners
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As the table shows, the Budweiser Events Center experienced a net income of more than $530,000
in 2013. The venue generated more than $3.1 million in operating income last year, including
$330,000 from concessions, $846,000 from suites, $290,000 from parking, and $743,000 from
advertising. Operations were the largest operating expense at more than $790,000, followed by
overhead and executive expenses. The facility experienced a net loss of more than $127,000 in
rental income due to the $6 million in rental charges.

Independence Events Center – Independence, Missouri
The city-owned and managed $68 million arena was opened in 2009 and built utilizing Community
Improvement District bonds from taxes collected from local businesses surrounding the heavilytraveled intersection of Interstate 70 and 470, US 40, and Missouri Highway 291 in the heart of the
eastern metropolitan area. The immediate area includes the over 1,000,000-square foot superregional shopping mall, Independence Center, several big box-styled shopping centers, a Bass Pro
Shop Outdoor World, Costco, Sam’s Club, AMC Theaters, and multiple hotels and chain
restaurants. The site is located about nine freeway miles east of Arrowhead Stadium, home of the
NFL Chiefs, and Kauffman Stadium, home of Major League Baseball’s American League Royals.
The Intersection surrounding the Independence Events Center is a popular hotel destination for
ticketholders of Royals and Chiefs games.
The Independence Events Center totals 131,972 square feet, and is a multi-purpose facility with a a
75,000-square foot arena bowl with 5,800 fixed seats, 25 luxury suites, a bar/grill, and the
Centerpoint Community Ice Rink. There is free parking for 2,000 cars on the south side of the
property. Sound and lighting features are built to current professional sporting facility standards,
including a 360-degree LED ribbon board and two Daktronics video boards. The facility offers an
NBA/NCAA regulation basketball court, four locker rooms, three star dressing rooms, 2,500 padded
movable seats, 500 VIP premium floor seats, a premium lounge with the club and suite seating, six
full-service concession stands, and seven box office windows. The total seating can surpass 7,000
for concerts.
The Independence Events Center hosted 84 events in 2014, including 41 hockey games, 14 indoor
soccer games, seven graduations, and five concerts in 2014. The venue’s total turnstile last year
was 321,000, of which 200,000 had paid. Family Ice shows at the Center had the highest average
attendance, more then 6,300 spectators per event, followed by high school sporting events and
hockey games.
The following figure shows the exterior of the Independence Events Center.
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Figure 5-10

The arena is managed privately through the in-house Independence Center Management
Corporation and General Manager Mike Young, who has previously managed Kemper Arena in
Kansas City. Prior to November 2011, Global Entertainment managed the facility. The primary
tenants of the one-level arena are the Central Hockey League (CHL) Missouri Mavericks and the
Major Indoor Soccer League (MISL) Missouri Comets. The Missouri Mavericks average the highest
attendance in the ten-team league at 5,552 attendees per game, over the course of a 33-game
home season, for a total of over 183,000 attendees. Ticket pricing ranges from $15 to $35, with
most seats costing $22 to $32. The MISL franchise, the Missouri Comets, average 4,291 attendees
per game over the course of a 13-home-game season, and rank near the top in the league for
attendance. Ticket pricing ranges from $15 to $45, with most tickets costing $15, $18, or $22.
The table shows the Independence Events Center’s 2013 Budget.
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Table 5-8
Independence Events Center
2013 Operating Budget
Item
Rental Income
Gross Ticket Revenue
Facility Rental Revenue
Sponsorship Revenue
Other Event Revenue
Event Charges
Net Service Income
Facility Income
Suite Ticket Revenue
Suite Rental Revenue
Facility Fee Revenue
Ticket Conv/Fee Revenue
Ancillary Income
Ice Rental & Public Skate
Food & Beverage
Catering/Suites
Novelty
Parking
Other Income
City Capital Reserve Fee
Premium Seat Income
Marketing Revenue
Sponsorship/Advertising - Trade
Misc. Income
Total Operating Income
Operating Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Personnell
Team
Sales Expense
Food & Beverage
Operations
Event Services
Premium Services
Overhead
Other Expenses
Suite Commissions
Advertising Commissions
Sponsors Fulfillment Expense
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss)

2013
$836,592
$608,382
$204,827
($1,882,375)

$28,210
$21,627
$274,636
$18,674
$981,182
$1,852,251
$19,708

$112,189
$452,297
$363,464
$21,449
$3,913,113

$1,413,713
$318,276
$26,000
$496,962
$298,404
$1,564,973
$19,264
$18,712
$495
$4,156,799
($243,686)

Source: Global Spectrum, Hunden Strategic Partners
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As the table shows, the Independence Events Center experienced a net loss of more than $243,000
in 2013. The venue generated nearly $3.9 million in operating income last year, including $1.8
million from food and beverage, $450,000 from premium seating, and $363,000 from marketing.
Overhead was the largest operating expense at $1.5 million, followed by personnel and food and
beverage. The facility experienced a net loss of more than $232,000 in rental income due to the
$1.9 million in event charges.
The following figure shows the Independence Events Center during a Mavericks’ hockey game,
highlighting its configuration of seats and row of 25 luxury boxes.
Figure 5-11

Although the vast majority of events currently consist of Mavericks and Comets home games, other
events include concerts, particularly by up and coming youth-oriented country and Christian
performing artists such as Chris Tomlin and Brantley Gilbert. Other shows and concerts have
included Curious George, Celtic Woman, Goo Goo Dolls, and Larry the Cable Guy. In addition, the
arena hosts numerous graduation ceremonies at the high school and college levels. The secondary
ice rink in a connected building wing is home to the Centerpoint Community Ice Rink, and is open
every day in two-hour sessions for public ice-skating, which is particularly popular during the day
and evenings on Friday and Saturdays.
Kansas City’s Sprint Center arena, seating over 18,000 in the center of the metropolitan area,
books the city’s biggest events and shows within 200 miles. However, with high rental and user
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fees, the entire metropolitan area benefits from having a first-rate professional mid-sized arena with
a more flexible schedule and reasonable rental fees in the Independence Events Center, near a
population base that is likely to use it more often than a downtown arena such as Kemper Arena or
Municipal Auditorium.
Both the Sprint Center and the Independence Events Center indoor arenas cater to different
audiences and community needs. While the Sprint Center offers major sporting events such as
NCAA basketball tournament events and high-dollar shows and concerts (surrounded by the new
Power and Light entertainment district) in downtown Kansas City, Independence Events Center
offers a convenient location at a major highway crossroads within an easy 30-minute drive of over
600,000 suburban residents on the Missouri side of the metro area. With free parking and lowerpriced events, the arena is highly accessible and affordable, hosting non-major-league professional
sports and community events, and has carved a niche within the regional market.

Implications
Each facility identified was developed to meet the individual demands for communities with
increased demand for recreational and/or sports and entertainment facilities. While the size and
scale of these facilities varies, each venue attracts similar event types. HSP sought to identify
situations where multiple facilities, large and small, were serving a market as would be the case in
Fort Wayne (which serves an area larger than just the Fort Wayne MSA). One example is the set of
three facilities, two small and one large in Maine and New Hampshire. All are in the same market,
generally speaking, and all are successful. While the two smaller facilities attract or split the same
types of concerts, the smaller facilities do not take events from the larger Verizon arena in
Manchester. They are simply two different sizes and are attractive to two different sets of event
types. This is expected to hold true in Fort Wayne. Similar situations play out in the Boise and
Omaha markets.
This chapter presents a range of venues that all have similar characteristics that can be related to
the objectives of the proposed event center. While differences are found between each facility, each
venue’s business model is focused on accommodating the needs of the community. Although
these venues are located in smaller markets, the flexible function space, tenant groups, and
revenue-generating amenities are attracting interest from non-local events and visitors. These
elements are important to maximize for venues, particularly smaller venues, as a way to lower
operating deficits that cities are ultimately covering if operating revenues are not high enough to
cover expenses.
Tenants provide a stable event schedule and help to supplement each facility’s usage and
financials. Newer venues integrating flexible function space are able to support and attract new
groups and events, which generates positive and new economic impact on the city. In addition,
maximizing revenue-generating features such as naming rights, sponsorships, premium seating
and concessions in the venue not only benefits the bottom line, but also provide opportunities to
develop partnerships in the community. Although large market cities are developing single purpose
venues, small market cities have the challenge of developing flexible multipurpose venues that can
attract a variety of events, while keeping the setting intimate for spectators.
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The Project’s success will depend on how well the facility’s management and staff can meet the
standards set by these comparable facilities. Not only do these venues offer insight into the usage
and financial performance, they will also serve to benchmark industry competitive trends. For Fort
Wayne, a new facility should include the amenities expected by both users (bands, event
coordinators, talent, teams, etc.) and visitors.
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SWOT ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents HSP’s analysis of the arena and event center situation and presents a
recommendation for Fort Wayne.
A SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) Analysis was conducted leading up to
these recommendations. A SWOT analysis identifies critical factors that will impact the Project’s
overall performance. It also suggests implications for the sizing and quality of the project given the
current environment. Strengths and weaknesses are currently factors impacting the potential
project as well as items inherent in the project or market, while opportunities and threats are
potential and external factors impacting the success of the Project.
This section provides recommendations on the size and quality of the Project based on HSP’s
review of the market and other factors. In addition, HSP’s experience with similar projects and how
they have performed played a role in our recommendations and projections.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
!

Committed Community Leadership. The City of Fort Wayne and Allen County’s
leadership have demonstrated a commitment to stimulating redevelopment and
reinvestment in the community, especially the downtown area. In addition, these
commitments may take the form of financial contributions that could allow for better
facilities geared toward a longer-term growth trajectory.

!

Downtown Redevelopment. Downtown Fort Wayne has seen improvement based on
private investment and public leadership. A vibrant downtown consists of popular
restaurants, shops and entertainment, providing a more visible face to the city and
drawing more visitors from the surrounding areas. This helps the community as a
whole and proves to visitors, residents and business owners that it is serious about a
vision for itself. When private interests see development occurring on a regular basis
downtown, they have more confidence to invest as well. The success of Parkview Field
and surrounding developments have given downtown new life. Now people are
interested in expanding the active feeling that occurs in summer months to the rest of
the year.

!

Strong Existing Event Demand. Perhaps one of the most encouraging signs for a
project is the strong demand for time and space at the War Memorial Coliseum.
Currently, demand is so strong that the calendar is full much of the year and events
and tenants that want dates have to settle for lesser dates or facilities within the
Coliseum. With a new arena facility, Fort Wayne will be able to have more events
occurring more often within better accommodations.

!

Potential for More Events. The success of a new arena cannot rest on transfer of
events from existing venues. Based on interviews and the success of other similar
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facilities, there will be new events and potential tenants for the arena that do not exist
in or come to Fort Wayne now. The facility would fit a size range that is simply not
available today and that is attractive to many potential events.
!

Net positive impact on the Embassy Theater. Based on the analysis and interviews, a
new arena would not compete for events with the Embassy Theater. The Embassy’s set
up and size is such that there are very few events that would consider both types of
options, given the size and configuration difference. On the positive side, the more that
downtown is active, the more local and regional residents will walk downtown and see
the Embassy and what it has to offer. A stronger downtown should result in a larger
audience for the Embassy.

!

Strong and Growing Market. Fort Wayne is one of the few cities and regions of its size
and type in the Midwest that continues to grow. It weathered the last recession well
and transformed into a regional center for health and related industries, advanced
manufacturing, service industries and is a regional youth sports hub. The convention
center and downtown, along with new hotels, have helped the area become stronger in
terms of conventions and events. In short, Fort Wayne is a growing, attractive and safe
regional center of activity.

!

Access. Fort Wayne’s access off of I-69 and US 30 give it easy access to many major
cities across the Midwest, and hence make it easy for visitors to come to events
downtown.

!

Growing Content for Small Arenas. There has been a boom in small and mid-sized
arenas across the US for 15 years and there is specific content (family shows,
concerts, etc.) that has been developed for this size venue. There are many more small
and mid-sized venues across the U.S. than major arenas and so this provides the acts
a steady stream of opportunity. A new facility would provide an opportunity for those
acts to come to Fort Wayne.

Weaknesses
!

Midsized Market with Existing Larger Arena. The regional marketplace has been
supporting the Coliseum for decades and the facility has enjoyed success. While it is
larger than necessary for most events and is often too busy to accommodate the
desires of all users, it performs well and most users have few complaints. This
suggests that a new arena will need to thread the needle of the market by attracting
new events in all categories and also providing better service and accommodation that
existing users are receiving at the Coliseum. For some event types, this will not be a
challenge, but for others, the Coliseum is still a strong representative for the Fort
Wayne market and accommodates users well. In larger markets, having multiple arenas
can be supported by the large marketplace. In Fort Wayne, the new facility will need to
fit a niche in size, event type and downtown location that offers something unique and
beneficial to users and attendees.
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Opportunities
!

New Events for Fort Wayne. Currently, the Coliseum is so busy during certain times
of the year that dates are not available or the cost to acquire dates is too high. As a
result, there appear to be a number of events that are not coming to Fort Wayne or
existing events are taking lesser dates or days of the week. There are also existing
users/events that are paying more than they otherwise would, which makes the event
less profitable and less likely to succeed or return. With a new facility, there will be
more opportunity for events of all sizes to host their event in Fort Wayne.

!

Better Setting for Smaller Events. Currently, the Coliseum is simply too large to make
most events feel exciting and as if they are in an appropriately size facility. With more
than 10,000 seats, any event with fewer than 7,000 attendees (most events) tend to
feel less engaging. This has a negative impact on the players or performers, who feel
they are playing to an emptier facility, as well as the attendees, who feel as if they are
in an emptier, less exciting setting. With a better, tighter atmosphere, smaller events
and basketball games, for example, should attract more attendees, making them more
successful and popular for the community.

!

Design Oriented for Basketball and Closer Viewing. HSP is recommending a design
that brings the action closer to the seats. While the Coliseum is designed for hockey,
which results in a non-intimate basketball setting, the proposed arena downtown
would have a basketball-oriented design.

!

Opportunity for Events to “Own” the Facility. Smaller markets can attract groups that
do not like being one of many events in a larger facility or forced into accommodations
that are not an ideal size or setting type. In a smaller facility, an event is able to book
an entire building and fill it.

!

Opportunity for Events Covered by Television. With a new facility, the community
would have the opportunity to attract NBA exhibition events that are nationally
televised, as well as NCAA basketball playoff games (Divisions II and III) that are also
nationally televised. This will provide additional free positive press for downtown Fort
Wayne that currently does not exist.

!

Catalytic Development. The proposed arena can serve as a catalytic development to
retain and attract businesses, groups and visitors to downtown Fort Wayne. An event
center/arena can be the catalytic development that generates year-round activity to
support the development of restaurants and other downtown businesses. Such activity
only exists in the warm months now (beyond conventions). With additional events and
businesses, more hotels are likely (the arena should generate enough room nights to
support an additional small hotel downtown). Development is often a catch-22
situation. An investment such as an arena is not necessarily feasible without other
amenities and demand generators. Other amenities and demand generators are not as
likely to occur as quickly without an arena. To start the development trend, public
entities can spur action by investing in this area now, helping to bridge the risk gap
that has kept other developers reticent to take a risk. Businesses and entrepreneurs
notice when the city is aggressive and takes an active role in improving itself via
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public-private partnerships, key public investments and other quality of life
enhancements. These create an environment where others are then more willing to
invest time, money, talent and effort into a new business in downtown Fort Wayne,
move there as residents, or visit with their group. New conventions that would not
consider the area now, may be swayed if the event facilities are expanded in such a
way, more restaurants exist and the hotel package is larger.
!

Economic, Fiscal and Employment Benefits. The Project will entice visitors to visit
Fort Wayne businesses, restaurants and meeting/event facilities. These visits result in
increased downtown spending, and in turn, an improved local business environment,
additional tax collections and an increased number of employment opportunities. The
visibility that visitors will have of the downtown from the new arena will show off the
community to a new population that may consider visiting again or even moving to the
community. Currently, many people outside Fort Wayne simply are not visiting. This
strategy worked for Indianapolis. A generation ago it did not have much to offer
downtown. Yet with persistent investments, more and more people came to know the
city as a vibrant, growing and enjoyable community. Success breeds success.

!

Strong Relationship & Synergy with Neighboring Projects, Especially the Grand
Wayne Convention Center. A new arena project in Fort Wayne could benefit and
partner with the Grand Wayne Center to attract events that currently cannot be housed
in the facilities at the GWCC alone. Representatives from the GWCC noted in interviews
that having an attached arena would allow Fort Wayne to potentially bid on and host
new and larger events, including those that need a larger assembly set-up (direct
marketing conventions and religious meetings) or more large flat floor space for
tradeshow booths.

Threats
!

Cost – The cost of the project is not insignificant and that could threaten the possibility
of development.

!

U.S. Economy and Weaker Demand – Anytime the economy contracts, which happens
every six to ten years, the performance of venues like arenas suffer, although typically
not in a way that jeopardizes long-term success.

!

Competition from the Coliseum – While Fort Wayne and the County should see a
growing pie of spending and events from a new facility downtown, the existing
Coliseum may consider such a facility a threat for certain events. As such, efforts
should be made to ensure that the success of both facilities is a priority by public
sector sponsors. Competition typically leads to lower prices and better service and
experiences. So what may be perceived as a threat should actually improve the market
for events, promoters and attendees.
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Implications and Recommendations
As has been demonstrated in this report, the Fort Wayne market, its citizens, and events would
benefit from a venue that fits a sizing need that is larger than the Embassy Theater and smaller
than the Coliseum. There are a number of events that will come to such a facility that are currently
not using either existing facility. They may be in lesser accommodations locally (certain concerts,
graduations, sports events) or simply not coming to the market at all. In addition, there is so much
demand for space and time at the Coliseum that some events are being squeezed into tougher date
slots or are paying more than they otherwise would with more choice. The Mad Ants are an
example of a tenant that would help free up the Coliseum for better sport, concert and other event
dates while providing the NBA D-League team a home, dates and television broadcast opportunities
that are not present now.
The sizing of a venue is driven by the market, users/tenants and site situation. The sizing with the
most opportunity is a facility with 4,500 – 6,000 seats and onsite amenities and parking to activate
the streets and enhance success. Given the limited number of well-located and potentially available
sites downtown, a facility with nearly 5,500 seats in a basketball configuration is recommended.
In terms of location, the block directly to the west of the Grand Wayne Convention Center (GWCC)
is recommended, due primarily to its ability to connect to the GWCC, its proximity to existing
nodes of activity (Parkview Field) and its larger than typical size. The size allows the arena to have
some attached parking and loading opportunities, as well as street-level restaurants. One of the
primary purposes of this Project is to act as an economic development generator for downtown.
Having restaurant and bar opportunities with large swaths of glass, allowing for an open and
engaging street-level environment in the area all around the facility is key.
As for other parking, there are many parking structures and lots downtown that are only filled
during the day. These make excellent parking options at night and on weekends during events.
When Evansville developed its arena (double the size of the recommended arena here), no
additional parking was developed and there have been no complaints by users, as they have been
able to utilize the vast amounts of existing weekday parking for events.
The recommended facility and its seating formats are shown in the following table.
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Table 6-1
Recommended Fort Wayne Downtown Arena Program

Seating Format

Basketball

Floor Seating
Telescopic Seating
Lower Bowl Precast Seating
Suites (14) Seating
Loge Seating (Fixed & Caster)
Loge Bar/Suite/Lounge Seating
Total Seating Capacity

Center
Stage

764
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
5,333

Connection to Grand Wayne Convention Center
Floor Space for Trade Shows
24,445 Square Feet

1,454
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
6,023

Center
Stage
Boxing
1,598
1,682
2,181
192
240
274
6,167

End Stage

Rodeo

1,834
990
2,181
192
240
274
5,711

0
210
2,503
192
240
274
3,419

Capacity for 139 Tradeshow Booths

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefts, HSP

As shown, the recommended arena would seat 5,333 for basketball, more than 6,000 for a center
stage concert, nearly 6,200 for boxing, and more than 5,700 for an end stage concert. In the case
of a rodeo set up, about 3,400 seats would be available.
The next table shows the other amenities recommended for the facility. It should be noted that cost
was a factor in limiting the size, amount and quality of all facilities. While the total seat counts were
not impacted, efforts were made to reduce the costs in a number of ways.
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Table 6-2
Recommended Fort Wayne Downtown Arena Amenities
Concessions

4 Primary Concessions
8 Portable Carts

Restaurants at Street Level

SW Corner
South
East (Facing GWCC)
Total

Rest Room Fixtures

68 Womens
34 Mens
102 Total Fixtures

8 Locations
8 Locations
8 Locations

Suites
21" Seats

6 Large Suites
8 Small Suites
14 Total Suites

16 Seats Each
12 Seats Each
192 Seats

Fixed Loge Seating
21" Seats

128 Fixed Seats
58 Bar Height Chairs

Open Loge Seating
24" Arm to Arm

112 Caster Chair Chairs
156 Bar Height Chairs at

Home Team Locker Room

Sports Medicine Area
Fitness Area
Lounge
Coaches Office
Shared Laundry Facility

Visitor/Support Locker Rooms
Star/Green rooms
Staff Changing Areas
Commissary

4
2
2
5,500 SF

Parking Garage

157 Stalls

24 Points of Sale
8 Points of Sale
8,150
9,750
6,350
24,250

Square Feet
Square Feet
Square Feet
Square Feet

Round Tables

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefs

Details surrounding the recommended facility include 32 points of sale in 12 concession locations
and three major street-level restaurants facing out to the street as well as inside the arena during
events. Other food and beverage opportunities are available at the premium seating level, with the
lounge, loge and suites all featuring food and beverage before and during events. As is standard
with all new facilities, a premium lounge/restaurant at the loge level is critical to attracting higher
spending attendees and corporate users. Fourteen suites are recommended, with two different size
categories. There are suggested to be a variety of loge seating options, including fixed, casters and
bar height stools.
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In terms of support amenities, all the modern amenities, including locker rooms, offices, large and
numerous restrooms and other support facilities are recommended. A 157-stall parking deck is
recommended on site. This could be expanded with additional levels. It is likely that key staff,
tenants and premium ticket/suite holders would have access to these spaces. An overhead
connector to the Grand Wayne Convention Center is recommended so that more events can be
lured to a shared, larger facility than if the two were separated. Given the two existing connected
hotels, the arena addition to the complex would make it quite impressive to meeting and event
planners.

Site
Based on the analysis, the best site is the block just west of the Grand Wayne Convention Center. It
will focus event activity downtown and leverage existing strengths, provide a unique and interesting
site and walkable location and will be amongst other community assets.
In the next figure, the site is shown to the left of the Grand Wayne Convention Center. A second
and less optimal alternative is the block north of the GWCC.
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Figure 6-1
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The estimated budget for the arena is shown below.
Table 6-3
Preliminary Cost Estimate - Fort Wayne Arena
Location

Description of space

Arena Base Scope
Event / Concourse Level

Horizontal flat floor area

Event / Concourse Level
Event / Concourse Level

Gross Sq. Ft.

Cost Per
Sq. Ft.

Construction
Cost

Add'l Cost
Multiplier

Cost

102,650

$250

$25,662,500

$1.30

$33,361,250

South East Bar / Restaurant

8,150

$250

$2,037,500

$1.30

$2,648,750

South Bar / Restaurant

9,750

$250

$2,437,500

$1.30

$3,168,750

Suite Level

Horizontal flat floor area

25,000

$250

$6,250,000

$1.30

$8,125,000

Suite Level

Precast Stadia

15,200

$250

$3,800,000

$1.30

$4,940,000

160,750

$250

$40,187,500

$1.30

$52,243,750

54,580

$80

$4,366,400

$1.30

$5,676,320

54,580

$80

$4,366,400

$1.30

$5,676,320

$44,553,900

$1.30

$57,920,070

Base Scope Total
Garage Addition
Suite Level

1 Level parking deck (157 Stalls)

Garage Total
Arena / Garage Total

215,330

Convention Center Connection & Street-Level Restaurants
CC Level 1

Level 1 Restaurant / Retail

6,350

$250

CC Level 1

Level 1 lobby addition

1,970

$250

$492,500

CC Level 2

Level 2 support / office space

5,370

$250

$1,342,500

CC Level 2

Level 2 Bridge Connection

2,700

$250

$675,000

16,390

$250

$4,097,500

$1.30

$5,326,750

$48,651,400

$1.30

$63,246,820

Convention Center Connection Total
Project Total

231,720

$1,587,500

Source: Sink Combs Dethlefs

The budget assumes the development of a 160,750-square foot arena, 157-stall garage, connector
to the GWCC and three restaurants. The total current budget without soft costs is $48.65 million
and is estimated to be $63.25 million with soft costs and pricing inflation by the time the facility is
built.
The next figures show the layout and site plan of the facility. The first one, below, shows the
basketball configuration. One of the key differences between this design and the Coliseum design is
that the raked seating begins essentially at the basketball court level, whereas at the Coliseum,
there are many rows of essentially flat seating before the raked/raised seating begins. This new
design keeps the fans closer to the action on the floor than they currently experience at the
Coliseum.
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Figure 6-2

Also shown above are the three restaurants (including one across Webster Street at the GWCC).
There is a strong effort made to make Webster an inviting street so that this project does not cut
off downtown’s north from its more developed south portion.
The next figure shows the suite level layout with the basketball configuration.
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Figure 6-3

There will be a large restaurant at the suite and premium seating level to enhance the guest
experience and revenues before and during events.
The next figure shows the center stage concert set up.
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Figure 6-4

The next figure shows the end-stage concert set up.
Figure 6-5
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The next figure shows the indoor football set up.
Figure 6-6

As shown here, as in the end stage concert, seats can be removed on this end for more flexibility.
The next figure shows a tradeshow floor layout.
Figure 6-7
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The final layout shows a boxing set up.
Figure 6-8

The following figures show examples of the types of spaces that would be found in the arena. The
first is an end stage concert at a similar facility.
Figure 6-9
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The next figure shows the home team locker room for the new similar arena in Allentown,
Pennsylvania.
Figure 6-10

The next figure shows a standard suite.
Figure 6-11

The next figure shows an arena football setup in the Allen Events Center.
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Figure 6-12

The next figure shows an example of a restaurant at the Allentown facility.
Figure 6-13

The next figure shows the entry area of the Allen Event Center.
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Figure 6-14

The next figure shows a tradeshow on the event floor.
Figure 6-15
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The next figure shows suite level restrooms and public concourse restrooms.
Figure 6-16

Figure 6-17
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The next figure shows an example of a suite level bar.
Figure 6-18

The final figure shows an example of a concourse at a small arena facility.
Figure 6-19

The next chapter will show projections of performance at the recommended arena.
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DEMAND AND FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Based on the analysis conducted, HSP has developed demand and financial projections for the
proposed arena. The assumptions are based on the recommendations in the prior chapter.

Demand Projections
The following table shows the expected number of events, by type.
Table 7-1
Projected Schedule of Events by Category and Year
Category

Year 1

Mad Ants
25
Other Sports Team
0
Family Shows
4
Concerts
12
Other Sporting Events
6
Graduations
2
Assemblies, Conventions, Large Community Events
8
Meetings/Banquets
24

Total

81

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

25
0
5
13
8
3
10
27

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

25
0
6
14
10
4
12
30

91

101

101

101

101

101

101

101

101

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The Mad Ants are expected to have 25 home games. The model does not assume any indoor
soccer or football tenants, although these are a possibility. Family shows are projected to stabilize
at six per year, with 14 concerts per year and ten other sporting events. Graduations, flat-floor
events, and meetings/banquets are expected to add 46 other annual events.
The next table shows the expected annual attendance by type of event.
Table 7-2
Projected Paid Attendance by Category and Year
Category

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Mad Ants
85,800
Family Shows
12,000
Concerts
54,000
Other Sporting Events
15,000
Graduations
3,000
Assemblies, Conventions, Large Community12,000
Events
Meetings/Banquets
4,300

88,200
15,000
58,500
20,000
4,500
15,000
4,900

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

88,200
18,000
63,000
25,000
6,000
18,000
5,400

186,100

206,100

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

223,600

Total

Year 1

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Attendance is projected to start at 186,000 and increase to nearly 225,000 annually by stabilization,
led by basketball attendance (approximately one-third of total attendance) and followed by
concerts.
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Financial Projection
The following table shows the performance of several comparable facilities that have been
developed in the past ten years and with seat counts within a similar range as that recommended
for Fort Wayne. The facilities range in size from 5,400 to 10,000 seats, averaging 7,200 and from
85 events per year to 200, averaging 145.
Table 7-3
Comparable Facility Revenue and Expense Figures
Comp A

Comp B

Comp C

Comp D

Comp E

2013
Per Seat Per Event
2014
Per Seat Per Event
2014
Per Seat Per Event
2013
Per Seat Per Event
2014
Per Seat Per Event Avg./ Seat Avg./ Event
Rental Income
Gross Ticket Revenue
$5,864,366
$1,086
$28,889 $7,867,625
$742
$52,103 $5,446,886
$648
$42,554
$836,592
$144
$9,842 $2,217,651
$370
$13,440
$598
$29,366
Sponsorship Revenue
$59,039
$11
$291
---$0
-----$28,951
$5
$175
$8
$233
Other Event Revenue
$14,425
$3
$71
---$493,259
$59
$3,854
$204,827
$35
$2,410
$134,025
$22
$812
$30
$1,787
Facility Rental Revenue
---------$608,382
$105
$7,157
---$105
$7,157
Tenant Charges
($6,064,839)
($1,123) ($29,876) ($7,526,472)
($710) ($49,844) ($5,200,038)
($619) ($40,625) ($1,882,375)
($325) ($22,146) ($2,394,527)
($399) ($14,512)
($635)
($31,401)
Net Service Income
$159,852
$30
$787
$352,780
$33
$2,336
$227,457
$27
$1,777
---$90,115
$15
$546
$26
$1,362
Facility Income
Suite Ticket Revenue
$7,871
$1
$39
$25,961
$2
$172
$16,245
$2
$127
$28,210
$5
$332
$24,057
$4
$146
$3
$163
Suite Rental Revenue
$26,070
$5
$128
$11,309
$1
$75
$316
$0
$2
$21,627
$4
$254
---$2
$115
Facility Fee Revenue
$335,810
$62
$1,654
$185,040
$17
$1,225
---$274,636
$47
$3,231
$114,100
$19
$692
$37
$1,701
Ticket Conv/Fee Revenue
$234,210
$43
$1,154
$181,173
$17
$1,200
$70,037
$8
$547
$18,674
$3
$220
$131,585
$22
$797
$19
$784
Ancillary Income
Concessions
$329,928
$61
$1,625
$702,405
$66
$4,652
$145,749
$17
$1,139 $1,852,251
$319
$21,791
$329,454
$55
$1,997
$104
$6,241
Catering/Suites
$52,883
$10
$261
$44,313
$4
$293
$261,018
$31
$2,039
---($747)
($0)
($5)
$11
$647
Novelty
$25,638
$5
$126
$31,481
$3
$208
$28,487
$3
$223
$19,708
$3
$232
$37,192
$6
$225
$4
$203
Parking
$289,979
$54
$1,428
$350,211
$33
$2,319
$131,194
$16
$1,025
------$34
$1,591
Ice Rental & Public Skate
---------$981,182
$169
$11,543
---$169
$11,543
Other Income
Suite Income
$846,630
$157
$4,171
---------$150,758
$25
$914
$91
$2,542
Club Seat Income
$218,767
$41
$1,078
------$452,297
$78
$5,321
---$59
$3,199
Sponsorship/Advertising - Cash
$535,390
$99
$2,637
---------$186,133
$31
$1,128
$65
$1,883
Sponsorship/Advertising - Trade
$208,914
$39
$1,029
------$363,464
$63
$4,276
$239,286
$40
$1,450
$47
$2,252
Ticket/Ordering Revenue
------$226,512
$27
$1,770
------$27
$1,770
University Revenue
------$889,250
$106
$6,947
------$106
$6,947
Ticket System Sponsorship
------$21,970
$3
$172
------$3
$172
Misc. Income
$1,555
$0
$8
$158,954
$15
$1,053
$8,698
$1
$68
$133,638
$23
$1,572
$4,512
$1
$27
$8
$546
Total Operating Income
$3,146,488
$583
$15,500 $2,384,781
$225
$15,793 $2,767,040
$329
$21,618 $3,913,113
$675
$46,037 $1,292,545
$215
$7,834
$405
$21,356

Item

Opeerating Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Executive
Marketing/Group Sales
Finance
Box Office
Operations
Event Services
Premium Services
Food & Beverage
Overhead
Personnell
Sales
Other Expenses
Suite Commissions
Advertising Commissions
Sponsors Fulfillment Expense
Contingency
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss)

$366,551
$200,665
$223,163
$29,871
$790,749
$137,163
$12,357
-$444,104
---

$68
$37
$41
$6
$146
$25
$2
-$82
---

$202,401
$202,683
$4,424
-$2,614,131

$37
$38
$1
-$484

$532,357

$99

$1,806
$988
$1,099
$147
$3,895
$676
$61
-$2,188
---

$260,472
$222,630
$196,875
$119,019
$330,677
$117,415
--$298,463
---

$25
$21
$19
$11
$31
$11
--$28
---

$997
-$998
-$22
--$38,934
$12,877 $1,584,486

---$4
$149

$2,622

$800,295

$75

$1,725
$1,474
$1,304
$788
$2,190
$778
--$1,977
---

$246,333
$187,042
$252,244
$145,337
$860,128
---$503,905
---

$29
$22
$30
$17
$102
---$60
---

$1,924
$1,461
$1,971
$1,135
$6,720
---$3,937
---

$318,276
----$298,404
-$496,962
$1,564,973
$1,413,713
$26,000

$55
----$51
-$86
$270
$244
$4

$3,744
----$3,511
-$5,847
$18,411
$16,632
$306

$200,474
$92,334
$137,428
$98,034
$627,250
$60,379
$14,797
$236,041
$429,338
---

$33
$15
$23
$16
$105
$10
$2
$39
$72
---

$1,215
$560
$833
$594
$3,802
$366
$90
$1,431
$2,602
---

$42
$24
$28
$13
$96
$24
$2
$63
$102
$244
$4

$2,083
$1,121
$1,302
$666
$4,152
$1,332
$75
$3,639
$5,823
$16,632
$306

------$258
-$10,493 $2,194,989

----$261

----$17,148

$19,264
$18,712
--$4,156,304

$3
$3
--$717

$227
$220
--$48,898

----$1,896,075

----$316

----$11,491

$20
$20
$1
$4
$386

$612
$609
$22
$258
$20,182

$68

$4,469

($243,191)

($42)

($2,861)

($603,530)

($101)

($3,658)

$20

$1,175

$5,300

$572,051

Source: Global Spectrum, Hunden Strategic Partners

As shown, there are a number of line items that are not consistent from venue to venue, so caution
must be used when considering specific data points. However, the figures are good to understand
a variety of figures and metrics, including the fact that three of the five venues generate an
operating profit.
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The metrics presented here, in addition to IAVM’s 2013 arena survey results and conversations
with facility managers at similar facilities are used to make the financial assumptions presented
below.
The following table shows the revenue and expenses expected for the scenario, based on the above
and other assumptions.
Table 7-4
Fort Wayne Arena Financial Projection (thousands of inflated dollars) *
Fiscal Year
Item

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$415
$316
$48
$93
$53
$322
$432
$767
$167
$103

$482
$337
$51
$104
$57
$320
$472
$841
$182
$113

$552
$370
$58
$115
$62
$330
$486
$867
$194
$124

$568
$381
$60
$118
$62
$340
$501
$894
$194
$127

$585
$393
$62
$122
$69
$350
$516
$922
$194
$131

$603
$405
$64
$134
$69
$488
$531
$951
$194
$142

$621
$417
$65
$138
$69
$499
$547
$980
$194
$146

$640
$429
$67
$142
$69
$512
$564
$1,011
$194
$150

$659
$442
$69
$146
$76
$524
$581
$1,042
$194
$153

$679
$456
$72
$151
$76
$537
$598
$1,074
$194
$158

$2,716

$2,958

$3,158

$3,246

$3,344

$3,580

$3,677

$3,778

$3,887

$3,994

$725
$189
$302
$150
$160
$150
$125
$200
$95

$747
$194
$311
$155
$165
$155
$129
$206
$98

$769
$200
$320
$159
$170
$159
$133
$212
$101

$792
$206
$330
$164
$175
$164
$137
$219
$104

$816
$212
$340
$169
$180
$169
$141
$61
$107

$840
$219
$350
$174
$185
$174
$145
$63
$110

$866
$225
$361
$179
$191
$179
$149
$65
$113

$892
$232
$371
$184
$197
$184
$154
$67
$117

$918
$239
$383
$190
$203
$190
$158
$69
$120

$946
$246
$394
$196
$209
$196
$163
$71
$124

$104

$121

$138

$142

$147

$151

$155

$160

$165

$170

$78
$207

$90
$239

$103
$273

$106
$281

$109
$290

$112
$298

$116
$307

$119
$316

$123
$326

$127
$336

Operating Revenue
Rent
Concessions
Novelties
Catering
Parking
Premium Seating
Advertising and Sponsorship
Naming Rights
Facility Service Fee
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Operating Expense
Fixed
Salary - Permanent Staff
Benefits - Permanent Staff
General and Administrative
Utilities
Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance
Communications
Advertising
Misc.
Variable
Utilities
Event Services
Hourly Salaries and Benefits
Total Expenses

$2,484

$2,608

$2,737

$2,819

$2,740

$2,822

$2,907

$2,994

$3,084

$3,177

Net Operating Income (Deficit)

$231

$350

$421

$426

$604

$758

$770

$784

$803

$817

Deposit to Maintenance Reserve

$109

$118

$126

$130

$134

$143

$147

$151

$155

$160

Management Fee
Net Operating Income

$200
-$77

$206
$26

$212
$82

$219
$78

$225
$245

$232
$383

$239
$384

$246
$387

$253
$394

$261
$396

* Includes Naming Rights Revenue
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

In total revenue is projected to increase from $2.7 to $4.0 million over the period. This includes the
annual naming rights payment, which is not always counted as an operating revenue item, but
instead used to support initial debt service. After accounting for all operating expenses, net
operating income is projected to be negative $77,000 in the first year, increasing to $396,000 by
the tenth year.
The following is an explanation of the assumptions used for each line item:
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Revenue
Rent. Typically, the facility will make an arrangement with users for a base amount of rent and a
share of revenue, which can include a share of ticket, concession and/or novelty revenue. The
details depend on the act, promoter and the leverage the facility has. This can depend on many
factors.
Concessions. Concessions are figured based on a per attendee basis. Visitors spend more or less
depending on the type of event. These revenues are often shared with the event itself.
Merchandise. Merchandise revenues are also figured based on a per capita basis, although the
level of such sales is often much lower than concessions. In addition, the concert or event often
expects to keep the majority of revenue from such sales, although this is negotiated on a case-bycase basis.
Catering. Catering is part of the premium seating and ticket experience. Today’s venues have
multiple levels of premium experiences, from suites to club/loge seats to the pre- and during-event
dining experiences at the club or lounge area. Depending on the type of event, catering yields
different amounts of revenue and this all flows to the building, netting out direct expenses.
Parking. Parking is not expected to be a major revenue stream for the facility, as the number of
spaces will be limited onsite to 157 spaces. However, as these will be for premium ticket holders,
the rates charged to be onsite will be relatively high for the market, assumed at $9 per car per
event.
Premium Seating. There are 14 suites programmed into the building, including six larger suites
and eight smaller suites. The average seat count per suite is 14 seats. The program also includes
more than 500 premium loge seats. This includes 240 fixed and floating/casters loge seats as well
as more than 250 bar and restaurant seats in the loge/premium dining area. The rate for the
season for loge seats is $1,000 while the annual lease for the suites averages $33,000.
Advertising & Sponsorship. Advertising revenue is generated from signage inside and outside the
building, as well as electronic signage on scoreboards and ribbon boards. The model includes an
assumption of $600,000 in annually available revenue from advertising and sponsorships, with 90
percent sold and a 20 percent fee paid to the agency/broker that places the advertising. This can
also be done in-house.
Naming Rights. Naming rights for major event facilities depends on a number of factors, but is
most influenced by the assumed number of eyeballs or impressions generated on television, radio
and to attendees. This is the reason that facilities with major league tenants with television
contracts and high viewership can generate larger naming rights deals. While there will not be any
major league tenants in this facility, there is value to the events that will occur there. Given that
Parkview Field was able to generate a naming rights deal at approximately $750,000 based on only
baseball games during the warm months, HSP has conservatively estimated that the arena, with
events during nine to ten months per year, including concerts, sports and family shows, should be
able to support a naming rights deal of $800,00 per year, increasing at the rate of inflation.
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Facility Service Fee. The facility service fee is assumed to be $1.00 per attendee and is placed on
all tickets at the facility as a way to support operations.
Other Revenue. Other revenues are minimal and include any other small revenue items, such as
ATM fees, etc.

Expenses
Personnel. Personnel costs are made up of permanent position salaries and part-time wages as
well as benefit costs.
General & Admin. This line item includes a wide variety of expenses, including the supplies and
general office and other standard operating items in an event facility. It can be figured as a
percentage of revenue but also can be figured based on the average of similar facilities.
Utilities. Utilities are both fixed and variable due to the higher usage necessary during events.
These are figured based on multiple metrics, including the size of building/volume of space and
number of event days.
Repairs & Maintenance. Repairs and maintenance costs are a constant challenge and expense in
major event facilities. The expense level assumed can vary with the level of activity and is assumed
based on the average of similar sized facilities, although should be less due to the slightly lower
level of activity since there is not a hockey tenant assumed.
Insurance. Insurance expenses cover many items, from insurance on the building and damage
from a variety of incidents and weather, to liability insurance.
Communications. Communications costs in arenas are a significant expense, not just due to the
phone, cabling and other typical communication costs, but due to the high expectation that
attendees have for using their smartphones at full speeds. This means that today’s facilities must
have robust internet and Wi-Fi capabilities, with numerous access points and wide bandwidth so
that thousands of users can be utilizing their devices simultaneously for calls, texts, social media
and streaming video. The communication expense was derived from the average of similarly-sized
facilities.
Advertising. Advertising expense is composed primarily of print and online media, as any copromotion funding for radio or television advertising for self-produced or co-produced events. The
amount is based on the amount spent at similar facilities.
Other. Other expenses include a number of expenses not included in the major line items above,
such as accounting, legal, and a variety of smaller items.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
The gross operations of the Project will generate a significant amount of economic activity and
various taxes and will support a number of new jobs onsite. However, the critical analysis is the
amount of net new spending generated by the Project in the community. While most of the
activity will be new to Fort Wayne, some will be transferred from the Coliseum. However, the
reason that many events will transfer from the Coliseum is the belief by event sponsors that the
turnout, experience and economic results will be better there. Certainly that is the belief for Mad
Ants basketball, other sports events that will thrive in a basketball-centric format and concerts
that work best in smaller environments. There will also be many new events, including concerts,
family shows and flat floor expos and conventions.
In order to determine the impact of these net new events and improved performance of existing
events, HSP made assumptions about the various event types and how many new daytrips and
overnights will occur as a result. This is filtered by a number of factors, set forth in the table
below. When reading from left to right, the table results in a net number of new overnights and
daytrips to Fort Wayne compared to the overall activity at the new facility.
Table 8-1
Metrics and Assumptions Used to Determine Net New Vistors to Fort Wayne
Percent of
Non-Fort
Wayne
Percent of
Visitors
Visitors Non- Who Stay
Fort Wayne Overnight
Mad Ants
Family Shows
Concerts
Other Sporting Events
Graduations
Conventions, Expos & Large Flat Floor Events
Meetings/Banquets
Total

25%
50%
60%
65%
80%
80%
75%
47%

Percent of
Non-Fort
Wayne
Visitors
Staying
Overnight

9%
25%
33%
45%
60%
60%
40%
21%

2%
13%
20%
29%
48%
48%
30%
34%

Percent of
Non-Fort
Wayne
Visitors
Making a
Daytrip
91%
75%
67%
55%
40%
40%
60%
66%

Number of
Non-Fort
Wayne
Visitors
Staying
Visitors per
Overnight Room Night
1,890
9,000
36,180
8,250
1,200
4,800
2,592
63,912

1.9
2.33
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.9

Room
Nights
Generated
995
3,863
19,042
4,342
667
3,000
1,851
33,760

Number of
Non-Fort
Wayne
Daytrips

Net New
% Net New
Room
Net New
to Fort
Nights to Day Trips to
Wayne
Fort Wayne Fort Wayne

19,110
4,500
21,708
5,363
960
3,840
1,944
57,425

10%
75%
75%
70%
15%
25%
25%
38%

99
2,897
14,282
3,039
100
750
463
21,630

Source: HSP

After making assumptions for the percentage of attendees at each event to be from outside of
Fort Wayne’s city limits (47 percent) and then further reducing those by the number who would
stay overnight (21 percent of non-Fort Wayne visitors), the model results in a number of nonFort Wayne visitors who would stay overnight, or nearly 64,000. When dividing by nearly two
visitors per room night, the result is nearly 34,000 room nights and more than 57,000 non-Fort
Wayne day trips. However, not all events or attendees will be new to Fort Wayne (some events
will shift from the Coliseum or Grand Wayne Center). This set of assumptions results in an
estimate of net new room nights to Fort Wayne of nearly 22,000 and nearly 27,000 new day
trips.
The net new room night impact should bring support for an additional 70 to 80 hotel rooms
downtown, which is enough to support an additional small or boutique hotel.
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1,911
3,375
16,281
3,754
144
960
486
26,911

The basis for the impacts will be the net new room nights due to the Project as well as the net
new day trips, which have a lower economic impact than overnights.
The daily spending by visitors and the overnight spending by overnight visitors all contribute to
the economic impact of the Project.
These are shown in the next table.
Table 8-2
Estimated Spending Per Visitor per Trip
Year 1
Spending per New Visitor - Overnight
Onsite Food & Beverage
Offsite Food & Beverage
Total Food & Beverage

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 20

$4.75
$30.88
$35.63

$4.89
$31.80
$36.69

$5.04
$32.76
$37.79

$5.19
$33.74
$38.93

$5.35
$34.75
$40.10

$5.51
$35.79
$41.30

$5.67
$36.87
$42.54

$5.84
$37.97
$43.81

$6.02
$39.11
$45.13

$6.20
$40.28
$46.48

$8.33
$54.14
$62.47

$46.84
$10.31
$5.03
$6.60
$104.40

$48.25
$10.62
$5.18
$6.79
$107.54

$49.69
$10.94
$5.34
$7.00
$110.76

$51.19
$11.27
$5.50
$7.21
$114.08

$52.72
$11.60
$5.66
$7.42
$117.51

$54.30
$11.95
$5.83
$7.65
$121.03

$55.93
$12.31
$6.01
$7.88
$124.66

$57.61
$12.68
$6.19
$8.11
$128.40

$59.34
$13.06
$6.37
$8.36
$132.26

$61.12
$13.45
$6.56
$8.61
$136.22

$82.14
$18.08
$8.82
$11.57
$183.07

$4.25
$20.07
$24.32

$4.38
$20.67
$25.05

$4.51
$21.29
$25.80

$4.64
$21.93
$26.57

$4.78
$22.59
$27.37

$4.93
$23.27
$28.19

$5.07
$23.96
$29.04

$5.23
$24.68
$29.91

$5.38
$25.42
$30.81

$5.55
$26.19
$31.73

$7.45
$35.19
$42.64

Retail Spending
Transportation Spending
Other Spending

$6.91
$3.37
$3.30

$7.11
$3.47
$3.40

$7.33
$3.58
$3.50

$7.55
$3.68
$3.60

$7.77
$3.79
$3.71

$8.01
$3.91
$3.82

$8.25
$4.02
$3.94

$8.50
$4.15
$4.06

$8.75
$4.27
$4.18

$9.01
$4.40
$4.30

$12.11
$5.91
$5.78

Total Direct Spending

$37.89

$39.03

$40.20

$41.41

$42.65

$43.93

$45.25

$46.61

$48.00

$49.44

$66.45

Lodging Spending
Retail Spending
Transportation Spending
Other Spending
Total Direct Spending
Spending per Visitor - Day Trip
Onsite Food & Beverage
Offsite Food & Beverage
Total Food & Beverage

Source: HSP

The per-person per-visit spending for overnight guests totals $104 in Year 1 and increases with
inflation. The daily spending per person for day trips is $38 in the first year. Lodging spending is
essentially half of the hotel room rate due to the fact that nearly two people are assumed to
share each room rented.

Economic, Earnings, Employment and Fiscal Impact
In addition to the expected revenue generated onsite, the increased economic activity will result
in higher fiscal activity, income and employment for the Fort Wayne economy.
HSP uses the IMPLAN input-output multiplier model, which determines the level of additional
activity in the Fort Wayne economy due to additional inputs. For example, for every dollar of
direct new spending in Fort Wayne, the IMPLAN model provides multipliers for the indirect and
induced spending that will result.
The net new and recaptured direct spending discussed earlier in the chapter is considered to be
the Direct Impact.
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From the direct spending figures, further impact analyses will be completed.

!

Indirect Impacts are the supply of goods and services resulting from the initial direct
spending. For example, a visitor’s direct expenditure on a hotel room causes the hotel to
purchase linens and other items from suppliers. The portion of these hotel purchases
that are within the local economy is considered an indirect economic impact.

!

Induced Impacts embody the change in spending due to the personal expenditures by
employees whose incomes are affected by direct and indirect spending. For example, a
waitress at a restaurant may have more personal income as a result of the visitor’s visit.
The amount of the increased income that the employee spends in the area is considered
an induced impact.

!

Fiscal Impacts represent the incremental tax revenue collected by the city and county
due to the net new economic activity. The fiscal impact represents the government’s
share of total economic benefit. Fiscal impacts provide an offset to the potential public
expenditures required to support the development.

!

Employment Impacts include the incremental employment provided not only onsite, but
due to the spending associated with it. For example, the direct, indirect and induced
impacts generate spending, support new and ongoing businesses, and ultimately result
in ongoing employment for citizens. HSP will show the number of ongoing jobs
supported by the project and provide the resulting income and income taxes generated.

Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts
The table below shows the direct net new spending, based on the analysis.
Table 8-3
Direct Net New Spending (000s)

Food & Beverage
Lodging
Retail
Transportation
Other Local Spending (Recreation, etc.)
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$2,119
$1,925
$610
$297
$360
$5,311

$2,307
$2,095
$664
$324
$392
$5,782

$2,686
$2,443
$773
$377
$456
$6,735

$2,767
$2,516
$796
$388
$470
$6,937

$2,850
$2,592
$820
$400
$484
$7,145

$3,303
$3,005
$951
$464
$561
$8,284

$4,439
$4,049
$1,277
$623
$754
$11,143

$67,316
$61,279
$19,370
$9,451
$11,436
$168,852

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Spending on food and beverage is the largest component of new spending to Fort Wayne,
followed by lodging spending. Over the period, a total of nearly $170 million in direct new
spending is projected from the Project over 20 years.
The next table shows the direct, indirect and induced spending from the Project, based on the
IMPLAN multipliers.
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Table 8-4
Direct, Indirect & Induced Net New Spending (000s)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$5,311
$1,783
$2,107
$9,201

$5,782
$1,941
$2,294
$10,017

$6,735
$2,262
$2,672
$11,669

$6,937
$2,329
$2,753
$12,019

$7,145
$2,399
$2,835
$12,380

$8,284
$2,781
$3,287
$14,352

$11,143
$3,741
$4,421
$19,306

$168,852
$56,696
$66,995
$292,543

Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The direct spending totals $169 million over the period, while the indirect and induced spending
add another $57 and $67 million, respectively. In total, $292 million in economic impact is
projected.
The following table shows the new earnings associated with the new economic activity.
Table 8-5
Net New Earnings from Direct, Indirect & Induced Spending (000s)
Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$1,706
$570
$637
$2,912

$1,857
$620
$693
$3,170

$2,163
$722
$808
$3,693

$2,228
$744
$832
$3,804

$2,295
$766
$857
$3,918

$2,660
$888
$993
$4,542

$3,579
$1,195
$1,336
$6,110

$54,229
$18,109
$20,246
$92,584

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

By the fifth year of operation, $3.9 million of new direct, indirect, and induced earnings are
projected, with a total of more than $90 million over the period.
The table below shows the estimated full-time equivalent jobs created by the Project.
Table 8-6
Net New Full-Time Equivalent Jobs from Direct, Indirect & Induced Earnings
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Average

97
33
39
169

103
35
41
178

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
201

116
39
46
202

113
38
45
196

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

New full-time equivalent jobs (FTE’s) are projected to vary over the period based on the net new
spending, averaging approximately 200 over the period. This is not the number of jobs onsite,
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but the number of new full-time equivalent jobs supported in the Fort Wayne economy due to the
activity at the Project (not including construction).

Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of the Project is the benefit to the county and city via taxes generated,
essentially through new sales, lodging, food/beverage, and income taxes. The community and
Capital Improvement Board benefit from a variety of taxes collected, including new county
lodging, income, and food and beverage taxes. In addition, due to the professional sports
district, the CIB can capture onsite state sales tax (7.0 percent) and onsite income tax (3.4
percent).
The following table shows the projections of the various taxes.
Table 8-7
Estimated Fiscal Impact - Tax Impacts from Net New Spending (000s)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

Local Taxes Collected
Locally Captured State Sales Tax
Locally Captured State Income Tax
County Lodging Tax
County Option Income Tax
County Food & Beverage Tax
Total

$307
$25
$96
$29
$21
$478

$351
$25
$105
$32
$23
$536

$401
$26
$122
$37
$27
$613

$413
$27
$126
$38
$28
$631

$425
$28
$130
$39
$28
$650

$496
$32
$150
$45
$33
$757

$667
$43
$202
$61
$44
$1,018

$10,096
$662
$3,064
$926
$673
$15,422

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Total net new taxes that benefit the city, county or CIB is expected to total $15.4 million over the
first 20 years, led by onsite sales tax and county lodging tax.

Construction Impact
The one-time construction of the Project will impact the area as spending will occur via the
purchase of materials (40 percent of the budget) and the payment of labor and service providers
(60 percent of the budget). The net Fort Wayne impacts are shown below for the construction
impact.
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Table 8-8
Construction Impact
Impact
Direct Materials Spending
Indirect Spending
Induced Spending
Total

$ 19,200,000
$ 5,370,000
$ 8,560,000
$ 33,130,000

Direct Labor Spending

$ 21,600,000

Employment (Job Years)

399

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The total spending from materials spending is estimated to total $33 million while there is
expected to be nearly $22 million in earnings from labor spending. This will support
approximately 400 job-years, which is one full-time job for one year.
The following table shows the summary of impacts for the Project.
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Table 8-9
Summary of Impact (First 20 Years)
Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

(millions)
$169
$57
$67
$293

Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

(millions)
$54
$18
$20
$93

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Actual
116
39
46
201

Local Taxes Collected
Locally Captured State Sales Tax
Locally Captured State Income Tax
County Lodging Tax
County Option Income Tax
Income Tax from Construction
County Food & Beverage Tax
Total

(millions)
$10.10
$0.7
$3.1
$0.9
$0.1
$0.7
$15.6

Construction Impact
New Materials Spending
New Labor Spending

(millions)
$19.2
$21.6

Job-Years, From Construction

399

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

The net new spending for the Project totals $293 million over the 20-year period, $93 million in
new earnings, 201 new full-time equivalent jobs (Year 4) and $15.6 million in taxes collected
from the ongoing operations and the one-time construction project impact.
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GOVERNANCE ANALYSIS
One of the most important decisions for a public entity that is considering an event center/arena
project is the structure of ownership and management of the facilities after completion. The
manner in which a municipality structures the ownership of the development and the type of
management of the facilities are central to the success of the project. The community will need
to establish the best ownership and management structure under which the proposed arena
would operate to best suit the needs of the community and to foster the success of the project,
not to mention the neighboring and potentially connected Grand Wayne Center.
The following table shows the nature of arena ownership based on venue size.
Table 9-1
Nature of Facility Ownership
All Facilities
Less than 7,500 seats
7,500 to 12,000 seats
More than 12,000 seats

City

State

Authority

Private

County

Other

33%
48%
37%
17%

21%
10%
32%
22%

18%
10%
11%
30%

11%
14%
5%
13%

8%
9%
5%
9%

9%
9%
10%
9%

Source: IAVM Benchmarking Survery Report 2010

For facilities of fewer than 7,500 seats, nearly half are owned by the city, while the other types of
owners (state, authority, private, county and other) each own approximately ten percent of
facilities. Currently, the county owns the Coliseum while the CIB (essentially an authority) owns
the Grand Wayne Center.
The following table shows the nature of facility management.
Table 9-2
Nature of Facility Management
All Facilities
Less than 7,500 seats
7,500 to 12,000 seats
More than 12,000 seats

Government

Authority

Contract

Independent

Other

32%
44%
42%
13%

15%
0%
21%
22%

17%
17%
16%
17%

18%
17%
11%
26%

18%
22%
10%
22%

Source: IAVM Benchmarking Survery Report 2010

The most common facility management structures, when considering independent and private
management as non-governmental, would be 35 percent for this category, followed by
government at 32 percent, although it is higher for smaller venues. As the seating capacity
increases, management tends to shift away from government, primarily due to the fact that the
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largest arenas are for NBA and NHL tenants and these teams prefer to manage the facilities and
capture all revenue.

Pros and Cons of Management Structures
Facilities can be effectively run within any structure if the right, qualified management personnel
are in place and the incentives and expectations are appropriate for such management. Also, it is
critical that the owner (whether a City, Authority, etc.) is represented by a board that understands
the arena and event industry. An uneducated owner coupled with any management team
provides an opportunity for economic and mission failure. Within any structure, safeguards and
expectations must be in place to ensure everyone is operating from the same playbook.

Private Management
The following are implications of choosing a private management company:
!

Competition drives improvements. There are several management companies for
arena facilities. By making them compete initially for a contract, the owner has a
choice of vendors who will commit to excellence. Then, by reviewing and potentially
re-bidding the contract every five years, the threat of continued review and
competition will keep the existing manager on point and allow the other bidders to
offer something better.

!

Management companies generally know how to maximize revenue and minimize
expenses without hurting service. They also know how to staff the building with the
minimum amount of human resources (which is the largest portion of expenses for
an arena). Because staff is generally non-union, they can be terminated if they are
not performing and are not artificially protected from the consequences of their
actions. And if labor is unionized, these private companies are in a better position to
negotiate than government staff who may have political concerns. This leads to
lower costs.

!

Because private management companies manage other facilities, they typically train
managers over time through junior roles and advance them to manage facilities only
when adept at the job. They also have a network of resources to assist if the local
building should need additional resources.

!

Private management companies also tend to have networks of contacts for bringing
in new events and also should have purchasing power for supplies and other items
due to the many facilities within their structure. Any private company should prove
that they are using their size and network to the community’s advantage.

!

Private managers should be well versed in negotiating food and beverage contracts,
advertising and sponsorship deals, and related deals for the building. In many cases,
the company offers their own catering company and this should be reviewed
carefully to ensure each entity stands on its own merits.
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!

If an owner (city or authority) is unhappy with the job of management, they have
several options to remedy the situation, including requesting the removal of the
manager through the management company. The management company can then
provide options to the owner for replacing the manager in question.

!

Private management companies have relationships with national and regional event
promoters, planners and other facility users and this provides several benefits:
!

Private management should be able to fill space within their booking window
due to their relationships with such event promoters.

!

Such companies can develop custom shows and events with these promoters
specifically for the market if a gap exists in the market.

!

Multi-venue deals can decrease costs for the facility.

!

Because of performance-based compensation, operating results should be stronger.

!

Generally speaking, private management companies have a more efficient and quick
procurement process for goods and services than a public process. However, under
a non-governmental management model like exists at the GWCC under the CIB,
procurement can also be quick and efficient).

!

Private management companies do charge fees above and beyond the cost of their
general manager. The management fee is typically a flat amount with a bonus that
can be achieved by meeting certain goals annually. These deal points are critical to
the building’s success and should be reviewed carefully. Ultimately, the efficiency,
customer service, and financial results produced via the management company
should more than make up for their fee. Deal negotiation is critical.

!

There can be a concern of lack of control by the community leadership over a private
management company, but those checks and balances are recommended by HSP
and can be properly calibrated with the right agreement.

!

General managers could potentially turn over at a higher rate as new opportunities
present themselves within the company’s other facilities. However, this can also
occur amongst public managers.

Public Management
The following are discussion items related to public management:
!

Managers working directly for the public sector owner can be successful and
effective in terms of operations if they have been trained in the industry and have
excelled in other markets (this is true of management at the Coliseum). However, it
is key that their contract has the same stipulations that a private management
company’s would, in terms of management, marketing, revenue generation, expense
control, customer service, etc. Also, it is imperative that the owner’s board or
primary contact either be competent in arena management and marketing and/or
they should retain an owner’s rep/asset manager who can review and interpret
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performance of management for the owner. Managers, whether public or private,
control the data and message related to that data for the arena and it is therefore
very important that someone who knows the industry ask the right questions and
review compliance with performance objectives. This can also be mitigated
somewhat through the management contract.
!

If the manager and staff are extensions of the public sector, they can be influenced
by political and other public sector personalities and decisions. One mayor may not
want to retain a past mayor’s manager and could demand the change, despite good
performance by the manager. Or the opposite could occur, where a Mayor, due to
personal relationships, keeps the non-performing manager in place to the detriment
of the building’s performance.

!

When arenas are extensions of government departments and are not stand-alone
enterprises, their revenues and expenses (and subsidies) can get mixed in with other
department funds and be hard to determine. This occurs in certain cities and can
cause great financial strain. Setting up the building as an enterprise keeps the
responsibility for its performance within the building. This can be achieved by setting
up an authority structure, where a public authority outside of the municipality (and
city budget) owns the building. Appointments are made to that board on a staggered
basis so as not to have major turnover due to any political election. Keeping the
arena as a stand-alone enterprise makes it responsible for its operation and should
keep the city from putting excess/dead weight staff into “do-little” positions at the
arena.

Having reviewed and worked with many municipalities and their convention facilities, as well as
public and private management, HSP has the following recommendations:

Authority Directed Management
A third, popular way to govern public event facilities is with an authority model. This occurs
when an independent authority (often appointed by elected officials) hires an independent
manager or a management company to run the facility. The authority receives funding from
dedicated tax revenues most often.
This is essentially the case now with the Grand Wayne Center. The Capital Improvement Board is
appointed and then acts more independently than a city department would. They are often civic
leaders and others who have management and financial experience and can ask the tough
questions of facility management. They also have the ability to hire and fire either an independent
manager, such as at the convention center today, or they can hire a private management
company, as many do across the U.S. This then provides both the benefits of independence
while still tying the governance to some form of elected government.
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Implications
Given the existing positive experience the community has had with the CIB and Grand Wayne
Center, this authority-directed manager model appears to have merit in Fort Wayne. However, at
the county level, the successful Coliseum has been run by an independently hired manager who
reports directly to County government. Both structures allow for some lack of transparency, as
the information released to the public is somewhat up to the discretion of the parties. However,
in order to optimally manage facilities, true transparency is key and the initial structure would set
such a model in place. Any new structure should ensure that the performance of the facility is
made public, including all operating revenues and expenses as well as number of events and
attendance. By keeping performance transparent, the public and others can keep pressure on the
manager to continually improve performance for the benefit of the community.
HSP generally prefers models where management does not directly report to the government
entity, but instead reports to a dedicated independent entity, such as a board. However, that
board’s activity and information should be transparent to the community. This guarantees
independence yet also responsibility to own up to the truth about performance.
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